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Foreword

1.

.
This is an informative arid important book. It speaks cogently to the

it :present and future educational needs of individuals, ethnic groups, and
the nation Creatively edited by Jainet A. Banks, this book is a "futures"
guide for every educator. It can serve as a useful guide fOr educational
excellence sought by classroom ttachers who have a commitment to
become multiethnic educators, who are conscious of the nation's ethnic
diversity, and who want ethnic phiralism to be reflected, supported, and
respected irt their classrooms.

This book will help teachers in multiethnic communities respond
more effectively to the' ethnic diversity within their classrooms and
schools. It. is also' a Useful,aixd rational guide for teachers working in
isolated manoctiltural communities who would like their students to
,attain the knowledge, altitudes, ,and skills needed to appreciate the
ethnic diversity in the United States, and td improve or establishposi-

. live intergroup relations with members of :other racial and ethnic
grows.

The various chapters present fresh perspectives on our country;s-;
multiethnic experience kid on the history of -public education as it
relates.to the nation's ethnic gimps, including researcli which has im-
portant implications for teaching and learning in diverse educiational
settings. Thus the book helps us realize that in colliboration with the
larger society, we educators can assist in bringing ;bout* the reform and
the excitement so desperately needed today sn our public schools.

This book contains a combination of elements that teachers rarely
.find in one volume It provides a philosophical background; a multieth
nic, historical perspective; ingtructional guidelines; planning proce
dures; and important information about ways that other professionals,

-such as counselors and test specialists, can support our efforts to imple-
merit multiethnic educational reforms. Going beyond the four walls of
the classroom, its concept of education includes the school and the
community, as well as the popular media and other aspects of what
Cortessperceptively calls "the societal curriculum " In other words, the
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contributois are not under the widespread illusion that sdiookeis the
same as edsirahon .

,

S Highlighting the need' to examine the total educational environ-
ment when planning and implementing innovations such as multiethnic
education, the authors point out that the school and the community
must work cooperatively in the educational process' Efforts must be
undertaken to bridge the gaps between the home the school, and the
community As the authors indicate, however, the home, the school,
and the commuity of ttn distrust one another and contradict, rather
than support, one another's purposes and goals The distance between
the societal and the school curriculaso clearly described by Cortes
is enhanced by behavioral specifics in Gay's description of the conflict
between the home cultures of ethnic youthkand the culture of the
school Cox and Ramirez describe the frequent conflict between the
learning styles of ethnic youths and those favored by the school And'
Grant discusses the benefits that can result from school-community
collaboration, highlighting the need for home-school cooperation in
order to effectively educate students

Educators other than classroom teachers will also find this book
useful and informative.. Counselois, social workers, and administrators
will be more sensitive and rational in performing their jobs and provid-
ing leadership in reform' ing the educationar program to meet the chal-
lenge from the changing studentenrollmentf they absorb its ideas and
begin to implement the policies and practices recommended. Adminis-.
trators, in particular, must be aware of the itrategies'used by multieth-
nic teachers if they are to fulfill their supportive roles ?nd effectlyely
evaluate and; encourage the teaching-learning process in pluralistic
schools But the k(y person is the classroom teacher. Teachers are the
ones who make the difference Working cooperatively with parents, the
community, anjJr colleagues, we have the power to bring equity to
the school environment for all, students. lib

As a classroom teacher who works with a multiethnic and multira-
i cial. population, I have spent many years searching for educationally

sound content and processes that will help bring equity into my class-
room and school. Many readert have probably been engaged in similar

. quests. After reading this book, they will therefore understand, more
fully why 1 say this scholarly work summarizes years.of research and
readings for the classroom teacher. Each chapter succinctly 'captures the
essertog of an important issue or problem related to multiethnic educa-
tion. The authors are trailblazers in this area, deeply committed to
human rights and educational equity.

I hope that readers will find the learnings. reflected in this book as
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s,
renewing, reinforcing. and expanding as I have found them For exam-
ple, because I-am a holistic and visual learner,. I found Figure 2 in chapter
I very meaningful In this figure, James A Banks identifies the scope of
"The Total School Environment," which is discussed by the other au-
thors, and by Banks himself in chapter 10 Indeed, every chapter con-
tains specific helps for teachers as well as common threads that unite the
book Among these are behavioral references to which we can all relate
For example, in discussing ati understanding of language diversity, Sa-
ville-Troike cites specific messages that students'expresboth verbally
and nonverbally, that are influenced by ethnicity Students' communi-
cation systems also influence the learning environment, "since the way

, 1n which teachers perceive a' na respond to these communication styles
Significantly affects the learning process

Baker. provides insights into step-by-step planning behavior, ex-
plaining how teachers can change the curriculum to make it more mul-
tiethnic Howard .describes the implementation of an innovitive and
effective multiethnic education program within a predominarilly White
subUrbah community His encouraging account should stimulate other
teachers working in similar communities to take action to break down
ethnic encapsulation and ethnocentrism Gay focuses on the culturally
determined behaviors that we cart observe in the classroom, recom-
mending an analysis of these beh'aviors to improve interpersonal rela-
tions bcfrween students and teachers '

Several 'of the writers observe that individuals respond to their
ethnic cultures and characteristics differently. Thus, there are tremen-
dous differences within ethnic groups This observation has powerful
implications for planning and teaching. Arciniega asks us to view ethnic
identifications and group4ehaviors as positive coping behaviors to be
fostered as sources of strength -for students rather than as cultural defi-
cits to be eradicated. Cherry A Banks considers the awareness of ethnic
cultures needed for effective interethnic interactions, and the way in
which each individual's ethnic culture influences cross-cultural interac-
tions and communications. As she points out, we are all individuals, yet
members of groups. This theme of individuality ancgraupriess ii also
a concern of Cortes in the "curriculum cif personal expeyience."

Mercer's chapter on testing is enormously instructive. J have long
been aware of the discrimination resulting from norm- referenced test-
ing, and the way it perpetuates educational inequality with tracking and
isolation under the guise of homogeneous grouping and its alleged
benefits."Mrcer's suggested alternittve- such tests iS equitable and
should be helpful- to Most teachers

In &chapter on the classroom teacher as the most important factOr
. .re
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r-N-ie tu nt's learning environment, Currie suggests guidelines for
training teaNis to function successfully in multiethnic, educational

. settings Cheng, Brizendine, and Oakes thoughtfully challenge several
traditional assumptions about schooling in their discussion of the school
iry`relation to the dominant ideologies and goals of society And in the
Eifterword Blumenberg highlights key points of the hook, proposing
actionspeeded by a variety of institutions to help implement reforms

.- in nuiftietlinstt education The bibliography which appears at the end of
the book is a useful source of additional information on the issues,.

i problem, and proposals for action presented in this publication
AsIeachers, we have the future of multiethnic education precari-

ously placed in our hands The way we attend to and nurture it will
determine its value to the education of a new clientele and to our society
as a world leader The complex problems facing the, teaching profession
today demand strong and concerted leadership for resolution" Let us be
the' ones to provide the leadership needed to revitalize our profession -
and to ining about educational equality for all the nation's youth Tlie
refotips needed to implement multiethnic education provide teachers
with a rich opportunity for leadership This thoughtful and stimulating
book issues a challenge Let us accept it

I am deeply grateful to James A Banks and his colleagues for
another fine contribution to the profession and to the National Educa-
hot( Association for its continuing leadership in the ongoing quest for' human rights and educational equitoy

, ii

Barbara J Shin, feacher
Pratt Continuous Progress Elementary School

. 0 Minneapolis, Minnesota
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Introduction

The ethnic revitalization movements of the 1960's emerged in re-
sponse to the inequality and institutionalized discrimination that
American ethnic groups were experiencing These movements in the
Uhited States echoed throughout the world as ethnic groups in such
nations as Cleat Britain, Canada, and Australia renewed their quests for
equality and deeOned their expressions of cultural integrity and pride

The ethnic revitalization movemens caught both the established
social science community and educational institutions by surprise So-
cial scientists, whose disciplines were dominated by assimilationist con-
cepts and ideologies, lacked adequate concepts and theories to explain
and analyze the new ethnic quests for separatism, identity, power, and
equality The'nation's schools, colleges, and uniyersities, which pro-
moted Angio-conformity goaland perspectives, lacked the knowledge,
viion, and` commitment needed to respond progressively to these
movements

Since the 1960's, with varying degrees ofrsuccess and reflection, the
nation's schools and other educational institutions have responded to
the unique educational problems of the nation's growing ethnic popula-
tions. Many schools have also tried to increase the ethnic awareness of
the .Anglo-American population and help all the nation's students to
become more sensitive toalrid knowledgeableabout the racial and ethnic
diversity in America Professional educafional associations, such as the
National Council for the Social Studies, the Association fat Supervision
and Curriculuin Development, the National Council of Teachers of
English, and the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Educa-
tion, have issued position statements, publications, and guidelines, and
spcvored workshops, conferences, and institutes to support the emerg-

. ing concepts of multiethnic and multicultural education The National
Education Association, the publisher out his book, has sponspred previ-
ous-publican-6ns and projects related tp ethnic and cultural diversity.
Commercial textboOk publishers have also published books and mater'
als related to ethnic studies and multiethnic education

These efforts by schools, professional education ass'ociatibns, a d
textbook publishers have, without question, had an impact on the'na-
tion's schools and colleges. The degree of impact is difficult to deter-,.

oe



mine Almost any educator who has recently visited schools in different
parts of the nation would probably agree,, however,, that the teaching
strategies, culture norms, and other aspects of the schools indicate that
many of the nation's educators have been little if at all influenced by
the myriad developments and publications in multiethnic education

The rise of neoconservatism, the so-called 'back to the hams'
movement, and the recent upsurge of, facial incidents in the nation
suggest that the national commitmentto equality for excluded groups
which emerged during the 1960's isbrapidly waning and that many
leaders would like to see the nation return to the "good old days' of
doing business as usual, with little attention devoted to the problems

"and promises of ethnic group life In the United States
The current national sociopolitical climate is a pernicious one in

which to talk and *write about multiethnic education in the 1980's
Many developments in the world, howeyer, suggest that helping our
future cittzens- develop cultural knowledge and global understandings
of events and issues (both within this nation and in the rest of the
world) may be our only hope for survival as a strong and respected,
nation in the next century It is clear that the non-White natiorts of the
world, such as those of the Arab world, Africa, and the People's Repub-
lic of China,. will play key roles in determining public policy on such
Itsues, as energy and international pdlitics that will deeply affect our
lives and the role of the United States in the world community

'Anglo-centric schools that teach students distorted and restricted
views of our nation and world, and that perpetuate ethnic ethnocen-
trism, cannot prepare effective and sensitive citizens for the world com-
munity of the future. A reform of the total schoollenvironment is
therefore imperative The school should reflect the ethnic and racial
diversity in our nation and world, and_help students develop the cul-
tural knowledge and cross-cultural behavior needed for interpersonal
and international survival and effective decisionmaking in the twenty-
first century Only a sound and thoughtful multiethnic education can
prepare our students for the challenges of tomorrow's world.

The collection of essays in this book is designed to help teachers
and other members of the educational community attain the insights
and conceptual understandings needed to prepare American youths to
function effectively within the world community of the present and the
future. The book focuses on key conceptual variables in the school
environment that need to be reformed so that schools may create envi
ronments in which students from all ethnic and racial groups can experi-
ence educational equity. Figure 2 in chapter 1 illustrates these variables
No attempt is made to survey the histories and cultures of- specific ethnir

-I
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groups since that is beyond the scope of this work. Several informative
publications that accomplish this goal admirably already exist, and
some of them are includechin the annotated bibliography at the end of
this book I.

The reader may want to know why the term midheIhnie durahon
rather than multicultural edul'atum is used in the title*Of this book Mul-
tiethnic education refers to the process us by educationatinstitutions
to reform their environments so that students from diverse ethnic and
racial groups will experience educational equity Multicultural' educa-'
'ton refers to a reform process whose, aim is to4creake an educational
environment in which a wide range of cultural groups, such as women,
handicapped pets ns, ethnic groups, and various regional groups, will
experience educat nal.equity Thus multicultural education is a much
more comprehert ve conc han Inultiethnic education, which is lim-ir
ited to the concerns and p ems of racial and ethnic groups Multieth-
nic education is therefore used in the title because this book's scope is
limited to the research and educational concerns of racial and ethnic
groups Consequently, Ihebook deals with but one very important part'
of the broader concept of multicultural education.

I am indebted to the gifted and knowledgeable professionals who
took valuable time from their basy schedules to help with this publica-
tion I am especially grateful to the authors of the chapters for their
thoughtful and informative work:I also wish to thank the individuals
(named elsewhere) who served as prepublication reviewers Their Fter-
ceptivecomments on the manuscript enabled us to strengtheti it: It was
in response to the comments of one reviewer that I added the previously
published chapters by Cheng and his colleagues and by Currie to
broaden the scope of this volume While the reviews were helpfiil and
informative, the authors and the editor assume total responsibility, for
the contents 1

$

V'

J.7

Jaries A Banks, Editor
University of Washington, Seattle\
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The. Nature of Multiethnic Education
t ,

...

lames A., Banks

- ,

America has long. been a land rich in ethnic diversity. Before the
' European colonists began to arrive It the fiterith.century, rh,aniaffer-

ent groups.of -Af Native Americans --with va d cultures, lihguages, and
physical characteristic%lived on the continent. Theilthe Spaniards,
the French, and the giglish established colonies in Plorth. America.
Africans came with the earliest Scranish explorers. The physical and

' cultural mixture of these diverse racial and ethnic groups further en-
riched pluralism in America. Net cultures and ethnic groups, such as
Mexican-Americads and AfrO-Americaris, emerged.

During the colonial period many different European ethnic and
nationalitygroups came across the vast Atlantic to improve their eco-
nomic status, pulled by the promise of the American dream widespread
in Europi and pushed by the harsh conditions and political repression
in their homelands. Each of these European groups tried to establish
European institutions on Arrfricait soil and to remake North America
in the image of its native land. The British, however, became the domi-
nant and most powerful ethnic group in early colonial America, control-
ling entry to most social! economic, And political institutions.' lmmi- .
grants from other nationsthe French Huguenots, the Irish, the
Scotch -Irish, and the Germans were unable to fully participate in co-
lonial life and culturetand became victims of overt discrimination as the

N
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attainment of Anglo characteristics became a requisite for full societal , ,

participation Thus the groundwork was laid for Americanization to
become synonymous with Anglicization

THE MELTING POT IDEOLOGY

Like other social institutions, the public schools were dominated by
Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture and values One of their major func-
tions was to rid students of their ethnic characteristics and to make them
culturally Anglo-Saxons Thus the schools taught the children of immi-
grants contempt for their cultures, forcing them to experience self-
alienation and self-rejectinn Many-immigrant parents accepted and
promoted Anglo-Saxon behavior and values because they telieved that
Anglicization was necessary for their survival and for their children's
economic and social mobility As Greenbaum observes, the immigrants,
accepted Anglo-Saxon values and Anglicization because of shame and
hope.

Most important is the fact that the main fuel for the American
A melting pot was shame The immigrants were best instructed in how

to repulse themselves; millions of people were taught to be
asharhed of their own faces, thiir family names, their parents and
grandparents, and their class patterns, histories, and life outlooks.
This shame had incredible power to make us learn, especially when
coupled with hope, the other main energy source for the melting pot
hope about becoming modern, about being secure, about escap-
ing the wars and depressions of the old country, and about being
equal with the;old Americans.2

The melting pot ideology, popularized by the English Jewish au-
thor, Israel Zangwill, thus became the philosophical justification for the
cultural and ethnic desocialization promoted by the sotiety and the
sch.00ls. All European cultaures, it was'argued, were to be blended, and

.0/ from them a novel and superior culture would emerge. Melting pot
advocates rarely discussed non-White ethnic groups such as Blacks and
Indians. Perhaps they assumed that these ethnic-groups would stick to
the bottom of the mythical melting pot. In some ways, however, the
Anglo-conformity concept more accurately describes what happened to
ethnic and immigrant groups in America than the melting pot idea
Ethnic and immigrant groups abandoned major parts of their cultures
and acquired many of the values, behaviors, and characteristics of An-
glo-Saxon Protestants. But neither the Anglo-conformity nor, the melt-
ing pot concept adequately describes the complex process which oc-

1
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curred and is still occurring in the development of American civilization
and culture

Both concepts are in some ways incomplete fridOr misleading
because non-Anglo ethnic groups have had (and are slitt6ving) a much
more cogent impact on American society than is reflected by either
theory Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture in the United States has been
greatly influenced by other ethnic and immigrant cultures. Such ethnic
groups as Italian-Americans and Polish-Americans retain many more
ethnic characteristics than is often acknowledged and/or recognized
The rather strong ethnic cultures existing within many Black and
Chicano communities are usually more often recognized by scholars and
practitioners As ovak has insightfully pointed out, however, eth-
nicity within White et nic communities is often subconscious and sub-
tle.3 Ethnic individuals t mselves, especially White ethnic group mem-
bers, are often unaware of the extent to which they are ethnic. As early
as 1963, Glazer and Moynitip, recognized the tenacity of ethnicity
within modern American society, writing in their classic book, Beyond the
Me1hng Pat "Individuals, in very considerable numbers to be sure, broke
out of their mipld, '6ut the groups remained . . The point about the
melting pot is that -did not happen."

THE LIMITATIONS'OF EXISTING CONCEPTS AND,.
IDEOLOGIES

The melting pot concept is inaccurate and misleading because
human cultures are complex and dynamic and do not meltlike iron
The Anglo-conformity concept suggests that Anglo-Saxon Protestants
were changed very little in America and that other ethnic groups did
all the changing. This theory does not reflect the fact that while An-
glo-SAxon Protestanfs were influencing other ethnic groups, these
groups were also influencing the values, behaviois, and characteristics
of Anglo-Saxons. ,

In the 1960's, the idea of cultural pluralism became popular in the
educational literaturk. This idea was born-near the turn of the century
when tremendous numbers of European immigrants were entering the.
United States, at the same time that nayivism, designed to stop the

-massive flow of immigrints, was becoming pernicious and widespread.3,
A few philosophers aTd writers, such as Horace Kallen; Randolph

'v. Bourne, and Julius Drachsler, strongly defended the rights of the immi-
grants, arguing that they had a right to maintain their ethnic cultures
and Institutions in the United States, and usinehTrolnpts of cultural

17
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pluragm and cultural democracy to describe their philosophical positions
During the 1960's, many members of ethnic groups such as Blacks,

Mexican - Americans, and American Indians endorsed some form of cul-
tural pluralism An idea born near the him of the century was thus
refashioned to fit the hopes, aspirations, and dreanis of alienated ethnic
peoples more than half a century Citer Like the concepts of Anglo-
conformity and the melting pot, however, cultural pluralism does not
adequately describe the complex nature of ethnic relations and cultural
development in the United, States

In its strongest form, the cultural pluralist idea suggests that ethi*
groups live within tight ethnic boundaries and communities and rarek
if ever, participate within the universal Amencan culture and society.
This concept denies the reality of a universal American culture and
hational, identity which every American, regardless of ethnicity and
ethnic group membership, shares fo a large extent. Most Americans
highly value their national identity, even though they may have a
strong 'sense of ethnic identity and significant ethnic behaviors and
characteristics This common nation* culture and identity should be
recognized, respected, and promoted bkthe schools in any reform effort
related to ethnicity Theronreptualization 61.the shared American culture
and identity, hoWever, sfipuld be broadened to more accurately reflect
the ethnic, racial, and cultural diversity in our nation. For example,
Afro-Americans, Mexican-Americans, and Puerto Ricans in the United
States usually do not firld,their cultural expressions, hopes, aspirations,
and problems depicted in many of the media and school presentations
of the Amencan culture and the American ways of life.

THE NEED FOR A NEW CONCEPT AND IDEOLOGY TO
GUIDE SCHOOL REFORM

To design sound multiethnic school programs, we -need a conceptu-
alization ,of ethnic groups in the United States which accurately reflects
the complex nature of ethnicity in America Some writers argue, for
example, that the United States is an Angle -week, their argument ema-
nating from the assumption that American culture developed as the
Anglo-cqnformity concept suggests. If the United States is considered
an AnglAsocietY then American literature is Anglo-American literature
and Amean history is Anglo-Amencan history. The schools,*the media,
and other American institutions have traditionally assumed this. But our
nation is not an Anglo nation culturally, even though Anglo-Saxon Protestants exererse
the major social, economic, and political power in the United States.

However, many presentations of American cqlioure and society in

16 18



the mass media, in textbooks (which have improved considerably in
recent years), and in the school curriculurri depict the United States in
ways which suggest or give the impression that American culture and
Anglo-AmerWaNculture are synonymous. For example, Alistair Cooke's
APIltrita, both the television program and the popular book that fol-
lowed, depicts tlite United States primarily as a nation of Anglo- Ameri-
cans and their culture We urgently need new'views about America and
ethnicity to 'permeate the school as .well as other institutions. Only
when they have been helped to gain new concepts about America and
the role of ethnicity in our society, will teachers be able to function
effectively within classrooms which promote positive norms toward the
differences within our society. If schools are to help this nation shape
the kind of future which is imperative for our survival in the twenty-
first century, they must help students gain broader and more accurate
views Of American society and culture.

MULTIPLE ACCULTURATION: A NEW CONCEPT

According to Gordon, structural pluralism best describes the ethnic
reality in the United States. We believes that ethnic groups in America
have experienced gross levels of cultural assimilation but the nation is
characterized by structutal pluralism b In other words, ethnic groups are
highly culturally assimilated but have separate ethnic subsocieties, such
as Black fraternities, Jewish social club's, and Chicano theaters.

Although*Gordon's concept deals more adequately with the com-
plexity of ethnic diversity in American society than Anglo-cOnformity,
the melting pot, or cultural pluralism, structural pluralism needs-n:4e
combined with another concept, multiple acculturation.' to completely and
accurately describe the past and present formation of the universal
American culture. The White Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture in Amer-
ica was changed as were the cultures of Africans and of Asian immi-
grants. African cultures influenced and changed the WASP culture as
the WASP culture influenced and modified African and Asian cultures.
What we experienced, and what we are still experiencing, is nrulhple
arculturatron and not a kind of unidirectional assimilation whereby the
Black culture was influenced by the WASP culture but the latter was
not influenced by the former The general or universal culture in the e
United States resulted from this series of multiple acculturations.
Anglo-Saxon Protestant culture had the greatest influence on the devel-
opment of American civilization and culture. Innvever, other ethnic. groups.
meth aslilaris. Jews. and Chicanos, have air* influenced the universal American
allure murk moritharkis often recognized. Thise groups h'ave strongly affected
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American music, English, literature, values, and behavioral patterns
Their contributions to the economy and to labor have also been sub-'

stantial

THE NATURE OF AMERICAN CULTURE

American culture consists of a shared universal culture as well of
ethnic subsocieties and communities (see Figure 1) The universal
American culture resulted, (and is resulting) from ethnic cultural ele-
ments which have become universalized and cultuail components
which resulted from the synthesis.of ethnic cultural elements and cul-
tural elements which evolved within this nation. TVs culture is shared
by All the ethnic groups in the United states. The,ethnic subsocieties

FIGURE I
ETEINIC SUBSOCIEVIES AND THE UNIVERSAL AMERICAN SOCIETY

Ethnic
Subsociety D

I.

Ethnic Subsociety A

Ethnic Subsociety C

Universal
American

Society

Ethnic
Subsociety B

0

This figure repr4ents the universal American society by the ruled area This culture is
shared by all ethnic groups within the United States A, B,, C. and D represent ethnic
subsocieties consisting of unique ethnic institutions, values, and cultural elements which
are nonuniversalized and are shared primarily by members of specific ethnic groups
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within the nation consist of nonuniversalized ethnic cultural elements
, and institutions These are still shared primarily by ethnic subgroups.

Almost every American participates both within the universal American
culture and society as well as within his or her ethnic subsociety.

,

THE MULTIETHNIC IDEOLOGY: IMPLICATIONS FOR
-,N--_, SCHOOL REFORM

My analysis of ethnicity in American society leads to a philosophi-
cal position which may be called the multiethnic ideology, since one of
its key assertions is that Americans function within several cultures,
including the mainstream culture and various ethnic subcultures. This
multiethnic ideology suggests that a major goal of school reform for the

! future should-be to help students develop cross-cultural competency,
consisting of the skills, attitudes, and abilities needed to function within
their own ethnic subsociety and the universal American culture, as well
as within and.across 'different ethnic cultures (see chapter 10).

Historically, the school has alienated ethnic youths from their Oh-
,

nic cultures aucl often has of succeeded in helping them acquire the
skills and abilities needed to unction within the mainstream American
culture or within other ethnic munities. A major assumption under-
girding the chapters in this book is that the school, in order to plan
effectively for ths future, must examine its assimilationist ideology and
Anglo-Saxon goals, and structure an ideology and goals more consistent
with the complex nature of ethnicity within American society. The
multiethnic ideology is an appropriate one to guide school reform
within a democratic pluralistic nation. To create a school environment
consistent with this ideology, requires systemic (or total) school reform.

Educators who want their schools to reflect a, multiethnic ideology
must examine their total school environment to determine the extent to
whicll it is monoethnic and Anglo-centric, and then take appropriate
steps to create and sustain a multiethnic educational environment. Ini-
tial school reform may focus on any one of several factors school petlicyi
and politics, the ethnic and racial composition of the school staff, its
attitudes and perceptions, the formalized and hidden curriculum, the
learning styles ant cultural behavioral patterns favored by the school,
the teaching strategies and materials, the testing and counseling pro-
gram, the languages and dialects sanctioned by the school, and the role
of the community in1.6"Ztrout. Figure 2 illustrates the total school
environment, including these an other Variables which must be re- .

formed in order to make the school multiethnic
,

,
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FIGURE 2
TOTAL SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT

School
Staff

attitudes,
perceptions,
beliefs, and

actions

School
Policy

and
Politics

School
Culture

and
Hidden

Curriculum

$

Teaching
Styles
and

Strategies

Formalized
Curriculum

and
Course of

Study

THE ,
TOTAL SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT

Instructional
Materials

Assessment
and

Testing
Procedures

This figure conceptualizfs the total school environment as a system consisting of a number
of major identifiable vanables and factors,, such as school culture, school policy and
politics. and formalized curriculum and course of -stsdy In the idealized multiethnic
school, each of these variables reflects ethnic pluralism While any one of these factors
may be the focus of initial school reform, changes must take place in each of them to create
and sustain an effective multiethnic educational environment
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This book is conceptualized around this systemic (total) view of
school reform Each deals with an important part of the school or corn- '
munity environment which must be reformed in order to make the
school more consistent with the culturally diverse and global nature of

_pur nation and world Pluralistic schools will help students enrich their'
'personal and public lives and live more effectively within an increas-
ingly small and interdependent world society
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A CHAPTER 2

.

The Societal %Curriculum: Implications for
Multiethnic Education

t
. t, Carlos E. Codes

Schools do not monopolizesntritiethnic education nor will theyolo44

so in the future, eveltjf they so wish Why? Because all students, all
people, continuously receive multiethnic educationboth -positive and
negativeoutside schools Aware of it or not, we are all students of the
societal curriculum?

What is the societal curriculum? It is that m assive, ongoing, infor-
mal curriculum of family, peer groups, neighborhoods, chvirches, organ:.
izations, occupations, mass media, and other socializing forces that "ed-
ucate" all of os throughaat our lives. fluch of this informal education
concerns ethnicity and ethnic groups.'

, .

The recognition of the fikevitability, omnipresence, anceontinuous
perVasiveness of the multiethnic societal' curriculum raises significant
questions for both society in general and educators in partic Ar. What

:
does this curriculum "teach" about ethnicity? How does it ect what '
people "know" 1,out ithnicity'and ethniigroups?How d sit it mnu-
ence beliefs, perceptions, attitudes, and behavior related to different

Ithnic groups? How does it increase or limit the effectiveriess school
multiethniC education? What are its implications for schools, Including
schoOl curriculum development? How can eduAtors more effectively
use it in school multiethnic eduCation?
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COMPONENT. THE SOCIETAL CURRICULUM

The multiethnic societal curriculum comprises at least four general
. components: (1) home, peer group, and neighborhood; (2) organizations

and institutions, (3) the media; and (4) personal interethnic experiences.
For each person, some aspects of that curriculum work positively to
increase sensitivity to and understanding about ethnic groups. Fqr each
person, other aspects have a negative impact through spreading distor-
tions, building stereotypes, or increasing prejudice. For example, studies
have shown that many children develop well- formed attitudes about
ethnic .people, including prejudices and stereotypes, by the time they
reach school.2 While we have no way of determining the specific con-
tent of each person's individual societal curriculum, educators should
remain alert to the general processes and diverse content of societal
curriculum multiethnic education.

For most people, multiethnic 0,lication begins in the home, long
before they enter schoolthrough conversations about ethnic people or
ethnic groups, through offhand remarks (including ethnic epithets and
stereotyping), and -through observation of actions of family members
and friends. Multiethnic education also comes from the neighborhood
peer group through conversations argl the spreading ,of children's
"knowledge" about ethnic groups These statements do 'not label the
home and the neighborhood multiethnic educational villains; they de-.
scribe a reality. In fact, the family and the neighborhood may provide
tither or both positive or negative multiethnic education, even not
conscious that they are doing so. N

A Societal institutions and organizations other than schools and mass
media institutions also serve as multiethnic educators These include
such institutions as churches, social clubs, political organizations, occu-
pational associations, even the workplace itself Each organization
"educates," in such ways as providing religious and moral instruction,
informing members of societal developments affecting tbeir livelihoods,
or exhorting members to takeNrtain positions on issues. Some of this
edutation may relate clearly to multiethnic concerns; other aspects may
have less obvious, but no less significant, ethnic implications.

A few specific examples of the ongoing institutional multiethnic
curriculum include labor unions counseling members about undocu-
mented aliens and- nkttority job training program; religious leaders
delivering sermons about desegregation; professional associations dis
cussing affirmative action; private businesses or government agencies
providing cultural awareness training for their employees, and social
clubs maintaining ethnically oriented membership policies.

..
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The mediatelevision, motion pictures,, radio, newspapers, and '
magazines rank among the most powerful and pervasive aspects of the
societal curriculum' Television,. for 'example, has been receiving in:
creasing scholarly attention One study reported that young people
between the ages of 3 and 16 spend one-sixth of their waking hours
with the television set 1 By the time of graduation, the average high
school senior will have spent 12,000 hours in the classroom and 15.000
hours in front of the television set according to another estimate

Some examples of the multiethnic educational impact of the so-
called entertainment media include the following In a pioneering study"
Ruth C. Peterson and L L Thurston discovered that viewing theclassic
silent film Birth of a Nation increased student prejudice toward Black
Americans 5 Irwin C Rosen found that the film Gentleman's Agreement
improved student attitudes toward Jews, even though most of the stu-
dents tested stated that the film had not changed their attitudesLcriore
recent study reported that White children felt that TV comedies like
"The 4effersorts" and "Sanford and Son" accurately portrayed Black
family life although these same children admitted that such shows

2: , contrasted witrW personal experiences with their own Black Enema:
whom they Libeled as exceptions' A teacher in one of my multiethnic
education courses discovered that her *elementary school students had
deeply rooted preconceptions about gypsies. In discussing where they
had "learned' so much, students responded with answers rafting from
my folks" to "Wolfman" inovies1 These examples provide evidence of
both the actual and potential multiethnic educational impact of the
media

. Finally, of course, is the curriculum of personal experience. Increas-
ing national mobility has drastically reduced the possibility of living in
total ethnic isolation Most people have some sort of personal intereth-
mc contactin school; on the job, through travel, or in their communi-
ties Personal experiences vary, as do the ways in which they are per-

t

' ceived, interpreted, reacted to, and remembered Yet these experiences
cornifrise an important part of each person's multiethnic societal curric-
ulum and become integrated into the petsonal storehouse of multiethnic

z knowledge and attitudes,

TOWARD. UNDERSTANDING OR MISUNDERSTANDING

The societal curriculum has both-positive and negative multiethnic
effects Good interethnic personal experiences can increase positive per-
ception9of other ethnic groups; negative experiences can create or rein-
force prejudice Sbme families make a conscious effort, to bring mul-
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tiethnic understanding into the home, provide positive interethnic ex-
periences, and avoid ethnic slurs and stereotyping, other families take
the opposite tack, leaving a terrible legacy for our society in terms of
interethnic misunderstanding.

Businesses and government agencies which provide training in in-
tercultural understanding serve as positive multiethnic educational
forces, those which ignore this need or implement procedures and prac-
tices which discriminate, hp) oner-umntenhonally against persons of certain
ethnic backgrodnds make multiethnic negativism a part of their day -to-
day curriculum. By showing "The Autobiography' of Miss Jane Pith
man," "Roots", and "Holocaust," television probably contributed to ..

multiethnic understanding Theatrical and television films ringing from
traditional antigkiative American westerns to the recent plagtie of ethnic
gang movies, however, have helped to heighten interethnic fears,.dis-
trust, and stereotyping '

For better or for worse, the multiethnic societal curriculum has had
and will continue to have a powerful educational influence. Moreover.
whether because of neglect or ineffectiveness of multiethnic education,
schools have not successfully offset the negative aspects of the societal
curriculum In fact, as analyses of ethnic content of textbooks and?
children's stories have demonstrated, schools may contribute in some
respects to,ward interethnic negativism.8 In a recent social studies as-
sessment project of the California State Qepartment of Education, sev-
enth grade students in 65 California public schools were asked to select
one of four answeri to "Which of the following is an example of an
ethnic group in the United States?" Fourteen percent selected "The
United Auto Workers," 24 percent each answered "All the people who
live in the same towh" and "The Chinese," and 34 peicent answered
"People on welfare"t The societal ctarriculum had done its job:

A

INTEGRATING THE SOCIETAL CURRICULUM INTO THE A

SCHOOL CURRICULUM

When designing and implementing multiethnic education, educa-
tors should constantly and seriously consider the societal curriculum
To ignore it is to operate in a land of make-believe, because students
will learn about ethnicity and ethnic groups from the societal curricu-
lum and that learning will affect their school multiethnic lidueation I

would suggest at least' two basic lines of educational reforrit First,
integrate the multiethnic societal curriculum into the school curricu-
lum Second, attempt to make the societal curriculum a more positive
multiethnic educator. '
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There are myriad Ways to integrate the societal curriculum into the
school curriculum I will discuss three of these strategies (1) building
from student "knowledge," (2) studying the local community and
(3) bringing media into the classrodm.

One of my favorite strategies is to build from preexistent student
beliefs Prior to teaching about a particular ethnic group in school,, have
students keep records of the ways in which they have observed the
societal curriculum 'teaching' about that groupthrough personal ex-
periences neighborhood media and other institutions Such an ap-
pfi)ach will help raise student awareness of the existence And ciptent
of the societal curriculum as well as of their own particular beliefs.
Moreover, this strategy can prime' students for the classroom study
of the group by helping educators avoid what philosopher Paul Tillich
has labeled one of the basic failings of education"to throw answers
like stones at the heads of those who have not yet asked the questions
Most important,, this approach can' contribute to preparing students for

a lifetime of continuous understanding of the.multiethnic societal cur-
riculum I I

A second strategy is to use the local community as a source of
'study Effective multiethnic education requires expanding the classroom
beyoncrfour walls Every human being is a valuable source'oi knowl-
edge There are no class, caste education'al or linguistic qualifications
for being a part of hittory for hdVing a culture for participating in
society,, for having family or ethnic group traditions, for perceiving the
surrounding community, or for relating one's exp.enenies

Teachers can use various means to involve students in community
study For example,, in the early 'elementary grades, persons of differ-
ent ethnic backgrounds can be brought into the classroom to talk
about their experiences,, cultures traditions, andbeliefs Foroldcr stu-
dents, teachers can use field trips into local ethnic areas, student "cul-
tural mapping' of the area around the school, and indificlual or team
Investigation into the historical development of local ethnic communi-
ties

The writing of biographies,of local individuals or families, includ-
ing one's own, combines the development of research and writing skills
with the distovety of p rsonal or community roots ° This strategy may
provide some students ttfi their, first in-depth personal contact with
persons of different eth c backgroAds By hearing history and obtain-
nig perspectives on soci ty viewed,, recalled, and iAterpreted by per-
,
sons of diverse ethnic b ckgrounds, students should obtain new and
broader multiethnic per ectives on the U 5 past and the community
around them

, 28
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Using these classroom interviews, field trips, com=munity investiga-
tions, and family biographies as basic sources, teachers can help stu-
dents test hypotheses, reevaluate previous conceptions (or misconcep-
tionsleand,clevelop new generalization's about ethnic groups Moreover, :rs4
this process of community investigation can both increase interpersonal
communication skills and give students a localized awareness of and
sensitivity to the ethnic backgrounds in, the community. Finally, com-
munity investigation can "humanize!: the study of ethnicity for stu- ^

dents by providing direct involvement in ie wortings of society.
A third strategy is to make multiethnic analysis pf media an integral

part of the K--12 curriculum. Feature film*, radio, Nevision, newspa-
pers, magazines, and advertising can be stimulatifig and significant as-
pects of the school curficuluni. So what's new? -Haven't such, sources
been used for years in the classroom? Certainly, but seldom as sources
for multiethnic analysis.

Too often the visual media, in particular, have served simply as
surrogate teachers, as substitutes for the written word, or as spoken
textbooks from whiCh students are asked to recall factually and memo-
rize Uncritically. Media should not be viewed as transmitters of infor-
mation, providers of facts, and pipelirres of truth. Rather, they should
be used as sources to be considered analytically, including an examina-
tionOf their multiethnic perspectives, interpretations, and implications..
How have different media portrayed, treated, or depicted different eth-

' nic groups? What assumptions about ethnic groups and ethnicity do
different media reflect? What historical forcosaild societal conditions
have influenced media treatment of etlinicitf,clering different eras?

In the early elementary grades, teacheis Can use children's stories
about different ethrtiC groups as well as photographs, drawings, and
animated films which include ethnic groups to introduce the concept of
imige formation. Advertisements in magazines and newspapers, on tet-

., evision, and even on billboards and bumper stickers can be used
throughout the elementary grades for the analysis of role depiction of
ettitticigroups.i° The secondary school teacher may ask students to
analyze the local newspaper or local or national news telecasts.for the
kinds of stories carried about specific ethnic groups and the interpreta-
tions of and attitudes toward ethnicity-related issues, such as itnmigra-
lion and desegregation. Feature films, television entertainment series,
and newscasts -make excellent classroom sourcesnot for what they
"tell" about ethnicity, ethnic groups, or intergroup relations, but for the
examination of the perspectives and interpretations they prbsent. The
goal, of course, is to raise the level of critical thinking and awareness
of the process of media multiethnic education.**

ti
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CHANGING THE SOCIETAL CURRICULUM ,

While rnultiithnicizing the school curriculum, educators should
also strive to help the societal curriculum become more of an ally and
less of an antagonist in our multiethnic quest. While our ability to
modify the societal curriculum is limited, there are avenues to effect
change Let me give some examples from my own experience

Some of the most rewarding multiethnic education workshops
have been for school district parents In these workshops I not only
explain and illustrate multiethnic education, but also suggest how par-
ents can contribute multiethnically. Parents can be an extraordinary
force for interethnic understandingor misunderstanding. To maxi-
mize multiethnic educational effectiveness, school districts should make
parent poorticipation an integral part of their total program,

Societal institutions can be outstanding allies in the effort for mul-
tiethnic understanding At the present time I am working with one
religious denomination in developing a multiethnic approach to church
school education using the theme, the Bible as a multicultural docu-
ment Educators should encourage governmental agencies to expand
awareness training to help employees more effectively provide equita-
* services to persons of all ethnic and cultural backgrounds.

Many private businesses are introducing forms of multiethnic edu-
cation into their employee development programs, a trend we should
support. For example, at the present time, I am presenting a series of
workshops on Mexican-Americans for supervisors and managers of
Southern California companies. Why? Because of growing private in-.
dustry awareness that the traditional "culture-blind" managerial train-
ing is merely "blind " --it does not necessarily prepare, and in some cases
may actually disprepare, peopleto deal effectivply and sensitively with
a multiethnic work force and public.

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHER EDUCATION

Effective multiethnic educatiOrn requires effective multiethnic
teachersteachers with multiethnic knowledge, skills, and attitudes.
Such effectiveness ultimately requires the multiethnicizing of teacher
education, both pre-service and in-service. This includes education to
the multiethnic societal curriculum. Two strategies are the use of soci-
etal curriculum journals and training in multiethnic analysis of media.

Whenever I preserit in-service training courses, I ask each teacher
to keep a multiethnic societal curriculum journala record of the edu-
cation on ethIcity each observes outside school. Even those teachers
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possessing considerable,.awareness usually express surprise about the
degree' of multiethnic education occurring in the societal curriculum.
"Awareness training," which helps teachers develop a better under-
standing of the societal influences on their own and their students'
beliefs and attitudes about ethnicity and ethnic groups, should become
an integral part of Water education

A second component of teacher education should be training in
multiethnic analysis of media. In the spring of 1979, for example, Dr.
Leon Campbell and I presented A Filmic Appioach to Race and Eth-
nicity in the History of the AMericas as one of the series of film-and-
history courses offered at the University of California, Riverside. In that
course we paired two feature films about three ethnic groups--a U.S.
film and a Cuban film abdut Blacks in their respective societies, a U.S.
film and a Bolivian film about the Indian experience in the two coun-
tries, and a U.S. film and an Argentine'film about Italian-descent people
in their natiou Students not only analyzed the treatment of ethnic
groups and inprethniC relations in the films, but they also investigated
the historical arid societal factors affecting those.filmic interpretations.
In addition, they wrote pipers comparIng class films with others viewed
in the societal curriculum. The resulta growth in both general critical
thinking and specific understanding of the multiethnic educational na-
ture of the media 12

CONCLUSION

Schools exist to prepare young people for the future. Throughout
that future, students will constantly "go to school" in the multiethnic
societal curriculum How they perceive that curriculum, how it affects
their beliefs and attitudes, how it influences'their interethnic behavior
will to a great extent be a result of school successes or failures in
preparing them to be multiethnically literate."

How well are schools preparing students to deal with that curricu-
lum --to be aware of it, to comprehend it, to analyze it, and to resist its
more noxious effects? By helping students develop a knowledge base for
a multiethnic societal curriculum, teachers will be preparing a citizenry
that is more aware, sensitive, and constructive. As a result, our nation
and the increasingly interdependent earth will be a better society.
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CHAPTER 3

The reacher and Multiethnic Education
Gwendolyn C. Baker

r"---- ...
Multiethnic education as defined and presented by James A. Banjos,

the editor of this publication, is Az encompassing concept. Conse-
quently, developing an appropriate environment for its implementation
has implications for every facet of the educational setting. First of all,
the future of multiethnic education depends on the ability of all who
are involved in the educational arena to assume the appropriate level of
responsibilitystate boards of education initiating and helping develop
legislation to give direction to individual schoOl systems; local school
boards developing policy to provide support for the local school dis-
tricts; superintendents playing an important role in the administrative
aspects of implementation on a districtwide basis; and principals ensur-
ing that the intent of the legislation and the policy are carried out at the
building level. If and when these conditions are present, the success of
multiethnic education in our schoOls is imminent; because, then, teach-
ers will have the necessary support system to ensure successful im-
plementation. Accordingly, with such a suppOrt system in place, the
degree to which multiethnic education becomes a reality in our schools
depends largely upon the attitude and behavior of.the teacher. Indeed,
the role and the responsibility of the teacher are crucial in determining

-. the future and the success of multiethnic education. -
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SIGNIFICANCE OF TEACHER ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOR

Teachers play a,significant tole in the formation of children' atti-
tudes Research suggests that next to parents, they are the most signifi-
cant people in children's lives' Thus the burden placed upon teachers
is great For example,, children bring biases and prejudices to the class-
room Studies have found that they come to schOol with previously it

established negative attitudes about people who are different . from '
themselves When this happens, it becomes necessary for teachers to
help change these existing attitudes and to encourage the children to
develop accurate and positive images of such people.234 If this cannot
be done, our entire educational system must share the responsibility for
propagating a monocultural view of society that is inconsistent with the
past and present realities of life in the United States,5 As long as the
educational system`is based on direct and frequent contact between
teacher and child, the teacher's role is crucial in the success or failure
of desired changes in the curriculum.° Therefore, teacher education and
training are of the utmost importance . .

Teachers, too, bring to the classroom biases and prejudices toward
people Who are different from themselves. These predispositions can
influence the communication of accurate and objective information
about ethnic groups in the educational setting In addition, many teach-
ers may lack factual information about ethnic group history, and reli-

'gious and cultural diversity This is not surprising because teachers, too,
are the products of their education and training; and the majority have
not been exposed to multiethnic education.

Of equal importarice is the teacher's commitment to the value, the
worth, and the dignity of every child in the classroom. The way in
which the teacher acts out the'way he/she feels will set the pattern for
students' Behavior is as important as attitude because it demonstrates
the attitude. Therefore the teacher's behavior will reflect the teacher's
feeling about the child. A sensitivity to the various cultures or ethnic -

groups and an acceptance of the viability of these diverse lifestyles are .

also necessary before information about them can be taught.
Multiethnic education'implies the Utilization of a multiethnic ap-

proach to the curriculum, an app oach that involves planning and or-
ganizing the learning experiences hildren in educational settings
that will reflect ethnic and cultural diversity. It is therefore import4DA
for teachers, through classroom instruction,lo develop attitudes and
behavibr conducive to living in a pluralistic society.

ik. `)7tJ A,
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TEACHER PREPARATION .3

As indicated,, the rote and responsibility of the teacher are impor-
tant aspects of, multiethnic education. requiring adequate preparation
Teachers can begin to appreciate the value of multiethnic education
when they become familiar with the concept Uniortunatery, most
educators have received their entire professional training from institu-
tions devoid of training in ethnic and cultural diversity The lack of
teacher preparation in this area, either pre-service or in-service, is more
often than not the case This situation hos created a teacher population
less knowledgeable about teaching ethnic content than it might other-
wise be As long as this state of affairs exists, the burden and' /or respon-
sibility for training teachers in multiethni< education fails primarily
upon in-service programs In addition, individual teachers may also find
it necessary to assume some responsibility for their own instruction in
this area

Recent efforts of the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) in revising the Standards for Accreditation
to include training for future teachers in multicultural education should
contribute greatly to filling this void. Other encouraging signs are the
work of the Teacher Corps in enhancing in-service education, and the
possibilities of teacher centers for helping to fill this gap cannot go
unnoticed.

Because the absence of training in this area implies a possible lack
of interest in and sensitivity to the necessity and value of multiethnic
education, unless the individual school and/or school district has provi-
sions for encouraging teacher participation in multiethnic in-service
training, these programs may not have total involvement. This same
premiie may hots', true for individual teachers who may be reticent

° about, developing individuilized programs of instruction. In order to
encourage the involvement and participation of teachers, some effort

_ will need to be exerted to convince them of their importance in the
successful implementation of the program, including an awareness of
the value of multiethnic education to both student and teachgr...

-1 For the minority student the multiethnic approach cark,serve to,
enhance the worth of self. Strong self-concepts tend to serve as motivat-
ing forces and can encourage acallemic achievement, and minority sru-
aents need to know tRat they are a legitimate part of this society. The
nonminclity student can gain a more realistic view of the world and an
exposure to cultural differences that can lead to a better understanding
of self in relation to others The nonMinority child also needs to know
of the contributions that other people have made to build this nation.
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1-1"As for the teac er, I can still feel the joy, the excitement and the
sense of accomplishment trom my first experience witti multiethnic
instruction There is something very special about providing learning
experiences to students that expose them to ethnic and cultural diver-
sity If carefully executed,, such exposure.eltippen avenues for explora-
tion and learning that can only add richness to the education of those
involved

PREPARING TO TEACH MULTIETHNIC EDUCATION

( When I first thoUght about includipg.ettui2content in the curricu-
lum of my fourth grade classroom,. I Was overwhelmed by the thought
of becoming sufficiently prepared to do an effective job. There seemed
to be so much I needed to know and I wasn't quite sure how or where
to start 1 was comfortable only with .,the fact that I wanted to bed:line
involved and I was beginning to realize how unfair% it was to deny
students opportunities to learn about ethnic and cultural diversity It
took me a while however, to organize my thoughts and to, think
through the necessary steps to prepare myself

A First Step
Then I realized that I had already made the initial step in becom-

ing prepared:, I was motivated' I realized that as an educator I had
certain responsibilities I kh th;;t education is a process in a demo-
cratic society that can excite students with the possibility of a full life
This possibility is limited only by the knowledge, curiosity, and imag-
ination of the student My responsibility was to help students broaden
their expectations and live fuller lives In fulfilling this responsibility I
had to help students understand the pressures in society that lead to
isolation and prejudice 1 also had to'help them discover ways to create
a society that can be free of ethnic and racial biases!' Unfortunately,
very little is being done to 'counter the biased and prejudiced attitudes
that develop among American students Students are rarely exposed to
accurate information about racial differences. This failure limits stu-
dents' understanding of others and such-silence can lead to the per
petuation of existing myths about-people that are prevalent in the
larger society I realized that the task of counteracting racial biases was
difficult but essential for the maintenance and continued development
of a democratic society.9 In spite. of the difficulty, I knew that I
wanted to approach this task by accepting the responsibility for teach-
ing a multiethnic curriculum
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Gaining Content
Although motivation was important, I knew that I needed much

more My second step was to learn more about the ethnic cultures
wanted to introduce to my students, particularly the history and the
involvement of specific groups of peopk sn the development of this
country Before I could incorporate this information into the curricu-
lum, many questions needed answers For a time it seemed an over-
whelming project How would I find the time to do the required research
and continue to develop lesson plans and gather material for current
classroom activities? Looking for the most convenient way to acquire
the necessary content, I divided the information into two types: one
dealing with diversity in general, to provide a broad undersIanding of
ethnicity and culture, the other focusing more specifically on individual
ethnic and cultural groups Much of the reading, preparation, and time
that I was already spending on teaching could be reorganfzed and redi-
rected to help me accomplish my goal.

One very important decision at the outset was to limit my first
attempt by focusing on one ethnic group. This approach allowed greater
concentration on certain aspects. It also helped me acquire the informi%
tion needed to begin to teach. Later, I could add another ethnic group
to my course oLstudy and I could continue in this manner indefinitely.
I was ready to Iegini A quick survey of all the things I did to remain
intellectually alert as well as to prepare for my responsibility in the
classroom produced the following activities: I read newspapers, periodi-
cals, novels, and children's books; I attended movies; I visited museums;
I previewed movies and filmstrips for classroom use; and I occasionally
attended lectures or events at a neirby university where I also took
several courses once or twice a year. Not only was I doing much mole
than I was aware of, but in every instance I recognized that the focus
for each activity could be structured so that the subject of the reading,
the museums visits, the film and filmstrip previewing, as well as the -a.
courses, could be on the ethnic group under consideration. I was using
the same amount of time, continuing with my usual classroom prepara-
tion, but at the same time gaining the content needed to teach
tiethnic curriculum. A task that at first glance appeared to be over-

---wIteiming-war suddenly7duced to one that was now manageable and
provided some challenge, as well as fun and information

Preparing to teach a multiethnic. curriculum requires motivation,
the desire to teachiethnic content. Teaching ethnic content demands '
that the teacher have a firm grasp on certain kinds of information
necessary for adequate presentation of facts. And in order to provide
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effective multiethnic instruction some attention must be given to: the
manner in which the instruction is imparted to tkptudent, the "how"
of presenting the material My attention soon turned to the implemen-
tation aspects of a multiethnic curriculum

Teaching Methods and Strategies
Most of my teaching inv &ved presenting information in the form

of units of study I found this method effective because it allowed me
to organize an abbreviated course of study in the subject areas for which
I was responsible Because this approach is an interesting way to present
material, I thought it might also prove to be effective in teaching ethnic
content After learriing more about ethnic and cultural diversity4ow-
ever I acquired a better understanding of the rationale for teaching
ethnic content and decided the unit approach was not the best one to
use In my opinion, presenting information about an ethnic group in a
single unit style tends to separate the contributions and the involvement
of the group from the total historical picture of this country. The unit
method has value, however, in situations where emphasis and concen-
trated study are important. But to expose young children to ethnic
content in this manner can encourage a separatist view, which is not a
goal of multiethnic instruction Such content is far more valuable if it
is integrated throughout the curriculu'm and presented where appropri-
ate. The fact that most of what children learn about ethnic and racial
biases is taught to them in a subtle way further convinced me that the
reverse can be taught in the same manner.

I initiated my efforts by selecting only one subject are;for concert;
tration, after learning a great deal about the ethnic group chosen for
study for the first six months of that year and feeling comfortable with
my progress Reading was, the subject area I selected for exprising my
fourth graders to information on Black Americans Integrating the ma-

. terial into the reading activities of the class became an exciting venture..
'/During listening time I read an autobiography of a Black American to

the class I made sure that the classroom library colleCtion /rained
several books about Blacks from which students could choosen pre-
pared listening tapes of interesting stories involving Bladparacters
and/or containing some relevant material. I selected filmstrips for the
reading corner, which also contained information on Blacks. I made sure
that all the reading activities were integrated with material about
Blacks; but, even more importantly, I made sure that the informatio
presented was timely, meaningful, and appropriate. For exaneple, in-
troduced the class to Crispus Attucks when t4 reading text presented
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stories about the American Revolution We discussed the involvement
of Blacks in the events of that period and the impact of these events on
the historical development of the country. The material presented was
supplemental to what appeared in the reading series; it was appropriate
and timely' An effort to correlate writing experiences with reading
activity encouraged me to develop a unit on poetry'whkh then allowed --
the introduction of Phillis Wheatley. The study of her life gave the class
an opportunity to better understand some of the implications of slavery.
The poetry unit also paved the way for other creative writing experi-
ences that included a comparison of 'myths and fables. At this point it
was quite appropriate to include stories about West African countries,
which led to some work in geography and an opportunity to explore the
African heritage of Black Americans,

My first attempt could not have been so successful if I had not
acquired the necessary background information. Establishing a knowledge
bast *as an extremely important factor. Although I began the entire
processsafter developing a rationale for teaching ethnic content, the
more involved I became, the more clearly I could see that I had developed

a,philosophy for teaching a multiethnic curriculum. Once I had established

a knowledge base and developed a philosophy, I was ready to teach, and implemen
lotion was a pleasure:

The following semester I branched oul, beginning to focus on an-
other ethnic group. The second attempt .was easier because I knew
where to go for the information I needed and I was encouraged by the
success of my earlier efforts. Two factors determined my success: (1) e

attitudes and behavior I observed in my students and (2) the way I felt
about my" new teaching approach.. The students were excited about
what they were learning and they were becoming involved asking
questions, bringing materials from home, reading the books I had placed
in the classroom, and beginning to see relationships between current
events and information discussed in class. Their enthusiasm about
learning was encouraging and served to nurture my sente of motivation.

As I continued to discover relevant information for teaching, I
became much more aware of the value of using an integrated appioach
to multiethnic education. Opportunities for correlating and coordinat-
ing ethnic content were many and varied, the most convenient area
being social studies. A unit on safety, for example, was appropriate for
including information about the contributions of Garrett Morgan and
it provided the basis for moving into the study of transportation A unit
on transportation offered an excellent opportunity to brigg Harriet Tub-
man to the attention of the class when, after studying the most tradi-
tional modgs of transportation, it was most appropriate for the class to
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examine the meaning of the "underground railway " Art presented art
interesting opportunity for delving into the cultures of several ethnic
groups, several exciting periods developed from a comparison of masks
from a variety of ethnic groups and cultures The students' creations
took on a different meaning °nee.they had an understanding of the
relationship of masks to the respecti've4roups

With an increasini sensitivity to the selection and development of
instructional materials, I no longer used any material merely because it
was available but evaluated it to ensure that it contained objective
information about ethnic and culturallroups. My guidelines for evalua-
tion were informal !scrutinized textbooks as well as tradebooks, exam-
ining the written material as thoroughly as I did the pictorial content
I looked for materials that were not biased, that were accurate and
objective in presenting facts I searched for hidden messages in pittorial
representationsWhat were the pictures teaching? More often than not,
I discovered materials that should not be used or that, if used, required
a careful and sensitive approach. The absence of appropriate commer-
cially prepared materials for multiethnic instruction was an encourage-
ment to develop materials for classroom use.

By the end of the second.semester of teaching a multiethnic curric-
ulum, I was able to assess my progress and could clearly identify.the
stages. The first stage of implementationif/Wahl: was very success-
ful I found a place to begin and selected the area of reading as the
starting point Once I felt comfortable with the initial efforts, I moved
to the second stage and began inlegratmg It was quite easy to incorporate
ethhic content into science and social studies once I had gained the
necessary inkrmation, which rmade very sure was timely, meaningful,
andap<opriate Then, I was ready to move ahead into the final stage
enrecheng Plans for enriching were never-ending for I could already tell
that thesis no pdssible Way to exhaust all there is to learn about the
different contributions made by various ethnic groups I was also able
to enhance my teaching by integrating ethnic content into the other
subject areas of the curriculum. While information and content were
valuable, there was, in addition, a challenge in creating and developing,
teaching methods and strategies that would' helk. accomplish the task.

CONCLUSION AO

My experiences confirmed that the success of multiethnic educa-
tion does depe -largely on the teacher. The students in my classroom
demonstrated tIlitatrIgie negative attitudes of children about people who
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differ from them can be influenced by the teacher. It was evident, that
as a teacher, I played a significant role in affecting change in their
behavior as well I also discovered that certain of my own predisposi-
tions about differences among and between people were influenced by
my exposure to accurate and objective information about various ethnic
and cultural groups And I was constantly reminded of the importance
of, support from the principal, who encouraged my efforts in a great
many ways It was also helpful to know that although thdistrict had
not adopted a policy, it was forthcoming

Organizing for the teaching of a multiethnic curriculum can be
challenging and not too difficult if the preparation begins with flit/kW-
int a knowleifge base to encourage the developinmt of a philosophy, which
provides the supporting rationale for becoming involved in the implonen-
!anon of a multiethnic curriculum. Teaching a multiethnic curriculum
ah be made easier if the first efforts of initialing are small and manage-
able. Orice success is obvious', then more extensive attempts can be
made toward integrating content into a greater portion of the curriculum.
When these two stages are accomplished, the final stage of enriching can
provide the climate so vital for successful implementation of multieth-
nic education.
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N CHAPTER 4

Interactions in Culturally Pluralistic Classrooms
Geneva Gay

se

By far the greatest energy and efforts in multiethnic education to
date have concentrated on explaining the concept, and developing cur-
riculum guidelines for its implementation. In many ways, these em-
phases are expected, given the tendency to devote great amounts of time
,to materials production, ideological clarification, and sample curriculum
designs early in the life of educational innovations.

'Although important and necessary, these endeavors are not suffi-
cient to adequately institutionalize the study of ethnic groups' histories,
heritages, and cultures in all aspects of the Americdn education system.
Of equal importance to the future of multiethnic education in the I980's
is the need for increasing attention to evaluation practices, staff dead-
opment, administrative policy and leadership, and the environmental
context of the classroom in which multiethnic teaching yid learning
occur. This chapter focuses on interethnic group student-teacher in-
teractions in culturally pluralistic classrooms. The basic premise undkr-
lying this focus is that the climate of culturally pluralistic classrooms is
crucial to the success of multiethnic education since the "realities of the
leading process : must beviesved in the context of the total arrange-,

a meats and cultural practices that constitute education and the environ-
ment within which it operates."'
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IMPORTANCE OF CLASSROOM CLIMATE TO
INSTRUCTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

A izable body of literature exists, resulting fibm educational re-
. searc theory, and conventional wisdorqkabout schooling, which sup-

ports he importance of classroom climate and interpersonal relations
among students aneheachers in determining the quality of instruction
and student academic achievement. Mdst often these ideas have derived
from research oh teacher 'control of classroom' instruction through pat-
terns of verbal interactions with students (e.g., direct vs. indirect, au-
thoritarian vs. democratic, dizergent vs. conveigent, open vs. closed),
and the spatial/physical characteristics of the classroom itself (e.g., seat-
ing arrangements, temperature, lighting, decorum). The 'hidden% cur-
riculum, or values that instructional leaders teach by attitude and im-
plicit example, is also considered an important "environmental factor"
in the educational, process. While these perceptions and characteriza-
tions of the classroom environment are important we have chosen to
focus here on some of the dimensions of interethnic group interactions ,

among teachers,and students in culturally pluralistic classrooms, the
cultural Tonflicisittat may occur, and the way in which these interac-
tions and conflicts can negatively affect the teaching-learning process.

Several major premises undergird the arguments presented regard-
ing the relationship between theclimate (defineciiirre as the interper-
sonal interactions' among students and teachers from different ethnic
and -cultural backgrounds) of culturally pluralistic classrooms and the
Implenormation of successfulifiultiethnic education programs.

1. Cultural conflict is a critical factor in ethnically, socially, racially,
and culturally pluralistic clasirooms, which cart.significantly affect
both the potential for and actual achievement of 'success or failure
in teaching and learning.

2. Successful interpersonal relations among students and teachers
in culturally and ethnically pluralistic school.settings are requisite
to the effective )Implementation of mulliethnic education. '
3. Teachers and otheNducaiional leaders should perceive culturally
pluralistic classrooms- as including different social systems, repre-
senting different ethnic groups. Each of these social systems has its
own set of attitudes, values., beliefs, and behaviors,

4. Some degree .of conflict among these different_social systems is
inevitable. .,

. 43 .44.
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5 Many classroom behaviors exhibited by ethnically different stu-
dents are culturally determined.

6 The best way to understand and improve interpersonal interac-
tions among students and teachers in culturally pluralistic class-
rooms is through cultural analyses of classroom behaviors

Teachers need to know what significant questions to ask about
cuttural diffelences among ethnic groups, how these differences are
manifested in the classroom, how to find answers to questions of con-
cern, and how to use resulting information to impnive their interper-
sonal and instructional rapport with ethnically diverse students. Such
cultural understandings are imperative in pluralistic classrooms because
by the time ethnically different children

begin their formal education they have already internalized
many of the basic values and beliefs of their native cultures, learned
the rules of behavior which are considered appropriate for their role
in the community,, and established the procedures for continued
sooalization.2 f ..

For many ethnic students their culturally. determined mind sets about
teaching and learning are incompitible with the normative expectations
of schools A major challenge tO'classroom teachers of these students is
to minimize, if not resolve, the points ofincoMpatibility between school
and ethnic orientations tawaed learning in order to maximize the aca-
demic payoff potential of their instructional efforts.

INEVITABILITY OF CLASSROOM CONFLICT

Anticipaiions of conflict and controversy with' students from diff-
erent ethnic backgrounds is often a source of anxiety for individuals
considering teaching in culturally and ethnically pluralistic schools.
This anxiety can be minimized if teachers understand and accept two
basic factors about human interactions, especially in culturally plural-

'istic settiqgs. First, theie is no way that all conflict can be avoided in
any classroom, whether it is culturally, ethnically, or socially homoge-
neous or heterogeneous The key.question, then, is not how to elimi-
nate conflict, but how to minimize it and constructively channel it
toward instructional purposes. Second, with sufficient knowledge
about cultural differences and adequate observation skills, points of po,
tinhal con/!if among different ethnic group norms and cultural lifestyles
are identifiable. And, if they are identifiable they can be managed,
oftervvoided, and /c4r redirected to facilitate rather than to inhibit
teaching and learning
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Classroom conflict results when individuals andsroups with-differ-
ent goals, values, attitudes, and behavioral patterns attempt to live and
work together in somewhat constricted spatial limitations, as is the case
in most school situations. The potential for conflict to materialize in-
creases considerably when students and teachers do not share similar
ethnic identities, cultural codes, value systems, and background experi-
ences.

Three types of conflictare most common in pluralistic classrooms
and other settings where different social systems exist side by side.

1. Procedural conflicts involve disagreements over courses of action
to be.taktk to reach some stated goal.

# 2. Substantive conflicts stem from incompatible goals. For example,
the academic goals and expectations of teacherp are often at odds
with the social and personal goals of their ethnic students.

13. Inlopersonal conflicts exist when dif(erentsets of attitudes, beliefs,
and values are held by different groups and individuals.3 A case in
point is the conflict between thN"home cultures" of the ethnic
groups and the culture of the school.

o
All these types of conflict operate in Cuirtirally plurali tic classrooms,
but the latter ate the most consequential for multiethni education.

Major interpersonal conflicts occur in culturally pluralistic class-
rooms for those students who ethnic identities and cultural back.
grounds differ significantly from the mainstream norms of the school.

_Such students frequently experience "psychological transitional Arau-
mas". as they try to determine 4v.hen andhow to move back and forth
between the expectations of the school and of their "home" cultures.
Such transitions require mental, emotional, and psychological energies
that could otherwise be directed toward academic-tasks. When these
transitions are not accomplished easily, they can cause students much
anxiety and frustration. These frustrations, in turn, mayJe expressed
as hostility toward teachers and other students, disinterest in classroom
activities, osowithdraw# from any kind 'of classroom interactions.

When students fem different ethnic backgrounds find themselves
in these intrapsychic conflict situations, they may choose to meet either
individual or institutional need& If they choose to meet institutional
needs (to conform to school and classroom norms and expectations),
they are likely to experience unsatisfactory personal :nitration in ,the
classroom, and to become frustrated and confused about themselves. If
they choose to satisfy individual or ethnic needst(to practice "home"
'cultural values, beliefs; behaviors), they are liable to unsatisfactory role
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adnhnent in the classroom, and to be ineffective as students 1 Undoubt-
edly this is the kind of dilemma many ethnically different students
encounter in plUralistic classrooms. The higher the degree of their per-
sonal sense of ethnic identity, ethnic group association, and cultural
consciousness the greater the prospect of their experiencing cultural
conflict in the classroom This is especially so it their ethnicity and
culture are not sanctioned by school norms, that is, Anglo-centric and
middle class The probability for conflict is great because ethnically
Jiverse students and teachers are frequently "prepared for quite diff er-
ent patterns of activity through different modes of training and experi-
ence, through orientation to different systems of value, motivation to-
ward different goals, and throtigh the creation of different needs."5

In some situations ethnic students in culturally pluralistic class-.

rooms are caught in double-edged conflicts Their personal need- dispo-
sitions ate different from the institutional expectations of both the
classroom cu ure and their respective native cultures. Consider, for
example, the ase of the Mexican-American students who are labeled
"gringos" and "tacos" by, other Mexican-Americans because they are
not being "ethnic enough,," and rejected by Anglo students and teachers
because their "Mexican-Americanness" is not valued. Or the Black
students who are seen as`"Afro-Saxlms," "oreos," or "toms" by other
Blacks, ye who find it difficult- to relate and adjust successfully Co
school norms and expectations. Or the Italian-American students who
are "wops" to other Italian-Americans as well as to Anglos. In effect,
these students are "marginal individuals"; they are accepted neither by

Abelr ethnic groups or by the sool culture Such'a state of existence
is not conducive to either ptrsonral psychological well-being or produces
live academic performance Situations like these present a critical chat-
lived° teachers committed to multiethnic educationthe challenge of
ho *best to help these individua)0. resolve their ethnic difernmard
self-identity, association with other members of their own ethnic group,
and relating to ethnic others

To understand why conflict situations exist in tile crassrosoind
how they can affect the instructional process, as well as to know how
to dtp4elop ameliorating strategies, teachers need to examine the dynam-
its alt various dimensions of cross-cultural interactions in pluralistic
classrooms, They also need to become knowledgeable about those corn-
pcinents of.sthnic cultures which ,surtice most frequently to challenge,
overtly, and subtly, school norms, values, and expectations. In other
words, teachers need to become more consciously aviare'of and sensitive
to the ways in which the cultural conditioning of ethnic students within

4itieir own ethnic communities differs from school socialization patterns.
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The resulting insights can be an invaluable aid in making more viable
decisions concerning methods for increasing the success of schooling for
ethnically and culturally different students.

DIMENSIONS OF CULTURAL PLURALISM IN CLASSROOMS

In order to understand the interpersonal relations among students
and teachers in culturally pluralistic classrooms, and their effect on the
instructional process, many different cultural factors should be exam-
ined Of particular importance to teachers and other school personnel
are those ethnic beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors associated with learn-
ing styles, relational patterns, value systems, and communication hab-
its. These are the areas which seem to cause the greatest conflict and
dissension among students and teachers from different ethnic and cul-
tural backgrounds.,

It is impossible to discuss any one or all of these factors in great
detail here. Some illustrative examples in only two of thempatterns
of teaching and learning, and communicationare presented to demon-
strate the kinds of questions to ask, the points id departure, and the
priority emphases to employ in the systematic study of interethnic ,

group interactions in culturally pluralistic classrooms. The knowledge
and insights deriving from such studies are fundamental to changing the
classroom atmosphere or climate so that it complements formal instruc-
tional efforts and activities to implement effective multiethnic educa-
tional' programs.

,..

Ethnic Learning Patterns, Cultural Values, and Classroom
Teaching"

A growing body of research and theoretical literlture is emerging
on the interrelationship between ethnic learninotyles, cultural values;
and interpersonal relations, and their effects on student and teacher
behaviors in the classroom. Some agreement exists among several re-
sea'rchers on the primary characteristics of. two major categories of
learning styles, the analtyical or field-independent and the relational or,
field-sensitive °Some significant discrepancies have also been found to
exist between the most predominant teaching style of the publicsthoors

..
("analytical") and the learning style of many ethnic groups ("rela-
tional"). U.

Studies of ethnic group cultures in the United States indicate that
learning style preferences or inclinations are closely associated with
family structures, child-rearing practices, and cultural patterns of inter,

,
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personal relations for exampleondividuals socialized in cultural com-
munities which prioritize .group -achievement, cooperation, obedience
and deference to authority, and "persons over objects' tend to be exter-
nally motivated, dependent upon praise and reinforcement from signifi-
cant others and more readily responsive to human-interest, socially
oriented curriculum content in learniqf situations Comparatively eth-
nic communities which emphasize individualism, assertiveness, per-
sonal initiative,, and material well-being in socializing their young are
likely to produce students who are more analytical, competitive, imper-
sonal, individualistic:, And task-oriented in their learning behaviors
These latter learning patterns tend to be more compatible with the
prevailing teaching styles found in most public schools

In examining learning and teaching styles, and analyzing their im-
plications for creating better culturally pluralistic classroom climates,
educators should remember that individual dimensions and manifesta-
tio,ns Of learnifig and teaching behavjois exist within established cul-
tural or ethnic group patterns -Fol.thermore, descriptions of ethnic
learning patterns and teaching styles represent cultural conbiurahons for
groups. not wall( behavior. of any given Indivsdu. al within the trout'. In other
words,. "ethnic propensities, inclinations, tendencies, and specific char-
acteristics persist within large population groups but not necessarily in
specific individuals'" Therefore, while it may indeed be true that the
most dominant instructional style practiced in American public schools
is "analytical and impersonal," all teachers will not operate this way.
Similarly, while the learning style that seems most characteristic of .
many 4ppalachian Whites and Hispanics is highly relational, coopera-
tive, and person-oriented, there will be some individual students from
each of these ethnic groups who will not exhibit any of the chafacteris-
tics ascribed to their respective ethnic group. Others will exhibit some
of the learning style characteristics,in varying degrees and/or circum-
stances The same is true for Anglo-Americans As a group, their learn- t
ing pattern is primarily analytical (and thus quitetompatible with the
patterns approved by schools), but, as individuals, many variations exist
among them ,,

Obviously then, allowances 'Must be made for individual differ-
ences in any considerations of ethnic and cultural group learning styles .
But teachers should not use these allowancei, to attempt to invalidate
the existence of ethnic group learning styles As Stodolsky -and Lesser
explain, social class, experience, andintellect can cause individual varia-
tions within ethnic group learning styles by affecting the level of per-
sonal academic performance. However, group patterns of cognitive proc-
essing (e g , learning style) are ethnically and culturally determined,
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and 'Once the pattern spa* to the ethnic group emerges, social class variations within
the group do not alley this basic organization...6

Discrepancies between classroom teaching styles and ethnic group
learning styles can cause severe conflict in culturally pluralistic school
settings, and can create a n en vironmen t wherein successful teaching and
learning are virtually impossible. Rosalie Cohen suggests that

so discrepant are the analytic and relational frames of reference that
a pupil whose preferred mode of,cognitive organization is empath-
ically relational is unlikely to be .rewarded in the school setting
either socially or by grades, regardless of his native abilities and
even if his information repertoite and background of experience is
adequa te.9

If this is true, the effective implementation of multiethnic education is
as much a function of the compatibility of teaching styles and different
ethnic group learning styles as it is of developing creative curriculum
designs and employing imaginative instructional strategies in studying
ethnic group heritages, cultures, and experiences...

Communication Behaviors
Three points about communication make it a significant factor to

consider in analyzing the classroom climate and student-teacher in-,
teractions in ethnically and culturally pluralistic schools.

1. Effective communication is the single most important require-
ment for effective teaching.

2. "The communication behavior of a teacher or a student is largely
the result of the social system and culture the individual grew upio
3. Communication is an area of human relations that is..very suscep-
tible to misunderstanding, especially in cross-cultural and/or in-
tereihnic 'group interactions.

An understanding of the full impact of different ethnic and cultural
communication styles on interpersonal relations and instructional pro-
cesses requires more than a linguistic analysis. Teachers should also be
aware of the cultural messages embedded in language structures and
communication habits of various ethnic groups. For example, knowl-
edge of the linguistic structure of Spanish may help teachers understand
the vocabulary and syntax of the language Spanish-speaking students
use in.the classroom. But, without a cultural understanding of some other
dimensions of Hispanic culture and communication behaviors, teachers
are likely not to comprehend some signigant messages students are send-,
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ing A knowledge of the structure and form of Caritonete can be useful
to teachers of students who speak this language, but it alone will not
enable them to understand why Chinese-American students from tradi-
tional family backgrounds tend to be verbally passive in the classroom
and prefer mechanical instructional tasks over verbal and expressive
tasks Thus, teachers must understand that ethnic group communication
styles are both linguistic systems and expressions of cultural systems

Without an understanding of their cultural foundations, neither
the communication habits of ethnic groups nor their potential effects on
the teaching-learning process can be fully comprehended. For instance,
the emphasis on a written and cognitive communication style in most
American schools reflects certain rules of form, order, structure, and
direction which derive largel from Anglo-centric values of rationality,
object-centeredness and pas ive-receptive relations between speakers
and audiences An understan ing of the communication habits of some
Black Americans in classrooms is facilitated by knowledge and aware-
ness of such cultural information as (1) the emphasis given to develop-
ing verbal dexterity within Black socialization processes, (2) the percep-
tion and use of 11,ords as power devices, (3) the fact that Black culture
stems from an oral tradition, (4) the significance of style and delivery
in communication among Black Americans, and (5) the important role
of nonverbal nuances, symbolism,. and metaphoric language in Black
communication To respond appropriately to the verbal passivity of
many Native American and Chinese-American students, teachers need
to understand that they are socialized in their families and ethnic com-
munities more toward visual learning through observation and imita-
tion than toward verbal activity. To learn how to adjust classroom
climates, student-teacher interactions, and learning activities to accom-
modate the "cultural proclivity" of Italian-Americans, Hispanics, and
Blacks to be more metaphotic 'and kinesically expressive than objec-
tively descriptive in their communication behaviors, teachers must
know 'something about the ethnic heritages, the cultural conditioning,
the lifestyles, and the values systems of these groups, as well as how
and when these behaviors are manifested in the classroom.

gichard Porter suggests that teachers should be familiar with seven
critical communication factors beyond linguistic structural characteris-
tics attitudes, social organization, patterns of thought, role prescrip-
tions, use and organization of space, time, and nonverbal nuances It
Hurt, Scott, and McCroskey also suggest giving greater attention to
nonverbal factors in cross-cultural communication. Among the list of
nonverbal communication components they recommend for analysis
are proxemics, touch, body movements, gestures, differentiations in
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. response-time patterns, use and quality of voice, eye behavior, and
usage of objects."

Nonverbal communication messages are crucial in creating a con-
structive environment to facilitate productive' teaching and learning in
pluralistic classrooms. As Hurt, Scott, and McCroskey explain

Most people, including students, believe that our nonverbal com-
munication is under less conscious control than our verbal. Thus,
our nonverbal messages are seen as more honest reflections of what
we are really thinking or feeling at a particular time. Many of the
cues students use to make judgments about a teacher's competence
or character are obtained by observing the teacher's nonverbal be-
havior." .

These observations are true about nonverbal communication in general;
they are particularly true in culturally pluralistic classroom settings.

Many nonverbal communication behaviors in pluralistic" class-
rooms are culturally determined. Failure to understand this, and the
source, can result in serious cultural conflicts. For example, the timing
of a student's response to a teacher's directive may be perceived as
inattentiveness or inability if it is slow in coming, or impetuosity and
academic sloppiness if it is too fast. Teachers may encourage those
students who respond slowly (even though their cultural inclination is
to use a slow pace in talking) to "not take so long in getting your
thoughts together," for "we can't wait all day on you," or "you are
impeding the progress of the entire class." Or they may admonish those
students who respond quickly to 'Mink about your answers before
responding" and to "slow down " The irftplicit assumptions are that the
students cannon thinkand do it wellas rapidly as they seem to be
doing, and that talking at a fast pace is somehow undesirable. In some
cultural and ethnic groups body movements and gestures are used liber-
ally as the level, intensity, and emotional involvement in communica-
tion acts increase These nonverbal nuances also play a major role in
determining the effectiveness of the communication mts.4res being
delivered Other ethnic individuals, however,, may consider such "gyra-
tions" as distractions which interfere with the effectiveness of the per-
son's intended message Some students are perceived negatively, criti-
cized, and even penalized in instruction if they speak too softly, in a
high pitch, in dialect, and/or with an accent. Whereas in one culture
direct eye contact is a necessary condition to signal "attending behav-
ior," in anotheOit may be considered a sign of disrespect and defiance
The practice of "eye aversion' has been found to exist among Blacks,
Hispanics, and Native Americans The role prescription of listeners in
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one cultute as motivators and stimulators of a speaker's level and qual-
ity of performance may be perceived as instigation of troublemaking,
disturbance, rudeness, and classroom management problems fot teach-
ers from a different ethnic and cultural backg,rouind. A case in point is
that of Black American patterns of listening and responding to speakers
If Black listeners find the comments of a speaker (teacher, minister,
performei) engaging, stimulating, provocative, or otherwise personally
pleasing, they are likely to "talk back" to the speaker. This "talking
back" takes the form of audio, vocal, and/or motor responses, which
serve as motivation for the speaker to "rap on " Teachers frequently
interpret these "normal Black cultural patterns of listener responding
behaviors:' as noise, discourteiy, inattentiveness, rudeness, and disre-
spect

The conceivable points of cultural clash in the area of communica-
tion in plurallitic classrooms are numerous. The intent here has not been
to list all of them Rather, it has been arto suggest the magnitude and
significance of these sources of cultural differences for creating a class-

: room environment conducive to or destructive of instructional effec-
tiveness, (2) to argue that many of them are cultuially determined, and
canoe best understood through cultural analysis, and (3) to explain the
role they can and should play in improving interpersonal relations
among students and teachers from different ethnic backgrounds in cul-
turally pluralistic classrooms, and ultimately, in the implementation ofr-
qu:ility multiethnic education in schools. (-7

CONCLUSION t'

Before multiethnic education is successfully institutionalized in all
dimensions of the American educational enterprise, much remains to be
done Its future will depend as much on the attitudinal frames of refer-
ence of instructional leaders toward ethnic diversity and cultural plural-
ism, and the environmental contexts in which it takes place, as it rill
on the quality of the curriculum designs, materials, and instructional
strategies employed

Interethnic group relations and interactions among students and
teachers in cultiiraffrpluralistic classrooms create a powerful environ-
mental context for the success or failure of multiethnic educational
activities in the formal structure of teaching and learning. Unless educa-.
tors attend to the cultural factorslearning styles, value systems, tela-
tional patterns, and communication habitswhich determine the envi-
ronmental sets or climates of culturally pluralistic classroom., other
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attempts to implement multiethnic education are likely to be mini-
mized. In assessing the potentiil and promise fin thefuture of multieth-
nic education in American schools, it is therefore imperative that educa-
tors. give as much attention and consideration to the informal and
interpersonal climate of culturally pluralistic classrooms as to the formal
instructional processes.
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CHAPTER 5

0

The School Culture
and the Cultures of Minority Students

ill Tomas A. Artinitga

linproving the response of public education to ethnic minority
youngsters is the most important challenge facing the schools of this
country iti the decade ahead. Given the deteriorating condition of urban
environments, schools have no choke but to play a larger and larger role
in the lives of children from low-income backgrounds, most of whom
are members of ethnic minorities.

The challenge is clean we must develop better approaches. The
development of more viable schOjiprograms must beg*, however, with
a recognition, especially by teachers and,principals, of the functionality
of ethnic minority lifestyles for coping with societal realities. The pro-
gramming and day-to-day actions of the entire school staff' should
demonstrate that ethnic affiliation and identification with group behav-
iors among inner-city youngsters are considered positiye coping behav-
iors to be fostered as a source of individual strength. Educational activi-
ties should communicate dearly in form and Jractice that our schools
really value the intrinsic worth of every child, striving also to reach
beyond the mere awareness of obvious ethnic differences.

Effecting meaningful changes in the schools' response to ethnic
minorities requires the communication .of a positive and overt affirma-
tion of the "rightness and worth" of ethnic and cultural differences in
children. Such a view embraces the value premise that the promotion
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of cultural pluralism and cultural alternatives is something so basic and
important to America that it must be made an integral part of the
educational experience of every one of our youngsters. In its classic
statement on multicultural education, the American Association of Col-

. leges for Teacher Education underscores the importance of this point

To endorse culturcil pluralism is to endorse the principle that there
is no one model American To endorse ,cultural pluralkm js to
understand and appileciate the differences that exist among the
nation's citizens. It is to see these differences as a positive force in
the continuing development of a society which professes a whole-
some respect for the intrinsic worth of every' indiAdual. Cultural
pluralism is more than a temporarracc2.mmbdation to placate racial
and ethnic minorities. It is a concept tlial aims toward a heightened
sense of being and of wholeness of the enti.f..society based on the
uhique strengths of each of its parts.'

Despite the millits'of federal dollars invested in.programs aimed
at improving the educitional lot of Blacks and other minorities during
the past fifteen years.lprogress has been painfUlly slow. As Richard
DeLone points out in his coqtroversial book Small fidurts, recent U.S.
efforts to close the gap between the upper and lower socioeconomic
classes through,educatiOnal and other social interventions have in fact
had little impact. Schools and other major institutional activities con-
tinue to be geared to serve primarily the needs of the White nonpoor,
resulting in the virtual exclusion of the Pconomically disadvantaged
from' the intended benefits of all major social service programs.2

Reverting that trend will not be easy. In order to change the status
quo, three kinds of action commitments are necessary

1 Schools nee?' to recognize the existence of the. problem and
accept it as " their problem." ,

Z Schools will need to commit themselves to working
,

collabora-
tively to And ways and means to develop workable solutions to
%their problem."

3 Teachers and principals must accept the need to take the long
vlew/ Time and patience are elsential qualities for would-be re-

"

RECOGNIZING THE EXISTENCE VD THE NATURE OF "THE
PROBLEM"

The organizational problem of holy to change ichooft to more

V

adequately meet the needs of -ethriic minority students is a complex one
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It is tremendously complex primarily because educational systems quad'
accurately reflect the existent socioeconomic stratification and makeup
of the communities they serve The goals of school organizations and
the ways in which they are operationabzed depend upon the allocation
procets of the particular regional system Organizational territories in all
communities clearly indicate what, who, how,, and to what extent the
society values the various goals it assigns In other words, organizational
terrains can tell us what and who are considered important and for what
purpose Thus the problem of changing schools to better meet the needs
of ethnic, minority students is one aspect of the more encompassing
issue how to change through social action programs certain key inter-
related structural practices 'in any given community system

Meaningful changes require authentic involvement on a total sys-
tem basis in what is "really.going on" inschools. The task of analyzing
the organizational response of schools, as they seek to provide more
relevant' education for minority youngsters, is impossible to separate
from thg more global response of the community as a whole to the
problem of providing more authentic access for ethnic minority stu-
dents to the mainstream of American life

In responding to pressures for change in meeting minority student
needs. too many school systems have used hold-the-line, resistive.
strategies They have consistently opposed making major alterations in
traditional goals Typically their response to the challenge of a better
education for minorities is characterized by increased efforts to socialize
and influence incumbents in the system to accept traditional 'ap-
proaches This may be accomplished in a variety of ways. outright
coercion, through+ system of extrinsic Incentives and rewards, in-
creased emphasis on adherence to existing rules and regulations, status-
pfOrficaion-allocaticins, co-option, and other measures.

In addition, resistive school systems also promote the status quo by
increased eff orts:to "properly" socialize ihe clients of the system and -1
their parents These groups must also be convinced of the appropriate-
ness of the system's response lest they too, mount serious pressures to
change school organizational goals Incumbents, clients, and their par-
ents are thus recipielits of systematic persuasive efforts to cdnvinee
them that major changes in the.prevailing state of things are not good
for the organizationnot poi for there ,

It is a fact that our school systems have not been as successful with
ethnic mbrity alid lower socioeconomic status (SES) White youngsters
as they have been withmiddle- and upper-class White students. Tradi-
tional responses to educating the culturally and ethnically different
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have not bee more successful because the school systems have reacted
to this cha nge in.overly traditional ways. For the most part they have
simply la red to expand and improve past Practices. In other words,
with minor modincafions they have continued doing what has not worked Wore! Lack
of success has then been aftribeted to limited resources or the federal
government.

As Banks3 and others have consistently pointed out, the failure of
traditional approacheg-stems from the false assumption that the prol:j-
lern lies primarily 'Ain a group. Consequently, the school solutions ate
sought in the.most effective ways to make over particular ethnic groups
in the image of the middle-class majority. W$ether the area to be
Changed is called their "value orientations," their' cultural or socioeco-
nomic .disadvantage," or more directly their "Mexicanness," or other
ethnic label, the intent is clear: schools believe that society dictates the
need to resocialize these youngsters along the lines of White middle-
class values.

THE SPECIFICS OF CHANGE

Changing orgiiiizational thrust must begin with an accurate
identification what needs to change. The major problem,areas are five:

1. P j rative and pathological perspective regarding the appropri-
atenss, worth, and status of minority languages.and dialects as
bOna fide media of instruction in the classroom

-1 nadequate treatment and presentation of the historical, cultural,
reconomic contributions made by ethnic minorities in the cur-

cular programs of the schools

3. Underrepresentation 91.sethrik minorities in school district
staffing patterns" (teachers, administrators, counselors; etc.)

4, Lack of authentic involvement of minority communities in the
decisionmaking structures of the school system

5. Testing, counseling, and guidance programs and processes based
on a cultural deficit perspective of ethnic minority student needs.4

The search for viable solutions to these problems.must begin with
a commitment to change at the school site levet Teachers and pnpcipals
are the key to successful reform. .Their commitment to move on the
issues involved is necessary. The process involved in working out how
best to addresi the situation is probably more important than the
cific strategies ultimately developed and agreed upon!
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,{Whitever the specifics the planned reforms should clearly deline-
ate the direction forrchange The five problem areas identified can be
rephrased in terms of goals for that purpose as follows'

Goal 1 Recognition of the appropriateness, worth, and status of
minority languages and dialects as bona fide media of instruction
in the classroom

Coal' 2 Adequate treatment and presentation in the curriculum of
the historical, cultural, and economic contributions made bythe

to American society .

Goal S Adequate representation of ethnic minorities in school dis-
trict gaffing patterns (teachers, administrators, counselors, etc.)

Goal 4 Full and representative participation by the minority com-
muntties in the decisionmaking structures d &-the school system

Goal 5 Development of a testing, counseling, and guidance sygtem
based on a floricultural deficit perspective of ethnic minority stu-,

. dent needs

The reform task facing each school then involves finding the test
approach for that school for achieving each of the goals in context
Pushing together td -achieve each goal is tremendously important. In
some ways, creating the school climate to move in the right direction
is more important than reaching tte... goals quickly.

The speCifics for effecting,th needed changes can be outlined
rather easily Doing something attnit them is, of course, another matter.
The use of minority languages and dialects irrthe classroo n, for exam-
ple, is perkrapythe most controversial'issue Much o e resistance to
bilingual education stems from th* erroneous b ief that using the
child's home language' in teaching the curricul of the school will
somehow impede the learning of Standard E fish, despite ample re-
search and data indicating.rather urieuiv ly that, on the contrary,
language minority youngsteis f arch English faster and better inP.good bilingual programs

The Use of Black English is e hat parallel issue Here the
concerry,suelMei stem from the fe r that using the child's home dialect
in any way in the school will some ow impede thOearning of Standard
English The fears seem to be ill-founded since ffieintent in using Me
hpme dialect early and where.appropriatt is simply a method to better
read: the child--to better enable the leather to relkthe school's pro-

gram to the reality base of the child
In toth situations the mastering of Standard English isa basic goal.

For bilingual children,, however, the matter is more complicated since
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the mastery of the formal minority language is also, included as a- basic

curricular goal Trueba,, Lambert,,' Ochoa and Rodriguei,s and other '
bilingual education specialists make a Convincing case for sound bilin-
gual instruction as a means for enabling all children to learn the state-
mandated curriculum and become bilingual in the process

Finding curricular materials which incorporate the contributions
of ethnic minorities rs an issue of paramount importanc Basic text- .

books and clossroom materials have not changed enough i the last'
ten yearsdespite the fact that tbii has been the most rea c-
knowledged*problem in the compensatory education movement Both
teachers and principals need to search for materials which their stu-

-.- dents can relate to. This is certainly an area where teachers can have
a major impact

Achieving an adequate representation of minorities on the school
staff is more than just an affirmatiyeaciioniissue. Rhnic,minority chil-
dren in inner-city schools need very much to feel that they and their
kind belong in thew school. There is no better and clearer way to com-
municatethe school's recognition of this fact than through teachers,
principals, and counselors they can identify with

Likewise, the involvement of ethnic commurfity members in the
"real goings-on" of school decisionmaki4 is critically important. It is
not easy to accomplish, but when minority parents and residents-really
develop a feeling of ownership for "their school," the difference is
phenomenal. There are no sure-fire recipes for accomplishing this effec-
tivety, but it is clear that we have no choice. We have to try harder.
Fortunately, the climate for achieving good and positive school-parent
relationships has improved dramatically in' the last few..years.

The testing and counseling system issue is a particularly trouble
some one. What is needed is a systemwide commitment to ensure that
the test measures used by the district are culturally fair. Where the
instruments used are not culturally fair, it is the district's responsibility
to inform teachers and parents of the deficiencies What is needed,
above all, is a posture which communicates to ethnic minority 'young-
sters in particular that the district, their schools, and their teachers have 1

high expectations concerning their performance in school.
A related'concern involves the need' to keep a watchful eye on the

ratio of ethnic minority youngsters in programs for the mentally re-
tarded and t e gifted, and in the noncollege vocational tracks What
about the d,ro out rate f r particular ethnic categories? Are minority
students makin e honor rolls? All of these areas can be important
indicators of progreswd, conversely, important signals of problem,
situations ,

.
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CONCLUSION
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As noted at the outset, there is no more important challerige facing

those who work and direct schools than that of finding improved ways
to meet the needs of ethnic minority and lower SES youngsters Our
major city school districts are now serving predominantly ethnic minor-
ity studeitts The impact of this new reality is only now begnining to
make itself felt across levels of the educational establishment

Public rejection of the civic obligation to adequately fund schools
....

in the urban centers is not unrelated to this demographic shift The
serious downward trend in the economy has also served to spur the
backlash that schools across the country have been experiencing

Never before has public education been more in need of courageous
a and creative leadership And never before has the importance of the'

roles of teacher and principal been more obvious. We needto recognize

t
that fact and marshal the level and type of support required by school
sites to meet the challenge The 80's may well prove to be the decade
of the swing back to a much-needed reemphasis on the individual
school as the focus of attention and resources I am hopeful that teachers
and their principals, with help from the rest of us in the educational
establishment, can rise to the occasion. ,.
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CHAPTER 6
, ?

Cognitive Styles: Implications
for Multiethnic Education
Barbara G. Cox and Marvel Ramirez III

. .

. Do minority students have a "style of 'learning" that is different
from mainstream students? Are minority students really any different
from other students in the way they learn? If such differences do exist,
how have they developed? What can or should educators do to be
responsive to these differences?

The concept of cognitive or learning styles of minority and other
students is one easily oversimplifitd and misunderstock or misinter-
preted. Unfortunately, it has been used to stereotype minority students
or to further label them rather than to identify individual differences
that are educationally meaningful. One of the purposes of this chapter
is to examine some of the assumptions concerning cognitive styles and
minority students, and to point toward some useful ways of applying
the construct in multiethnic education.
. Research reported by Ramirez and Castaiieda,3 Kagan and Burie1,3

Keogb, Welles, and Weiss,3 and others indicates that on the average young
Mexican-American, Black, and some other minority dents are more
group-orientgd, more'sensitive to (and distracted by) social environ-
ment, and'more positively responsive to adult rel ling than are non-
minority students. Some research has shown that the `behaviors, else-
where grouped and labeled "field-sensitive;' often ap ar together and
describe a general approach to learning. Furtherm e, research data
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describes minority students as, on the average,, less competitive, less
sensitive to spatial incursions by others, less comfortable in trial-and-
error situations, and less interested in fine details of concepts, materials,
or tasks that are nonsocial These behaviors also often appear together
and describe / "field - independent" approach to learning In other
words, minority students frequently show a less field-independent ori-
entation to learning than do mainstream students

Recognition and identification of these average differences have
had both positive and negative effects in education The positive effect
has been the development of an awareness of the types of learning that
our public schobls tend to fostermore often field-independent and
dicovery-oriented than field-sensitive and demonstration-oriented or
even mixed in approaches This awareness may be one of the first steps
toward improving instruction for individual students. In addition, the
fact that minority students may more often display preferences for
field-sensitive learning approaches has underscored one, of the ways in
which public education has not been responsive to minority students
and has documented an important need in our attempts to provide
culturally appropriate and multicultural education.

The dissemination of reseatfh information on cognitive styles has
also had a negative effect in soma cases, arising primarily from common
problems associated with looking at mean differences, that is, by Using
averages to describe differences between groupi, the dangers of stereo-

(typing are more likely The great diversity within any culture is ignored,
and a construct which should be used. as a lool for individualization
becomes yet another label for categorizing and evaluating Furthermore,
the theoretical construct seems to have been applied in some cases
without regard for the contribution of subject matte!' and situation to
the student's learning behaviors. in other words, the situational aspects
that may contribute significantly to the variance have not always been
examined sufficiently when applying the construct in educational prac-
tice

Not the least of the potential contributions of cognitive styles
research to multiethnic education is a framework for viewing and re.'
sponding to the diversity within as Well as between cultures Such a
framework will assist in implementing a program that.respects individ-
ual differences and learning preferences in interactions with subject
matter siltation, and educational staffing.

Ramirez and Castafteda discussed this framework as an important
means of validating and respecting cultural as well as individual differ-

,. ences in their model of cultural effects on socialization and consequently
on learninestyle preferences' Clearly, the development of a set of
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leArnIng preferences is a complicated matter. However, it is not unrea-
sonable to expect child socialization to contribute to this development.
The Ramirez and Castanedi model focuses on child socialization varia-
bles and the effects of culture on socialization practices or styles' Take,
for example, the types of concept development that families may en-
courage in their children One family may emphasize the importance of
peoplehow people relate to each other, who does what in the family
Children in this family may learn a lot about motivationwhy people
do certain things. When they learn about such things as cooking, cars,
vacuum cleaners. or sewing machines, they may learn their functions in
relation to how people use them These children may learn many things
by modeling what they see older people doing.

Another family may encourage their children to find out things for
themselves at an early .age. Children from such families learn to work
out things for themselves by trial and error and will enjoy "experi-
ments" with materialsbut they may not enjoy, learning concepts
which require careful and exact observation and imitation. They 'may
not learn to feel themselves a part of a gioup "early as-will the children
from the family that encourages more field-sensitive learning.

Clearly, the task, the situation, and the materials influence the ways
that children are encouraged to learn or behave; and few families en-
courage only field-independent or fieldsensitive learning, even though
on the average they may use one type of strategy more than the other.
The predominant or general teaching style of a (amity may thus be of
basic importance in deciding the direction a child's learning preferences
may take. Insofar as these teaching styles reflect a certain set of values
held by parents and family, values that in many cases are clearly cultur-
ally determined, one may posit that cultural differences in learning style
preferences develop through children's early experiences.

antjuen(c which influenceCULTURAL
VALUES

s

SOCIALIZATION
PRACTICES

WAYS
CHILDREN

PREFER
TO LEARN

IMPLICATIONS FOR TEACHING

,Vhit goals can a cognitive styles framework help multiet
canon achieve? What are some ways to accomplish these goals. o
major goats /orm the core of such a framework in multiethnic educ on.
(1) to utilize and extend the strengths and learning characteristics hat
each student,has developed through previous experience by provide g
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( learning situations that reinforce the individual's preferred or familiar
ways of learning, (2) to help the student become more comfortable and
successful functioning in situations and ways that he or she has not
previously experienced The former may be called "providing for stu-
dents' preferred learning styles", the latter may be called "encouraging
learning-ityle flexibility' or "developing bicognitive functioning.'

FIGUltf 1
PIANNF0 DIviast- 1.}ARNiN(. E1etRIENtkIN

1.

Group Achievement
Modeling-Orienleil Achievement

Independent Work
Discovery-Oriented Learning

Teaching Methods
Materials

"Expectations
Assessment

Environments
Staff Attitudes

F

Students have opportunities
to learn in ways they prefer,

Students have positive,, successful learning
experiences' in new situations and tasks,,
they develop learning style flexibility

This framework has been used at several preschool and elementary
school sites to implement a learning-style aspect of multiethnic educa-
tion The following is a summery of the process that has been field
tested.

1 Assess students" preferred ways of learning and the ways) in
which student behaviors change from situation to situation.

2 Plan learning experiences that address conceptual goals or skills
, yr"' .,,pr other objectives that incorporate the student's preferred ways of
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learning, using teaching methods, incentives, materials, and situa-
tions that are planned according to student preferences.

3. Implement the learning experieTts that were planned.

. 4 Evaluate the learning experiences in terms of attainment of con-
ceptual or other goals as well as in terms of observed student
behaviors and involvement.

5. As the year progresses, plan and implement student participation
in learning experiences that require behaviors the student has
previously avoided. Incorporate only one aspect at a time of the
total experience from the less familiar behaviorsfocusing on only
the reward, the materials, the situation, or the task requirementi
so that the student utilizes what is familiar and comfortabl4 or
motivating as support for the newer learning experience aspects.

6. Continue to provide familiar, comfortable, successful experi-
ences as well as to gradually introduce the children to learning in
new ways.

Studentbehaviois, teaching behaviors, a nd curriculum characteris-
tics that can be assessed and used for planning this program appear in
Figures 2, 3, and 4.

We would like to comment here that this process represents a
distinct departure from earlier assessment methods in work dealing with
cognitive styles. Earlier methods relied heavily on research tools such
as the embedded figures tests and portable rod and frame test. Such
measures do not meet predictive requirements that would make them
useful in educational settings; also, they assume that there exists a valid
unidimensional construct that 'has explanatory value, an assumption
which is questionable. However, the developers of these programs rec-
ommend the use of direct observation and classroom experience for
assessment and planning for addressing goals in learning styles.

The process described here has been included as an important at-
pet of a bilingual, multicultural program in preschool through third
grade classes. In this program, the cognitive styles framework has been
used to develop self- awareness for administrators; teacherik and staff,
as well as to *ork toward the goals, pecified for children. The cultural
backgrounds of the children were respected and used through other
strategies as well, including multiethnic social studies curricula and use
of Spanish and English for instruction. At the preschool level, the model
is in its second year of implem 'entation in south Texas and southern
California and is being evaluated.3,At the elementary level, the program

11111- has been implemented for several years in a southern California coma
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munity Data *from evaluations of this program show that by the end
of third grade, math scores of children who participated were six
months ahead of those of children of comparable backgrounds in a .

school without the program Furthermore, on standardized tests of aca-
demic achievement the participating children performed as well as, and
in some cases better than children in nonparticipating classes who were
from homes of higher SES and more fluent English-speaking back-
grounds Children participating in the program have shown annual
improvement in self-esteem and respect for cultural diversity, while
teachers and staff implementing the program have shown increasing
sensitivity to and awareness of individual differences among children 6/

CONCLUSION

While the application of the field-independence, field-sensitivity

buttons
cognitive styles onstruct in multiethnic education has potential for
important con butions and systematic change, the greatest care must
be taken to use the concepts as tools for growth and individualization
and to avoid their use as labels or stereotypes Field-independence and
field-sensitivity are not undimensional, although they were so treated
in the early work on the subject. Furthermore, direct evaluation of
student preferences, motivating infitienees, and study or learning ap'-
proaches by observation and classroom experience is the preferred mode
oeassessment, rather than the use of research tools and tests that
typified most of the early work Various ways of applying the concepts
in multiethnic situations need to be cteveloped, described, and docu-
mented in order to provide evidence of applicability in differing mul.
tiethnic situations.and communities, with different teachers and staffing
patternS, and differing task or curricular requirements Finally, in order
to ensure the success and advantages of multiethnic education, its goals
must be approached from many'perspectives and approaches
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FIGURE 2 ...

OESERV ABLE STUDENT BEHAVIORS +

Date of Observation__ __I_ _

FIELD - SENSITIVE FIELD-INDEPENDENT

RELATIONSHIP TO PEERS

1 Likes to work with others to
achieve a common goal

2 Likes to assist others

1 Prefers to work independently

1 -0

2 Likes to compete and gain
individual recognition

3 Is sensitive to feelings and
opinions of others

3. Task-oriented; is inattentive to
social environment when working.

PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP TO TEACHER

1 Openly expresses positive
feelings for teacher

1 Avoids physical contact with
teacher 0

2 Asks questions about teacher's
tastes and personal experiences,
seeks to become like teacher'

2 Formal. interactions with teacher
are restricted to tasks at hand

0
INSTRUCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP TO TEACHER

1 Seeks guidance and
demonstration frOm teacher ,

1 Likes to try new tasks without
teacher's help

2 Seeks rewards which strengthen
relationship with teacher

2 Impatient to begin tasks; likes to
finish first

3 Is highly motivated when work-
mg individually with teacher

3 Seeks nonsocial rewards

0
THINKING STYLE

- 1 Functions well when objectives
are carefully explained .or modeled
prior to actjVity or lesson 0

1 Focuses on details and parts of
things

i 0
2 Deals well with concepts,in
humanized or story format

2 Deals well with math and

0 science concepts 0
3 Functions well when curriculum
content is made relevant to per-
sonal interests and experiences

3 Likes discovery or
trial-and-error learning,

c)
CODE. NEvrell ,SELIX40 SOMETIMESR
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FIGURE 3
CURRICULUM CHARACTERISTICS

FIELDSENSITIVE

1 Materials readily lend
themselves to fantasy, humor, and
humanization

2 'Relevantteacher and students
can easily relate personal
experiences to curriculum

3 Matenals'"Invite" expressions of
feelings from both teacher and
students -

4 Design or format of materials is
.suitable for cooperative efforts arid,

qup projects

54tain principles and solutions
re easy for teacher to demonstrate

and model, materials given to
students tail for application of
principles '

6. Lessons prefaced with
supportive assurances from teacher
and detailed overview of
objectives

7 Students' attention is drawn to
generalizations and global
characteristics ("the big picture")

urriculum is humanized and
ad ted to students' personal
e periences.

a
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FIELD-INDEPENDENT

1 Materials draw attention to
factual details

2 Materials have high intrinsic
appeal, Although irrelevant to
personal experiences concepts are
sufficiently interesting in acid of
themselves to sustain student
interest t

3 Materials require a high degree
of concentration. and Methodical
attention to subtle detail

4 Materials are more suitable for
individual effort and competition
than for cooperative group work.

S Matenals stimulate students to
search on their own for
generalizations and unique
solutions

6 Lessonepreficed with'factual
information and temindert of
individual effort'

7. Students' attention directed to
individual elements and ways of
combining these to reach
conclusions and generalizations

8 Curriculum focuses on factual
details.

0
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FIGURE 4

TEACHING BEHAVIORS

EIELC4ENSMVE FIELD-INDEPENDENT

CATEGORY l&ruthoptal Behamors

I 'Express confidenie in Student's
ability to succeed -,.

2 Give guidance t dents, make
purpose of ac ies obvious

3 Encourage learning through
modeling, ask students to imitate
what you say or do

a

4. Encourage cooperation and '
development of group feeling,
encourage students to think and .
work as a group

S Provide opportunities for -

students to see how the activities
are related to their personal
ex penences

1 Encourage independent student
achievement, emphasize .

importance of individual effort
..- ij

2. Encourage competition

3 Adopt a consultant role,
encourage students to seek heFp
only when they experience
difficulty

4 Encourage learning through
exploration and discovery

v
IN.

...../.4
student attention on assigned

S. Encourage task orientation;
focus
tasks

CATEGORY Think:i Stylif '

1 Before beginning an activity,.
ensure. that students understand
the "performance objectives," that
is, give an overview of show a
sample of what they will be doing.

2 Personalize curriculum .relate
curriculum materials to your own
interests and pers6nal life as Well
as to those of the children

I
a

1 Focus on details of curriculum
materials

' 2. Focus on facts and concrpts
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* 3. Humanize curriculum, teach
concepts through stones and
anecdotes involving human (or
humanized) characters in
recognizable or familiar social
settings

CATEGORY Personal Be/motors

1 Display physical and verbal
expressions of approval and

warmth

2 Use personal rewards which
strengthen relationship with
students .

O

Nir

70

1 Somewhat formal in relationship
with students, center attention on
tasks and activities
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CHAPTER 7

.1

* .

Language' Diversity in Multiethnic Education
.* Muriel SavilTroike

h

.

--.41-multiethnic education is to succeed either in cultivating under-
standing and respect for socialand cultural diversity, or in providing
truly equal learning opportunities for studentCTFom diverse soci9.
cultural backgrounds, it must be essentially concerned wish diversity in

. language form and use. This is true because language includes among
its functions those.of serving as a symbyl and identifier of group mem-
bership and as the principal medium for mediating and manipulating
social relationships. Language is unique in its dual role as an intrinsic '
component of culture and as a medium through which other aspects of P
cultureincluding the Fontent of iormal educationare expressed and
transmitted.

In the identification tionj spiaking different languages is an
obvious.marker of differential group membership. By switching lan-
guages, bilinguals often have the option of-ebousing which group to
identify with in a particular situation, and thus convey the metaphorical
meaning which goes along with such choice as well as whatever denota-
tivejneaning is conveyed by the code itself. An example.of such meta-
phorical switching was reported by a college student from Nepal who
used three different langUages when being questioned by a border cas-
torris official: first Hindi as a-"neutral" code for providing information,
then English tp convey an educated and elitot social status when access

,
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tea in her baggage was questioned by the guard and .black-marken4
(motives implied, and finally her native language for 'solidarity" with
the guard when he was recognized (because of his accent in Hincli'and
English) as belonging to the,s'ame ethnicRoup. Bilinguals in the United
States frequently use English (even with bther speakers of their native
language) in formal situations and to convey distance or status, but
switch to the other language to express "solidarity" or ethnic identity

Diversity of-language within a single speech community, such as
4nglish, also provides a great deal information about speakers' soCir
identities, and' ev''' o ingual speakers bf English (consciously. r
unconwiously) employ metaphblical switching between regional or so-
ciat varieties of stylistic regisiers of the language to signal their role in
a particular situation, their relationship to those they ue speaking with,
and the.group,identity they wilto convey

On thweceiving end, hearers of English (and other languages)
regularly use language varialles as a basis for judging Others' social
backgr3und, prestige, and even personality characteristics, as well as
their ethnicity. Such concepts as status and 'role are not permanent
qualities of language itself, but abstract communication symbols which
are always perceives in relation to a particular social context. Children
may be characterized as "good" or "bad" at least partly* terms of their
langage use, including not only the employment of politeness rules and

. "proper" vocabulary, but even features of pronunciation; for example,
children who pronounce comic as "comin__" nay be judged less well
behaved or intelligent than those who say "coming." Perceptions of
individuals as "voluble" or "taciturn" are alnibin terms of cultural
norms, and even expressions of pain and stress are culturally patterned
;children in English speech communities learn withdrawal or anger, in
Japanese-nervous laughter or giggling, am! in Navajo silence.

Conflicting attitudes toward language .diiersity create one of the
' greatest problems in cross - cultural communication between teachers

and students (or their parent), and misunderstandings often occur for
this reason. When the differences are understood, they may be used as
an educational base; when \hey are not, they create a formidable, barrier
to learning. Contributing to an-understandingif language diversity (not
onlyjn form, but in patterns of use) would clearly be one of the most
important possible contributions of multiethniC education.

No complete inventory exists of different social rule* (language
usage' or of di ent, attitudes toward language even withi e Un' ed
States, but we an think 91 many, examples. One is the iffe)- e in

- voice volume o lewInormally used by some Native American groups,
withydian stu nts interpreting the non-Indian teachers' louder level
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as an ncl hostility, and the teachers interpreting the students' softer
level a ss or unfriendliness A studint who looks directly at the
'teacher when talkitig or listening is considered "honest," "direct,"
"straightforward"' by most Anglos and "disrespectful" by many Mexi-
can-Mnericans, Blacks, and Indians The-student who averts her/his
eyes would be considered . "respectful" by the latter and "shifty" or
"dishonest" by many Anglos ,

The standard middle-class English speech patterns prgsented as a
model in schpol are likely to be considered effeminate and thus rejected
by lower SES boys approaching adtileicence especially since these pat-
terns are used by female teach& The English of male teachers or of
older boys is much more likely to be adopted by boys wanting to
establish a male identity Studies of the acquisition ( English by Puerto

/#,Rican adolescents in New York and Mexican mericans in Chicago
document that the variety being learned and U'sed is not the language
taught in English classes, but the language of the dominant peer group
in the communitieswhich in these cases is Black English.' Even very .=
young children are aware of the function of language in establishing,
gro4 identity, and use the appropriate variety to identify with friends: '
One of my former kindergarten students developed a lisp when a best
friend lost his front teeth, and many mildle class Anglo c4rents found
during the early years of integration in Southern states that their chil-
dren were adding the nonstandard 10ORS of some Black and Spaniih-
speaking classmates. (Middle-class Black p'arepts wereopften distressed
that their Standard-English-speaking st tldren were being influenced by
the' nonstandard speech of 'Iower.SES White students.)

Classroqm interaction is also affected by language diversity, includ"
ing sociolinguistic rules regarding who should (ilk- and when. The

.r school supports the convention of talking one at a time (after raising a
hand and being called on) and not interrupting; other cultures would

...

consider that,tude, a sure sign that no one was interested in what the

J. primary speaker was saying Some cultures feel it is inappropriate for
children to talk at all in the presence oklults, and others that it is
inapproprilte for.women to, talk in the pie ence of men.

Mitigation techniques also differ, and students encounter many
problems in our schools when they, come from cultures that do ndt use

tthe same ones that are accepted there A middle -class student from the
dominant clpiture has learned to avoid unpleasant assignMents with
such indirect excuses as I'm hred. 'Can't I do Thai faler or by nonverbal
dawdling or aydreamiiig until the timeis up While often unsuccessful., ithe attempt brings rici.serious reproof If a student has not,learned thew,e.
cultural strategies and says,. No I iris 4 or just No:-- which haim essen-

<0
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tially the same meaning he/she may be considered belligerent or rude,
and threatened with the principal's office.

Language learning for children is an integral paoof their socializa-
tioh; learning language is also part of learning .to be a boy, or a girl, or

or poor, or Black, or White, or Chinese, or Basque, or Chicano, or
dozens of other social roles.into which the children are being encul-
turated. Children learn the social structure of their culture as they learn
language, and learning to use appropriate linguistic forms *ten there
is a choice is piara-efirir-i48 one's place-in society The set orsociolin-
guistic rulss learned first through farriily interaction, then peer group
and wider community, involves age, sex, and social. class, as well as
ethnic group and larger societal memberships.

understanding the roles and identities which others have
larger society thus minimally involves understanding how Lang age
diversity fin-104°M in manipulating and maintainiqg Me-relationships,

. as a bouridary marker between social groups, and as an instrument of.
social change. Ideally, such understanding in the cpttext of multiethnic
education .will also involve the following:

1. Making use of students' native languqes as a medium of inalruction and
assessment. When the educational context is one in which students
yfiderstand .little or no English, -this is considered essential by
Proponents of bilingual education; students who cannot under-,_
stand the language of instruction 'clearly cannot learn effectively,
and instruction. of support in their native language is wi.1ely ac-
cepteditsneceesary if they are to have equal opportunity for educa-
tion. --
2 Accepting and accommodating the students' languaggiand culibral patterns of

language use The .teacher, indeed the whole education) system,
should seek to expand and enrich the existing repertoire of teaching
stylesand instructional activities to provide for the linguistic diver-
sity of students. This is important not only when stucants speak
languages other than English; the essence of the )1.7,9 cpurilecisibn
against the Ann Arbor schoOls_was that although students sieaking
Black English and their teachers could understand each other, lack ,

'iaf acceptance of and accommodation to the language differences
resulted in unequal educational opportunity, in .violation of the
students' constitutional rights. 4

3 Teaching about important and useful components of English as it is used4

school and in other interactional contests within American society. Studbnts
Mould learn to expand and enrich their repertoire'°1 language-
related knowledge, skills, and behaviors, and extend their linguistic
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and cultural competence. A traditionally recognized function of the
school is to `'prepare youth for life " However, schools have always
taken a very narrow view-of language as its rehites to this function
Only a single "brand'' of Englishmiddle-class formalhas been
recognized as legitimate, and the foCus of te*ooks and teaching
has been orikanguage form rather than use Drilling on "correct"
choice of verb form in fill-in-the-blank exercises contriNtes little
to fluency in the use of sociolinguistically appropriate styles in
various contex.ts

The need to take language differences into account is quite Pbvidus
when teaching students with limited English proficiency, but accommo-
dation must also be made to social and cultural differences among
English speakers Students may differ in their willingness to ask ques-
tions or volunteer informatio; becauseeof cultural differences in the
appropriateness of'these language behaviois. Teachers should both use
and allow a variety of procedures, and be sensitive to which procedures
are appropripte for which students, and to which differences in behav-
iors are due to'culturardifferences between groups and which to indi-
vidual personality factors Many students have been incorrectly stereo-
typed as "shy"' because the teacher was requiring inappropriate
behavior (from the perspective of the students' native language and
culture) At the same time students shoulotke taught, at least by the
secondary level, that asking questions and volunteering information is
not considered inappropriate or overly aggressive in school, but rather
is valued, and often rewarded with 41 higher grade Teaching this,. and
guiding,students to behave accordingly, is part of developing the lan-
guage competence required in school.

Other language-related classroom procedures and behaviors may
need to be explained or taught, inclu. ding some which generally opepte
below the level of consciousness We already recognize such behaviors

J as walking in line, or raising a hand to talk or ask permis'sion to go to
the bathrooln as unique to the subculture of the school, and therefore
we formally teach them But many students will also not know the more
subtle sociolinguistic rules iviiich are appropriate forschool, and ttTse,
tob, should be made the sullied of explicit instruction These inclade
recognition of indirect' instructions and commands (e g , "I like the way
Mary is sitting" meaning "Billy, get off the table!" or "Would you, like
to do your anthmetic now?" meanini"Do it'"), means of verbal rnitiga-
tion ("Couldn't I do something else?' "I won't do it"), arid even how
tO prevaricate acceptably (es , how to make excuses) or to respond to
recognized prevarication ("Couldn't there be another explartation?"- in-

).* si
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stead of 'That's a lie"). These patterns.can be and should be taught as
part of teaching school English. The teachers might designate the mean-
ing to be'conveyed (explained in the native language to bilingual stu-
dents, if possible) and then teach various English forms which would
express this, having students practice in role-playing activities; or the
teacher might give.a single English form and then interpret its possible
meanings.

For older students, instruction in the use of appropriate language
styles and routines in various practical settings. (job interviews, tele-
phone communication, information-seeking procedures) can be an im-
portant part of their "preparation for life." In the adult world, judg-
ments are continually being passed on people on the basis of their use
of language. The ability to style-switc agkopriately in different situa-
tions, and with different audiences, is a skill which should be recognized
and consciouslAtaught. Students from different cultural and linguistic
backgrounds, including nonmainstream English backgrounds, need at a
minimum to know how various linguistic behaviors are perceived and
interpreted irr the mairisteam English-speaking community,.

Thisinowledge needs to be imparted in as objective and sensitive
a manner as possible. All instruction should begin With.the premise that
the native language or language variety spoken by the student is intrin-
sically as good'and valid as the type of English which is being taught.
Because the latter is the medium of the communication in 'the larger
society, as well as the langiiage of social control,vf art, of philosophy,
of human services, and of technological development, competence in its
use is of greatvotential instrumental as well as humanistic significance,
but it is no automatic panacea, and false promises or implications should
be avoided. Lack of control of Standard English may leave one vulnera-
ble to social and economic exploitation, but American history is replete
with counterexamples of nonstandard-speaking leaders of industry acid
labor, and Ph.D.'s working as waiters and clerks. Whitney Young
summed up the issue perhaps most succinctly' when he once said, "I,
would rather say 'I is rich' than"1 am poor'.,"

. Effective classroom management and discipline require a mutual
sociolinguistic adaptation, first on the part of teachers to c,eltural differ-
ences among students, and then on the part of studentslp what behav-
ior is considered appropriate in the subculture of the school. Teachers
must recognize that even unconscious signals used in communicating
'classroom management expectations may not be read in the same way
by students from different cultural backgrounds. "Accepting the lan-
guage of the home" does not necessarily entail that everything said
there should be allowed in school. Students Of one ethnic group may
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hear cultural epithets regularly used about another group by their fam-
ily or community, fdr instance, but these cannot be allowed at school
Part.of soualization to the subculture of the school is learning what is
appropriate or inappropriate verbal behavior for that context

The social nature of language must also be taken into account in
that all-'mportant chmensionr4tivation for learning

Eve y child lens a great deal of his or her language from the peer
group child learns the subtle nuances of meanings of words by
trial-an -error testing against other members of his or her group in
actual ommunication By school entry, children know most of the
langua e they feel a need for in order to communicate with other mem-
bers o their own group about everything in their culture which is
important to them The educational program must give them reasons to
know more languake if it is to teach them more successfully

We should ther4fore provide as much oppoleunity for interstudent
communication as possible Programs which assign English-speaking
students to one classroom and non-English speaking students to an-
other are falling to utilize one of the most powerful psychological fac-
tors in language learning Motivation for learning English can be fos-
tered by the heterogeneous assignment of students to classes whenever
possible, and by grouping procedures within the classrooms which will
create both need and opportunity for students of different language

..
> backgrounds to talk to each other I

Placing students with varied backgrounds and needsln the same
class by no means implies that they should have exactly the same
classroom experiences All teachers should strive toward meeting the ,
individual needs of-students and should adjust to varied rates of learn-

. ing and levels of interest 11 for example, a class contains some students
who speak Spanish but little or no English, brief periods each day
should be devoted to teaching basic English sentence patterns and vo-
cabularlOto just the Spanish-speaking students These students will
learn English far more efficiently if there is opportunity throughout the
rest of the school day For them to participate-in varied activities in the
room and on the playground with English-speaking classmates.

Lagguage factors are critically relevant to assessment of student
achievirment, teacher performance, and program effectiveness Testing'
is itse A communicative event, and students may perform differentially
In di ering besting conditions because Of their language background
EvaluAon instruments can seldom be considered linguistically neutral,
no triatte,r how "objective" their format.

Validity and reliability of tests should..be considered language -'
specific While a test may be valid for members of one language group,
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it may noi'measure what it purports to measure in another For example,
a test that has been used to "prove" that Mexican-American children
have poorer auditory discrimination than Anglo children was based on
the discriminations made )n the sounds of the English phonological
system. If the test had included the task of distinguishing between the
sounds In and (as in pen! 'but' and ppro 'dog') or the identity of
vowels in unstressed positions, Spanish-speaking studentswould prob-
ably have scored iigher than native English speakers, if tone, speakers
of Chinese and Vietnamese, and if nasal vs oral vowels, speakers of :
French

The reliability of tests is affected not only by the ethnicity oaf the
tester and the experience which students have had taking tests, but the
type of questions (e.g., true-false questions are not widely ysed in Latin
America), the modality of the test (writtenvs. oral), and the language
cod, which is used,(a Spanish test'developed in Puerto Rico is not valid

.--Sn'talifornia or Texas, and perhaps not even in New York). The lan-
guage choice is relative to the subject area (depending on the language
in which a particular subject was learned), and tests in the "native
language" should take cognizance of the variety of that language which
the students speak, and whether they are literate in that language Just
Js English has its regional, social,and contextual varieties, so do other
languages, and -a test (or tester) using one variety may fail to elicit a
perforinance on the part of the student which reflects .his/her true
ability. The classic demonstration of this is Labov's experiment in which
an intimidating White interrogator in a school setting elicited minimal
verbal response from a Black child, who later responded freely when
interviewed at home by a Black interviewer.2 Recent failures to recog-
nize language and cultural differences among Indochinese refugee stu-
dents have had sometimes unfortunate results.

When language itself becomes a focus in the instructional programs
as it does in`bilingual programs, it may be the case that the effect of a
program results more from the affective impact of using the students'
language than from the purely cognitive banefits (though both are
surely relewint) Research has shown that students who attend school
in theii native countries (e.g., Mexico) for several years before coming
to the United States tend to do better in English than those who begin.
school here.3 In other words, the schools here are at least partly respon-
sible for retarding the students (the alternative explanationthat
schools elsewhere are better than J.S.JL schoolsis unlikely).

The cause of the retardation is to be found both is the school and
outside. Where schools have hired members of the students' ethnic
group as regular teachers and administrators, and have develcil:ied a
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strong academic program which respects, utilizes and builds upon the
students" native language and culture, achie4ment has exceeded na-
tional norms in English,, reading, and mathematics Where the school
has hired staff from the minority group only in subordinate positions,
or not at all,, and has given only hp service to the more superficial aspects
of the group's culturefood, dress, holidaysthe reality of social
thequities beyond the school has been telegraphed to minority students,
whose achievement has been depressed ,accordingly.4 In this context
even the,,use of the native language may have littre positive effect ,

Soicial attitudes may thus play a powerful part in tletermining levels
of success in znguage learning In Sweden,, where Finns are looked
clown upon and disparaged,. Finnish children have great trouble learningft.
Swedish and do poorly in schoo1.5 In Abitralia", on the other hand,

. where Finns are'admired and. respected, Finnish children usually learn '
- English and .do well in school ° The "Pygmalion effect" often manifests

itself in our own schools, where Chinese students are expected to do
well, and Hispanic or Filipino students are expected to failand the
expectation becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.

since language is such a powerful symbol of personal and group
identity. effect and indirect attacks on it in the classroom and outside
are attacks on the students' Own identities and on their perception of
self-worth and the worth of family, friends, and others they admire
Direct at acks may take the form of prohibition on the use of another
languag , or public corrections of the.form of a student's speech

.

Indi-

..
rect atta s are often subtle, and may range from omissions of the,
students' anguage from public use (on signs, in announcements, etc ),
,to disjcara ements of its expressive power, negative evaluations of the
intelligence of its users, failure to utilize. if in testing or making home
contacts,, or restrictive pressures on its use by Atari Even where the
studentsHanguage is incorporated into -the curriculum, books and

, materials used may have an inferior appearance to the English materials,
again betraying a second-class status for the other language, and by
txtension, for its speakers
' Education of one kind or another is always going on in the .class-
roomstudents are ..04vay learning something, whether it is what the
teacher intended or not It follows that education may be either positive
or negative, and that what students learn from school may be beneficial
or detrimental Although prejudice and ethnocentiism may not be ex-
plicitly listed as objectives _of the curriculum, they. may be uncon-
sciously transmitted just as surely- as if they were While minority
students are learning to disvalue their language, their culture, and their
social group,, the majority students are likewise learning to disparage
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their peers and to believe in the inferiority of the minority language and
culture, and the inherent superiority of the majority culture and its

-linguistic medium, Standard English: Such beliefs, though founded in
ignorance, become deeply engrained to the point that they acquire an
almost religious tenacity, and become the baps for perpetuating inequi-
ties and inequality of educational opportunity.

While schools and teachers have understandably focused much of
their attention on raising the achievement level of minority' students
(sometimes at the expense of the students' language or culitire), helping
nonminority Standard-English-speaking students develop an under:
standing of the nature of language and linguistic diversity should also
form an important part of the educational program. While the school
must prepare students for coping witli the society into which it is
graduating them, it can and should contribut'e.to improving the society
of the future as it prepares today's students to become tomorrow's
adults Mirabeau B. Lamar, president of the Republic of Texas, said that
"An educated mind is the guiding genius of democracy"; teaching re- '
spect for linguistic diversity so that it comes to be considered a eharac-
teristic of the educated mind can thus form a major contribution of
multiethnic education to preserving the future of American democracy.

4
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alAPTER 8

Becoming an .Effective Cross-Cultural Calinselor
Cherry A, $anks

j

Counseling touches all of our lives. We counsel and are counseled
tsy friends, relatives, and even-strangers. Our philosophiesond styles
may differ, but we are all involved in interpersonal communication. We
share with the professional counselor the desire to extend purselves and
to help. This chapter discusses the qualities and skills necessary to
become an effective professional counselor in today's multiethnic soci-
gty. It has important implications, hoivever, for all professional &luta-

., tors and lay counselors.

THE COUNSELING RELATIONSHIP

The relationship between counselor and client is of utmost impor-
tance in interpersonal helping. By building a rapport, these two in-
dkviduals begin to know and relate to each other as unique persons.

leer relationship serves as a vehicle for a better understanding so,that
w n the real problems facing the client tare identified, they begin to
work on- them. The quality of the relatidnship is very important in
cross-cultural counseling. However, in order to establish better relation-

. ships with individuals from diverse ethnic and racial groups, cross-
cultur&kopnselors also require a sophisticated understanding of ethnic
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:icultures, effective cross-cultural iornmunicatiop skills, avid an a)dity to
communicate caring and positive attitudes to their clients

,..

Basic Attitudinal Ingredients in Effective Co seling
Carl Rogers has identified three basic attitu at ingredients that

are essential for effective counseling empathy, enuineness, and (un-
conditional) positive regard Ethnic isolatio nd cultural conditioning,
however, can make it difficult for counselors to communicate these

4 attitudes to people who are culturally Ana racially different prom them-
selves Because many Americans are socialized within isolated ethnic
communities lacking opportunities to know and relate to people from
diverse ethnic and-ITMITral groups, such isplated.eXperiences frequently
result in misconceptiasand stereotypes about ethnic and racial groups.

In many ways we are a nation of stringers. Although we live in the
same time and space, often we do noyhavtan appreciation cQr under-

. standing of our common humanity and destiny. Too frequently, our
mental, spiritual, and social isolation results in distrust, misunderstand-
ing, and rivalry. Without special cross - cultural counseling skills, there-
fore most counselors may find that their ethnic isolation and cultural
conditioning will make it very difficult for them to experience empathy,
genuineness, and (unconditional) positive regard for their ethnic cli-
entsI2

Empathy. Empathic understanding requires counselors to put themse lves
in their clients' place and see their clients' problems as their own.
Counselors who lack a diversified cultural background often can exam-
ine and understand problems only froin their own'limited` frames of
reference. They may be unable to see problems from their clients' per-
spectives. Moredtp, they may be unable to gain a clear understanding
and appreciation of their clients' feelings or the complexity of the situa-
tions they face. Such counselors will most likely be seen by clients as
uncaring or lacking the ability to understand their problems.
Gram:mos. This quality is an important ingreaientin the counseling
relationship To be genuine counselors must present themselves as they
really are. They. must be sincere. Those who have not examined their

gown psYchodynamic and culturaliponditioning may feign interest and
corkern for their clients, but such counselors present a false image and
will usually be perceive<by the client as insincere. On the other hand,
genuineness does not al4ays have a positive effect on the counseling
relationship: It is possible for a counselor to communicate genuine feel-
ings that are perceived negatively' by the client. Counselors who are
genuine but who have negative feelings about their clients 'or their
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clients' ethnic group will find it difficult to establish a posit we relation-
ship with them Such counselors need to clarify their feelings about rice
and ethnicity and try to gain an understanding of their real meanings
Unondritanal Postioe-Regard This attitude requires counselors to prize
their clients for what they are without judgingthem They must accept
their clients as they are at the moment not as they were yeiterday or
as they may he tomorrow Counselors must belprepared to accept both
the angry and the positive feelings of their clients Whenglie relate to
clients in such an unconditionally Caring fashiqn they can 1p therk
begin to see themselves in a more positive way Uncorid al positive
regard can help awaken untold potentialities in clients This attitud4,
however, can be especially difficulrto establish in cross-cultural c n-
seling relationships Widespread misconceptions based on negative th-
tubes and beliefs about the nature of race and ethnicity in our s iety
often cause counselors to make inaccurate judgments about individuals
based on ethnic or racial group membership

The cross-cultural counselor must be willing and able to explore
and question negative attitudes and beliefs about ethnic groiiips.and
ethnic clientt Without a sophisticated understanding of race and eth-
nicity in American society, the couriselomay confuse societal problems
with the client's problems and believe that the client must experience
total assimilation before she or he will be acceptable

Transference and Countertripsference,
Counseling does not occur ut a vacuum, it occurs within a societal

context Both counselor and client are affected by many Variables within
society While these variables occur outside the counseling relaticiegrip,
they can profoundly affect it. The process and influence of these societal
variables on the counseling relationship are best described by the cone
cepti of transference and countertransference

Transfe nce involves e development of a positiv or negatite
emotio' client tow° the counselor based on p t experiences
Ethn can
has

5...0e et h
counselor
criminati
hostility direc
blocks to th
disson
fort

e io the/kir)ds o experiences the olipnt
nse to ace and ethnicity of the counselor.

clients may find it diffieull to trust an Anglo
asons, including past experie4ces with tidal dis-

ism. Counselors may find feelings of Ager sand
them because clis,uts perceive them as road-

r success Some Anglo clients aiay experience cognitive
ith an ethnic minors counselor They may feel uncom-

e wittsuch a counselor us y !lave Internalized many of
the societal myths about the behavior, vtes, and skills of ethnic
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minorities Such clients may doubt that art ethnic minority c6unrselor
has the skills and knowledge needed to help them

Counselors transfer their feelings from past experiences to their
present relationships with clients during countertransference Some
counselors may find that through the years they have developed certain
ideal about ethnic minority clients and use them when working with
new clients Such counselors may be in touch with their past experi-
ences but out of touch with their present clients Thi,s condition can lead
to inappropriate behavior and can strain the counseling relationship

It u reasonable to assume that transference and countertransference
may occur during counseling Viese processes do not necessarily pre-
vent effective counseling between counselors and clients of different

'ethnic and racial groups, however Transference and countertrahsfer-
ence can alsO occur with counselors and clients who are members of the ---Th
same ethnic and racial groups. Such counselors and clients frequently
have different levels of ethnic identity, ethnic behaiior, values, world
views, and sbcioecondrnic status. Because of the possibility of transfer-
ence and countertransference in anrcounseling relatidnship, counselors.
must be aware of this tpotentiaVrecog,nize these, processes when they
occur, and use them to move the counseling prOcess and their own N. ,,

rsonal growth forward.
. .

Va ues in Counseling .

Though often unrecognized. values strongly affect the Counseling
relationship and are art integral part of the process. Counselors' values
are reflected in their philosophies, their methods:their use of test scores,,
and their conceptions of what is mentally healthy. Counselors' value
orientations help determine the goals and behaviors they encourage or
discourage Because a client's ljfe goal may I* limited or misdirected by
the values reflected in inappropriate counseling-and testing, the coun-
seling'process should directly or indirectly explo* each client's values,
helping each person sort out and actualize them. To help clients do this,
counselors must be willing and able to explore, question, and clarify
their own values In this way, they will be better prepared to identify
and work on value conflicts that may occur between them and their
clients The effective cross-cultural counselor appreciates helping the
client live in ways congruent with liis/her own, values, realizing that the
values of others cannot be forced on the client.

,.:

i.

\..._ .

Communication r
The responsibility for establishing meaningful- communication

with clients lies primanly with the counselor Counselors cannot as-

r
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sume that just because they feel thfy are sincsre,, accepting, and empa-,
thew their clients perceiVe such attitudes Their attitudes, be * and
values should be communicated to clients in ways that can under-
stood within different cultural contexts To communicate effectively,
counselors must understand the dynamics of cross-cultural communica-
tion and use their knowledge to help direct their behavior

Communication Inv a process of exchanging information be-
tween individuals who in

ll
ret symbols and behavior similarly Prob-

lems occur in communicating across cultures in the United States 'be-
cause although we share many similarities in patterns of beliavior,, we
have many subtle differences sn the interpretation of behayior in the
various ethnic cultures Lack of attention to certain nuances in behavior
clues may lead us to, believe that we are in complete -communication
when, we are not Communication can break down abruptly and nits-

, understandings can occur when an individual behaves in a-way that is
quite acceptable in his/her culture but not in another ethnic culture or

'in the mainstream American culture Without special skills and knowl-
-'edge, most counselors will be unable to effectively communicate wall
individuals who do not interpret symbols and behlibrs as they do
Attempting to ,bridge the' coryiumFation gap or to-prove that one is

t culturally literate by using sag or an inaccurate form of thclient's
language or dialect will most likely be insulting to the client uncl could-
ered patronising

Most personal communication is nonverbal Jt is estimated that
. about 65 percent of all face-to-face comrhunicatioLn does not involve

speech Touching, physiical4pace voice tone and volume,, gestures, and
use of the eyes are different ways of corn uhicating nonverbally Each

has specific and often diverse meanin different cultures Counselors
who are unaware of what is'aRpropriate and normative within other.
ethnic cultures may unwittingly use their own cultural norms as the

.., ?:. to for 3udging behavior in (cos-cultural contexts'

THE DIVERSITY WITHIN ETHNIC CULTURES

The nature of the counseling relationship requires that counselors
relate to individuals. not, to generalized groups .When attention is
focused on group norms, there is a risk of loping sight of the rndoidual,
and perhaps viewing the individual as part of J monolithic grdup' It is
unproduCtive and a misapplication of4he concept of culture toashiine
that all members of A ethnic group are culturally homogeneOus Such
a fake assumption cam cause the counselor to perceive'the client as a'
stereotypic representation of her/his ethnic culture millet tha. 0 ai an
individual with unique,characteristics A response to individual mem

.
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bers of an ethnic group based on a composite and oft stereotypic
picture of the group can lead to misunderstandings an anger.

The misuse of the conceagt c lture generally results from too little
rather than too much information out ethnic cultures A sophisticated
understanding of the relationshi between individuals and their cul-
tures, on the _other litind, requires'an in-depth study of the nature of
ethnicity in American society, the concept of raee and the experigices
of ethnic groups in the United States

By using their know INge of both culture and the individual hent
cross-cultulalcounselors can become more effective Their kno ledge
should include an awareness of tte complexffy of ethnic cultu ek and
the diversity within th`eiri, and arrappreciation of the limits of cultural
knowledge as an explanation of individual behavior They also need a
sophisticated understanding of the tremendoui cultural diversity within if
ethnic groups, recognizing the wide range of possible responses pnd
combinations among group cultural components and the personahhes of
individual-group members In additiod they should take care not to
overgeneralize the cultural components of an ethnic group to all of its
members \..x

Reducing Prejudice
Crossloldrral counselors should, not only be' prepared to w,ork

with individuals from diverseethnic cultures, they should also be pre-
eared to help clients reduce their racial and ethniqpiejudices An un-
Flealthy attitude that is wigiespread ;11 our' society,Iraciat prejudice has
pronounced effects on the prejudiced individual as well as on its *tilts
Since the 1960's our society has made some progress In reducing institu-
tionalized discrimination and segregation M re than in the past, in-
dividuals of different ethnic groups are now li ly to have direct con-,
tact But for highly prejudiced persons,. se ng successful ethnic
Minorities in positipns of authority or in equ - status situations and
interacting with therm:for example, can be very difficult. Thus there is
a n for the cross-cultural counselor to help individuals reduce their

ative attitudes, beliefs, and behavkor.
Individuals who have weak racial-and ethnic biases are more likely

to di4arct their negative beliefs and attitudes than 'are those who have
' tenacious ones For persons with great intolerance, prejudice usually has

muttrfunctionaLsignificance Their attitudes and beliefs are offtn deep
and highly, resistant to change People cOmponly use three processes to
resist changing prejudiced attitudes and beliefs wlerilve perry n., avoid-

anr.y and ,tiroup 'upped 3
In selective perccptioninclividuali organ lie their view of the miry

to prevent a conflict between their attitudes and the information tbey
0
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acquire When they have a new experience, their interpretation allows-
them to fit. it into their existing cosmos Prejud edindividuals often use
selective, perception to dismiss pokitive info ation that does not
confirm their stereotypic beliefs aboilt ethnic ups

Prejudiced individuals also teticl-to avoid information that contra-
dicts their beliefs Avoidance can take many forms A person who
opposes ethnic studies programs, for example, may be required to attend

---711Caire en the need for such programs in the schools He or she may
refuse toaccept the inforrriation presented,, howeverror may "hear' the
speaker make...kontroversial statements that other individuals in the
audience do not heart .

By limiting most of -their contacts to 13ersons withih their own
ethnic and racial group,, individuals are Often able to avoid changing or
exarmninetheir biased attitudes and beliefsSocial groups offer' ern°.
tional support and a feeling of belonging They can also reinforce beliefs
and attitudes about outside ethnic and racial groups

Once the counselor is aware of the processes a clierrt.uses to main-
tam prejudices she or he can communicate that awareness. This coin be
the beginning of the client's understanding of personal behaviori and
attitudes The tisonselor tarn .present cases involving prejudiced atti-
tudivind behaviors to discuss and investigate for solutions Role play-

. ing can also be an effective technique It ctri help the biased client gain
insight urto personal behaviors and attitudes by providing,a portu-
nity to explore the feelings and perspectives of individuals f m differ-
ent ethnic and racial groups

Sensitivity. training can also help clients reducepreiu e if it is
directed by a Well-trained-and skilled leader This technique it:waxes
small -group dis6issions where mertiers are encouraged to candidly
exressthew *ergs and concerns. II

Under certain circumstances, direct contact beiweenenteiffikrs of
racial and ethnic groups can help reduce, prejudice To be effective,

' direct coAtact shows' involve members of ethnic or racial groups who
re of equal status with the client' These contact sitYations should also

O lrbe rewarding and pleaslin The probability., of reducing prejudice
increase if individuals of different facial, and ethnic groups work 'to-
gether to 'achieve common goal's. :

a .
.f

MOW TO BECOME A MORE EUECI;IVE CROSS-CULTURAL 4,
COUNSELOR

Cross:cultural counseling involves a number of skills that can be
learned Counselors' who are willing to devote the -time and energy
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necessary to,accjuire these skills can increase their level of cross-cultural
comrketency Sikh skill improvement involves three processes. (1) self-
examination, (2) gaining insight and planning for the future, and
(3) taking the necessary risks to change one's behavior and putting.the

lan into 'action The plan of action is a personal one, varying frorr;
dividual to individual It is open-ended, Allowing one to start,wher-

eVer one is today to increase one's skills Moreaver, it encourages per-
ional growth, building on the skills being acquired

to

r

Phase 1. Self- Examination
Examining Who you are and how you arrived at this-point is a difficult
task It requires the asking of some hard questions and an honest search
for answers To begin this process, take a critical look at your ability to
function as a cross - cultural counselor Wherekre your informatipnal
gaps? Do you- havea sophisticat'ed understanding of ethnicity and race
In the United States? What do you know about the histories and cultural, ,
experiehces of ethnic groups in the United States? Review some of your e

recent counseling experiences. How do you feel 'about the level of
communication, empathy, and genuineness you were able to establish
with your ethnic clients? Do you feel you were able to help the clients? -

Next, look I your school. D9 the attitudes and behaviors of parents,
students, teachers, or administrators have any implications for crass-
cultural' counseling?

Phase IL Insight itnd Planning
In this phase yon are beginning to acquire an.understanding of the skills,'
attitudes, and behaviors you-need to work on. Next, reachiut and touch'

. bases with some other people to expand and validate your underhand-
inii of your situation. Talk to students, parents, and colleagues at school
to find out how they feel about how you are functioning, and how you
can help them in your role as a cross-cultural counselor This plbcess

, , . will give you a better idea of you can serve your school as wellas
some ideas on local reso es d support, it will also let the school

-, , community'know that you are.concerned and available fordielp..Then,
. review your information from the school community and your original

,. , .
ideas about your level of functioning 4s a cross-cultural counselor State
in your own words how you feel you should function.in this role This
is your personal definition of cross-cultural counseling .

Make a lisrof all the things you ean begin to dati ediately to
improveyou abilities.as a cross-cultural counselor For e ample, you
might iru sea jtems as refusing tVemake assumptio about a
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client's hIground or ability based on ice or ethnic group Next list
all the goa yds.' plan to work on along wIh the resources you will else
to attain them, such as becciming more familiar with ethnic minority
cultures by taking courses or workshopskri ethnic cultures at the local
college or university Rink order ybur goals,, placing those needing the
least amount of work at the top and those requiring the most work at
the bottom of a list ,

Phase lilt Taking Risks and Acting
Changing behavior is not an 4sy task People are usually rather com-
fortable and skilled in their oldlibehaviors New behaviors are risky .1)1C1 .

unknown, and it is. reasonable to feel uncomfortable or afraid when
lenrning them In this phase you are aware of what should be done and
how to go about it. Now it is time to takeaction You`can begin slowly

h notebooksyour goals in a froand thoughtfully by organizing' ta k On the
outside oi the noteboOk kite your definition of cross-cultural counsel,
mg On separate pages in the notebook enter each goal (stafting at the
top of your list) and the information on how you plan to thieve it Start
with your easiest ioal on page one and 'work your wSy through the
notebook Each day'do at least one thing to work' toward your goal,

. entering it in the notebook Also note your 'reflections on the way(s)
ydur aitions have affected your knowledge, attitudes, a/Wt./dr effective-
ness Note changes that friends,. colleagues,. and students mention they
see in you After yotir pinglir is underway, you may find that y to,Lriejd
to reconceptualize expand, or delete certain parts-

Discuss you are doingwith colleagues who are interested (n
cross-cultural ou,nseling Some colleaguesmight like 10 'participate in
a similar program,, and you may be able to start a group that can offer
important suppOrt You can also use this program when woriang with
clients who wan(to achieve. specific goals

,CROSS - CULTURAL C OUNSELING: A PROCESS

' Cross-cultural counselors are involved in a process of self-exami-
nations training, and practice They lre attempting to increase their
'knowledge, and to improve their ability to be open, truseing, Montane-,
Axis,.flexible caring, and undetstanding with indiaciu'als from diverse

.

ethnic and racial grotips (see Figure 1) They are aware of the irnpacof
their behavior on their clients and of their oiyn problemso dealing with
race anckethnicity Their attempt to solve thesevroblems in their own
lives heirs them becoine more effettive.wottr*ients

.Cross- cultural eounselors.recognrze the vast diversity of expert-
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CROSS-CULTURAL

COUNSELOR
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rtIduce their
racial
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Is able
to view.the
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pe:.or her

rspective .

A

Is aware
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behavior
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counseling"

process

continuously
improving
his or her
ability to
' help

through training.
self-examination,
. and change
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ences, cultural forms, goals, perspectives, and realities that exist among
and within American ethnic grons They 'feel comfortable with them-i
selves and with individuals from diverse racial and ethnic groups They,
are involved in a Process tit requires them to experience other cultures
and to be open to those experiences These attitudes and experiences
equip them to work with and help individuals from diverse racial and
ethnic groups In moving outside their own cultures, effective cross-

. cultural counselors are able to view other cultures from sfhe perspective's .

of outsiders and to function effectively in diverse cultural settings Thus
they are better able to understand their own culture and themselves
because of their ability, to function well in ether cultures Becoming an
effective cross4ultura1 counseloi does noR occur overnight. It is an
ongoing process. not a state of being
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CHAPTER 9

Tdting and Assessment Practices.
- in Multiethnic Education

Jane R. Mercer .

TESTING AND SCHOOLING: A HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

Testing and schooling are so closely interwoven that it is not possi.
ble to understand standardized testing wiihout first Comprehending the
nature of schooling in American-society. During the c-olonial,era, En-
slip settlers gtadually achieved military and economic dominance,

uishing the:French into Canada, supplanting the Dutch in New York,
lip.d dispossessing the Native Americans. Then they set about establish-

ng a society which would be a replica of England with English as the
universal language and economic, religious, and family institutions pat-
taped after those ill England. , . ---

Following the war of independence, with the arrival of iminigranti
from-other cultural backgrounds, the Anglo inhabitants faced the first
challenge to their cultusel.dominince. At this time they insisted that
non.Anglos' learn the English language and beconie acculturated to
Anglo ways,Theil policyof Anglicization was b;sed onthe assumption

. of "the desirabiM of maintaining English institutions (as modified by
-5 the American Revolution), the Eng* language, and English-oriented

cultural patterns as dominant and i Ward in American life.", Called
Americanization, this process was/first' implemented through "free
schools' which were set up by private,' paternalistic organizations

't
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upper-class Anglo citizens in Boston atid New York for the express
purpose of teaching second-generation immigrants f he English language
and instilling in them loyalty to.Anglo institutions arid values These
schools vbere not designed for the children of the Anglo majority but

. were for the socialization and acculturation of the poor t. e Anglo
way of life 2

When tax-supported public education systems w later stab-
listed,, they adopted the Anglicization pOlicies of the "fre schools '
instruction was in English The ctirriculuit focused exclusively on Ari-
glo-American institutions, history., literature, and values Although the
public schools have, officially, been religiously and politically neutral,
they have'always been the culturekearer for only one of the jpnaziy
cultural streams brought by immigrants to this continent, From-Mse
beginnings, we have the public schools as they exist today: -Anglo-
centric, monocultural, biased toward middle- aneupper-clasi customs
and lifestyle, standardized, and centralized\ They are' hugibureauera- ,

cies administered by professional educators who have been trained in
only the Anglo cultural tradition.

Although the early schools ulol... tests, they consisted of teacher -
designed instruments covering the Bing, arithmetic, and other curric-
ular materials- taught in the school Standardized testing, as we know it
today, first began in France around 1905, where Alfred Binet, in collabo-
dtion with Simon, was corruhisiioffed by the French government to
design a method for identifying those children 'viiiwould not benefit
from the regular school program apcl who should placed in special
schools fdrthe menially subriormall Although some of their test items
covered material which .might be Yearned in school, most dealt with
skills 'and information which ihey :believed all Prench children would
have had an opportunity to acquire filem what tortes has called the
general "societal' curriculum"..4 the knowledge, values, behaviors,.lan-
vage,40,41 cognitive style learned froM their socialization in the family
aWd community Items were grouped into age, levels based on a tryout
sampk of normal children 3 through 13 years of age The child's scare

..on the scale; expressed as a ' ntallevel, was the highest age level n
' the scale at Which the child rforrhed successfully Binet and Si on

assumed that all chIldrertwe e ex osed to the same societal curricu m
and that those who had not learned the curriculdrn must be intellectu-
ally subnormal

In 1916, L M-Ferman at Stanford University developed an Ameri-
can revision of the en-et-Simon scale known as the Stanford-Binet.
Translating Bin is test into English, he modified the question content

kr.
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to reflect the societal curriculum of the dominant Anglo cultural group,
r and.standardized it -on White, predominantly' middle-cLiss, English-

speaking children Terman used in intelligence quotien (1Q), the ratio
between mental level, or mental age as it had come to be called, and
chronological age The intelligence quotient represented the child's per
formance on the teat relative to the performance of other children of the
same age,, thus recognizing the inappropriateness of comparing the test
performance of a foyr-year-old child with the of a nine-year-old child,
for ptfrposes of iniirring "intelligence " The.lofir-year-old would have
had less exposure to tht societal curriculitim than would the nine-year-
old and such comp isons would lack normative validitycomp

the 1916ve ion'of the test girls scored higher than boys Whin i

Terman and Merri developed the 1947 revision of the Sanford

t,

-Binet,
they assuined,that girls and boys had equal "intelligence" and that the
elevated scoringof girls was a deficiency in the test, a lack of normative
validity To equalize the sexes, they reduced the number of verbal tests,
on which girls did better than boys, and introduced nonverbal. tests, on

.0
which boys did better than girls 5 At the same time, Terman and Merrill
also discovered thaVural children performed less well than urban chil-
drttnwith 1Qs of-99 2 compared to 105 7 and,that there were large A

''differences by socioeconomic stallis,-116 fOr children'of professional
fathers compared to 98 for children of day laborers.6 They did not

/engineer their test to equate rural-urban or socioeconomic differences,
however; because they believed the scores reflected real differences in
"intelligence " Similarly, racial differences were well known by the time
of the revision but no adiustmeAts were made for race

Although Binet called his telpt a measure of "intelligence," he did
not claim.that his tests measured innate ability He recognized that they
measured what a child had learned, the Child's achievement. John God-
dard and Lewis Terman, however, the two men most responsible for *
bringing Binet's test to America, believed that the test measured more
than learning they believed that it measured innate ability! Further-
more, they believed that 'this innate ability was a highly heritable trait
which would change little in the course of aifetime.7 Their beliefs Were
widely accepted.

. Several decades later, test pyblishilh began producing tests focus-
ing more specifically on the school curriculumon reading, math, lan-
guage, and so forthWhich came to be called "achievement" tests. As
the use of academic achiiivement tests,became more widespread, the
belief 'developed that there were two kind's of tests, "intelligence tests"
which measured ;child's innate ability and "achievement tests" which. ,
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measured what a child had learned In fact there is no fundamental
diffeeence between the two types of test, they draw their items from the
saine item pout In one case, the same questtons'appear in two different
tests One isxalled e. test of intelligence and the other.a test 00 achieve-
ment " All measure competency in the use of standard English mathe-
matical skills and knowledge of the Anglo core culture "Achievement"
tests focUs more speciftcally.on the school curriculum while "Intellt-
gence" tests focus more on the societal curriculum of the Angio-Ameri-
can mainstream but both are measures of what a child has learned, and
both are simply subtests pf one large test that measures the child's
acculturation to and familiarity with the Angio core culture

With this brief historical overview let us now discuss th4 four
purposes for which tests are used in education today

PURPOSES' OF TESTING IN TODAY'S SCHOOLS

There are four major purposes for the use'of tests in American
education to guide the instructional process, to screen for possible
organic problems, to evaluate a student's academic ppformance com-
pared to that of other students in some normative saitiple, and to esti-
m4te the student's "intelligence " Each purpose reqcores different types
of tests based on different assessment frameworks The definition of
what constitutes a "valid" test varies with the purpose for which the
test is being used so also does the determination of whether the test is
racially or cultural! discriminatory A source of great confusioki in
educational testing i the failure to differentiate these four purposes and
the attempt to use a ingle assessment framework, a single definition of
test "validity," and single definition of what constitutes racial and
cultural discriminati n for all four furictions

Testing to Guide the lnstructional'Process
Teacher-constructed tests designed to cover curricular materials are

examples of testing used to guide the instructional pfociess. In recent
years, a large number of "criteri -referenced" tests have been devel-
oped by various organizations and blishers. They yield information
on the student's current skill or kno edge in a particular graded curric-
ulum The teacher can use test information to determine the next stage
in the instructional Process for the particular student Carver has called
this the "edumetric" function of tests.' TypItully, the teach is inter-
ested in the saw score, the actual numbq of items passed Th cote is
compared with a series of graded criteria incorporated in the cur lum.
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It is anticipated that the student's raw scores will improve with instruc-
tion Hence edumetric tests are the appropriate type of test to use in
evaluating the effectiveness of educational programs

Beciuse present edumetric tests arean integral part of the present
school curriculum, they'reflect the monoculhiral, monolingual, .6.nglo-
centric characteristics of that curriculum. Development of multilingual
and multicultural curricula will require dramatic extensions of present
testing practices to cover,new academic areas In a truly bilingual pro-
gram, students would take edumetric tests in more than one language
In a truly multicultural school, studesas would take tests covering the
language, values, institutions, and history of numerous cultural stretims.

4, 'Tile decision concerning,the nature of the curriculuth is, essentiallyt a
political decision When the goals of education are expanded, edumetric
testing will become multilinguarand multicultural. If the testing is
culturally limited,.it lobecause the curriculurri is culturally limited

An edumetric test has thntelit validity to the extent that iraccu-
rately mirrors what is being taught. It has pragmatimalidity to the
extent that it accurately identifies.those students who have or kave not
mastered a particular curriculum. It is racially and culturally nondis-
criminatorj, to theex tent that it is equally proficient in measuring the
coMpetencies of students from differing racial and culturattackgrouncls
in a particular curriculum The fact that students from some groups may
be lesdeproficient in a particulir curriculum and tests of at curriculUm*1
than students from other groups is not evidesce that t e tests, per se,
are at fault. The source of the differences is mdre fundamental and rests,

. at leait in part, with alimited curriculum thaj represents the cultural
tradition of onlii one group. Students less familiar with that. tradition
wilkto less well in the curriculum nil reps *ell on criterion-referenced
tests based on that curriculum. When the curriculum is changed, the 1
tests will ehangeoThe relative prAciency of different groups May also
change.

., .
.

,Testing to Screen for Organic Problems
For Many children, difficulties with vision,

nation, and other biological problems are first id
Although educators usually do not include screen'

* $ y .

4

ring; motor coordi-
ified in the school.

For orgapic prob-
lems as one of the purposes of testing in public education, it makes little
seise to conduct elaboiate educational testing on a child who is having
acadeMic difficulty without first checking to see that the child is an
inmct organism. If the child has organic problems, then some type of ,t

4
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medical iotervention may be required before ed atlnal,progress is
:.possible

Tests for the presence of organic anomalies are conducted within
the medical model, which has also been called the pathological model
and the deficit model They seek to identify the symptoms of a patho-
logical condition Unlike edumetric tests, they tie not culture-bound
because the human organism is similar across cultural groups A medical
model measure is valid if it accurately identifies biological problems. We
do not need to be concerned with racial or cultural discrimination when
screening for organic problems, if the tests actually are measuring the
organisrlDifficullies arise when the only observable "symptoms" are
behaviors and the presence of an organic: basis cannot be specifically
identified, 11.x, such cases, the burden of prof rests with the evaluator
to present evidence that organic inferences are justified. Interpreting
scores on IQ tests as measures of innate ability is but one example of
overgeneralizing beWavioral signs and imputing a biological cause with-
out any clear evidelice of organic mechanisms. Similarly, many "diag-
noSes"" of "cniriimal bpin dysfunction" and "learning disabilities" rest
on questionable biological inferencestrom behavioral signs Educators

P need to be wary of suckynterpretations and to ask for evidence Of their

Testing ompare Studtent Performance with a.Set of Norms
A .th rpose of testing in present educational practice is to

compare student performAce on the test with that of some normative
population The raw scores are standardized to show the student's posi:
tion in the distribution of scores relative to that of other students of the
same age Tests which wrportedly measure "intellittnce" such as the
Stanford-Binet, the Wester Intelligence Scale for .Children-Revised,
and the Sloison are of this type Standardized, norm-referenced
"achievementittests also belong in this category Carverhas calledi4h;
fsts 'psychometric" measures,10 or..tests not tied to any particulk .

curriculum The so-called ;'intelligence" tests sample skills and infnr- \--_/
.. matron believed to ,beelenerally available` in the "societal curriculum"

of the Anglo core-cuhlke child They do not sample skills and informa-
tion which would be available in the "societal curriculum" of children
from other backgrounds; such as Black, Mexican-American, Puerto
Rican, or Native American The standardized "achieierrient" tests are ,

more closely tied to the school curriculum Although they embody the, general educational goals of American public education as perceived by
T the test desk ers, they may or may not accurately reflect the curriculum

U 9
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pf a particular school Since both types of tests measure knowledge of
the Anglo core - culture,, their scores are highly correlated,'' and children
from such, backgrounds consistently score higher on both types of
tests '2

How have scores on standardized tests been used? First, some
schools have tried to use these scores to monitor the educational prog-
ress of students However there* serious difficulties with this use of
standardized test scores Because the tests are age-normed, the norms
with which a student is compared constantly rise as the student ages
Just to remain in the same relative position, an individual's raw scores
must shovy continuous improvement But a student's standard scores
can remain unchanged even though s/he is making academic progress
Hence, standardized tests are less useful for measuring educational
progress than are:scores on edumetric measures

Second,, some schools have tried to use scores on standardized tests
to evaluate the effectiveness of educational programs or to rate the
effectiveness of teachers Because of the age norming, programs in
which students are making 'normal"' progress will look as if the stu-
dents are standing still because their relative position will not have
changed Similarly,, teachers whose students grow sufficiently to main-
tain their relative position will appear to be failures because the average
standard scores for their classes will remain the same In order to in-
crease the average standard score of a group, the students must learn at
a faster rate than the norm group with which they are being compared
Unfortunately,, many programs have been declared failures on the basis
of inappropriate evaluations with standard tests

Ttird, standard tests have been used by lawmakers to identify and
categorize students for the purpose of educational funding At first
glance, such a procedure seems quite reasonable Students who score
low compared to other students on skills required to succeed in school
could possibly benefit from supplementary help and resources The law
has gone beyond simply using tests to identify educational needs, how-
ever For example, Public Law 94 -142, a recent federal statute, requires
that a child not only be in need of special services but be certified as
defective before fiinds are made available ,Under current statutes, the
term 'handicapped children' means. those children evaluated as being
mentally retarded hard of hearing, deaf speech impaired, visually
handicapped, seriously emotionally disturbed, orthopedically impaired,
other healtliimpaired, deaf -blind multi-handicapped, or as having spe-
cific learning disabilities, who because of those-imps isrnents need spe-
cial education and related services Funding for speciarvices 6110
to a deficit model If a child is not labeled defective and ;issigned one
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of the statutory labels, funding for supplementary services is not'availa-
ble, even though the child may have educational needs Psychometric
tests are required primarily beciiise of the intricate "diagnostic' process-
which involves utilizing the pattern of scores on psychometriC measures
to pinpoint the nature of the supposed defect in the student. Children
with specific patterns of scores are "diagnosed' -as hazing a particular
impairmentmental retardation, learning disability emotional distur-
bance., and so forth

When developing an educational program,, it is the unique configu-
ration of the child's needs, not the label, that guides program develop-
ment If funding 'were based simply on educational need, edumetric
tests would suffice to identify the needy It is questionable whether the
naming game'required by federal statute enhances educational oppor-
tunities for most children In schools with multiethnic populations, the
prckess can became highly discriminatory because children from non-
A. nglo backgrounds are more likely to be labeled defective,".. ...._

Fourth psychometric tests have Been used to track students into
differing educational programs which have curricula that lead to differ-
ent educational outcomes and lifetime opportunities The rationale for
-1.
such segregation is that it is easier to teach students in homogeneous
grOups However there is no firm evidence in the research literature that,
students learn better in segregated settings, especially slower students
who can benefit from contact with higher-achieving peers The federal
mandate now reqtutes that handicapped students be served in the least
restrictive environment and to courts have seriously questioned both
tracking and the use of psychOtnetric tests in assigiring students to
various tracks 15

Testing to Infer Student "Intelligence"
The most controversial purpose for which tests have been used is

that of inferring a student's intelligence" or learning potential" or
.,'Innate ability' from a test score The primary difficulty in using any
test for this purpose is that all tests measure what a person has learned
No test can measure genetically inherited intellectual ability.'6 What a
person learns depends upon the language and culture to which the
person is. exposed There is no such thing as culture-free learning, nor
is there such a thing as a culture-free test Hence a test score reflects

.1 student's inowledse of the language and cultural materials in the test
Knowledge is dependent upon cultural exposure, motivation to learn,
an intact organism; and acquired test-taking skills, as well as one's
inherited "intelligence " A person's igdorance of the materials un the
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test, however, does not necessarily intim that the person cannot learn
the materials (I e., that the peso is "stupld'ff.,The crux of the contro-
versy is the confusion of "ignorance" with "stupidity Since "stupid-
ity" is a subset of "ignorance,' a student may be either "ignorant but
not stupid" or "ignorant and stupid " The problem is to differentiate
,between the two Traditional assessment has no mechanism for making
such a distinction hence,, it has treated all students who score low on
so-called tests of "intelligence' as being both ignorant and stupid
These erroneous inferences haveresulted in labeling disproportionately
large numbers of persons fronyminority groups "mentally retarded" and
"intellectually subnormal "17 In a recent court decision, such inferences
are no longer permittecl, when assessing Black students in the state of
California 15 6

At least two procedures may be used to assist educators in differen-
tiating the student who is ignorant of thepaterial in the test from the
stlfdent who is probably mentally retarded In the first procedure,
-schools can examine the student's adaptive behavior outside the school
in the family, the community, the peer group, and the neighborhood.
If the student is learning the skills needed to cope iraisuigently with the
nonacademic world, then s/he may be ignorant of the skills needed to
succeed in school but is not mentally retarded. Educational programs
should be designed on the assumption that the student is capable of
levning when motivated to learn.

1 A second procedure is to compare the student's performance on the
test with the performance of other students from the same sociocultural
background who, presumably, have had similar opportunities to learn
the materials in the test If the student's knowledge of the material is
about what would be expected for a person with a given exposure to
the test materials, then it would be rated "normal " On the other hand,
if a student has learned significantly less than others who have had
similar opportunities, then the performance would be considered "sub-
Abrmal." Conversely, in identifying the gifted, if a student's perform-
ance is outstanding when the amount of cultural expostire has been
taken into account, it would be rated "gifted."

TWo_itiethods can be used to determine the appropriate "norm" for
making such judgments. Historically, testmakers have developed local
norms whenever groups being evaluated have not been members of the
population on which the test was normed. Local, norms entail selectihg
a 'sample fyom the appropriate group and testing these individuals too
establish the horrik Such sampling procedures are expensive and cum-
beisome because it is necessary to select as many samples as there are
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identifiable sociocultural groupings Another method 'which is less ex-
pensive and quite feasible is to select pne large,-heterogeneous sample
of the ethnic group in question Using family socioculturaltcharacteris-
tics as the indeRendent variables and test score as the dependent van- .-,
able,. test makers develop a set of multiple regression equations With
these-fivations, it is possible to identify precisely the sociocultural
norm which is appropriate fo scoi h combination of sociocultural factors
The student's score can then be compared with the appropriate norm'
Procedures for making such comparisons have been deifeloped for
Black, White and Hispanic students 19

"Intelligence" is a construct It is not a physical characteristic, such
as height or weight. It is not a specific set of behaviors Jkis a hypotheti-
cal trait of the person which is inferred from an'assessment of learned
behaviors. How does one validate a test which purports to measure a
hypothetical construct? Predictive validity is not appropriate, since we -'
are not attempting to predict any specific future performance Conse-
quently, wg must rely upon construct validity', the extent to which ,a
particular set of measurement procedures reflects 'the theoretical con-
struct. The logical paradigm is relatively straightforward. If two persons
have had equal opportunities to learn the materials in a test. have been
equally motivated to learn the materials in a test, are equally familiar
with-taking tests, are equally, free from emotional disturbances or fears
tha might interfere with test performance, and are equally free from
sensory or motor disabilities, THEN significant differences in their test
performance May be interpreted as reflecting differences in their "intel-
ligence "Nall things are not equal; then NO inference can be made about
differences In their "intelligence."

To be a valid basis for inferring differences in "intelligence," a
measure must have normativl validity, that is, tire persons being com-
pared must come from the same sociocultural population and must not
differ in emotional or physical handicaps. h would not be appropriate
to compare ashild with a visual impairment to norms based on children
with good vision It would not be appropriate to comparethe perform-
ance of a six- year -old child to norms based on ten-year-old children
because the six-year-old would have had less opportunity to learn- the
material in the test. Traditionally, tests have controlled for age differ-
ences by having age-specific norms. They have not recognized that
controlling for sociocultural differences is also neces ry in a pluralistic
society if a test is to have normative validity A federal court has re-
cently ruled that measures which purport to assess Intelligente" must
have normative validity, that is, the average scores for persons from
differing sociocultural backgrounds must be the same.2°

1
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cONCLUSION

Beiause we are moving to new frontiers in multiethnic education,
it is not possible to say with precision how testing and assessment
practices will differ from the monocultural education of the post As
multilingual and multicultural curricula are expanded, we can anticipate
a great expansion in edumetnc tests designed to guide the instructional!
process. Norm-referenced tests will no longer be used to measure aca-
demic progress, to evaluate educational programs, to evaluate teachers;
to categorize students as defective for purposes of funding, no to place
students in limited educational programs. They may be used to provide
supplementary educational services to students who have educational
needs, but not in the context of a defect-model. Inferenges concerning
istudent's "intelligence" will be made only after careful assessment of
adaptive behavior in nonacademic settings and evaluation of the stu-
dent's performance relative to.the appropriate normative group Before
adopting a test in a multiethnic school, educators will require informa- .
tion on its validity for the purposes for which it is being used. Theywill
demand documentation that the test is not racially and culttirally dis-
criminatory If the test is to be used.for predictiOn, they will want
evidence that the preictionk are equally accurate for different ethnic
groups. If the test is to be used for making inferences about "intelli,
gence," they will demand evidence that the scores have normative va-
lidity
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CHAPTER 10

I The Multiethnic Curriculum:
Goals and Characteristics

James A. Banks

GOALS OF THE MULTIETHNIC 'CURRICULUM
, .

A key goal of the multiethnic curriculum is' to provide students
with cultural and ethnic alternatives and to reduce ethniq encapsulation.
Individuals who only know, participate in, and see the world from their
unique cultural, and ethnic perspectives are denied important parts of
the human experience and areluiturally and ethnically encapsulated.
The multiethnic curriculum helps students gain greater self-under-
standing by viewing themselves from the perspectives of other cultures.

Another important goaTa the multiethnic curriculum is to help
students develop cross,cultural competency, Which consists of the rills,
attitndes, and knowledge needed to func n Within the individual's
own ethnic culture, the universal America culture, as well as within
and across different ethnic cultures. Wen to determine the levels of
cross-cultural competency that are approp ate and practical for stu-
dents to attain. I have developed a typology f cross-cultural behavior.'
Consisting of for levelseach of which is 1 continuumit is designed
to facilitate the delermination of apptopriat objectives and curriculum
experiences in cross-cultural education.

At Level 1 the individual experiences s perficial and brief cross-
cultural interactions. At Level 2 the individui begins tonnimilate some
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of the symbols and characteristics of an "Outside ethnic group At
Level 3 the person is thoroughly bicultural,, tricultural, or multicultural
And at Level 4 the mdivickial is completely assimilated into the new
ethnic culture has become desocialized, and is alienated from his or her
original ethnic culture

Neither Level 1 nor Level 4 cross-cultural behavior should be a goal
of the multiethnic curriculum' Level-l-type school experiences, how-
ever, such as Chinese New Year, Ono de Mayo (the Fifth of May), and
special Jewish celebrations, are very popular in the nation's schools. In
many schools these kinds of isolated activities are the only experiences
related to ethnic groups If they are the students' only eicpenences 0.
within the school related to ethnic groups, student stereotypes and
misconceptions may increase rather than decrease, because such special
days and programs often highlight the "exotic" and stereotypic charac- "
tensticsof ethnic groups In addition, historically, a major' goal of the
public school has' been to socialize ethnic youths irittLevel-4-type
cross-calturtil behavior; that is, to make ethnic youths sgai as Illatks,
Chicanos, and Jews culturally identical to Anglo-Saxon Protestants in
attitudes values, beliefs, and behavior

Levels 1 and 4 cross-cultural behaviors are therefore inappropriate
goals for multiethnic education The multiethnic Curriculum should
help students develop the skills!, attitudes, and abilities needed to funir-
tidh between Levels 2 and 3 of the tyrrology. It should help students
function 'effectively within a range of cultural and ethnic grOuPs The
goal should be to make students multiethnic, multicultural, and mul-
tilingual in theii attitudes, values, and behaviors However, we should
not alieriate student from their ethnic cultures or force them to experi-
ence self-alienation apd desocialization. Ethnic youthi should not be

-required to -deny their ethnic ide,ntity, ethniC heritage, and family, in
order to attain school success Human beings are quite capable of being

bicultural and to some extent multicultural Students" should learn situa-
tional behavior so that they will 131e able to deterMine which behavior
is appropriate for specific settings and, cultural environments

Another important-goal of muitiethqic education is to help students
master important rekling, writing, and computational skills. Multieth-
nic education assumes that multiethnic content can help students mas-
ter important skills in these academic areas Multiethnic readings and
data if taught effectively, can be highly motivating and meaningful.
Students are more likely to master sk' s when the teacher uses critent
which deals with significant h an issues, such as race and ethnicity
within cur soviet? Multiethnic iterature can help`students master im-
portant writing, listening, and other communication skills / Data about
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ethruesettlemot patters In our cities, their imnugrations and migra-
tions and vital statistics'esktout ethnic groups can be used to help stu-
dents learia essential mathematical skills and understandings Beginning
in the kindergifirten'and primary grades,.many students have questions

' about 'skin ciblor and race The teacher can use science and physical
anthropologf concepts to help students answv these questions Mul-
tiethnic contenthsrkl:us become an integral part of the total school
curriculum It s tad n be limited to special units., days, and lessons
If it is studied only on special days and occasions, students are likely

, to conclude that ethnic groups and their cultures are not integral parts
of American society .

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MULTIETHNIC CURRICULUM

The Complex Nature of Ethnicity -
the inultiethnic curriculum should help students better understand

the complex nave of ethnicity within modern American society 3 Mis-
conceptions are widespread among the public, teachers, and students
When many students think of an "ethnic group," they think of non.-
White grOups such as Black Americans and Japanese-Americans They
therefore confuse an filmic group with a racial group Teachers can help '
students bettef understand the complex nature of ethnicity within our
society" by helping them distinguish several concepts that are often
confused, such as Attic group, ethnic* ethnic mmortly group,. rya aind cullurt

We may define an ethnic grouf, as a group which has a unique
ancestry,, the members of which share a sense of peoplehood, and which
has some distinguishing value orientations, behavioral patterns, and
political and economic interests An ethnic group also tends to view the
world from perspectives that differ from those within ()theist ethnic
grqups. This definition suggests that Anglo-Americans and Irish-
Americ,ins, as well as Italian-Americans, are members of ethnic groups
An ethnic minority group shares these characteristics with an ethnic
group It has some unique physical andlor cultiiral-tharacteristics, how-
ever, which enable personi who belong to dorginaq ethnic groups to
easily identify its members and thus treaethem in, discriminatory way,
An ethnic minority group is frequently politically and economically
powerless within a society Brack Americans, Jewish-Americins, and
Chinese - Americans are examples of ethnic minority groups

Ethnicity is a concept used to describe an individual's psychological
iderttity with his7her ethnic group While membership within a partic-
ular ethnic group is largely involuntary; ethnicity or psychological iden-
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tit-maims% with an ethnic group usually in% olves a large degree of choice
Some Blacks, for example, identify strongly with their ethnic' group
while others have a low degree of ethnic identification This is also true
of members of other ethnic groups, such as Jewish-Americans, 'Italian-

,. Americans. and Japanese -Ametics
Race is a. probtfmatic conreptbeca .1 anthropologists

have been unable to structure racial categories that are consistent and
widely accepted The concept of race is used to differentiate and classify
various human subgroups on the basis of their biological characteristics
Culture'consistspf the behavior patterns. symbols, institutions, values,
and other human-made components of society. It is the unique achieve-
meet of a human group which distinguishes it from other groups While
cultures are in many ways similar,, a particular culture; constitutes a
unique Whole "5

The foregoing definitions of ethnic group. ethnicity, ethnic minor-
ity group, race, and culture enable us to make some useful statements
about these concepts The definition of ethrtie group suggests that every
American is to some degree ethnic It is best however, lo view ethnic
group and ethnicity as conimuolis rather than as docrete concepts. In other
words, it is more fruitful to rape the question "To what extent is an
individual or group ethnic?'' rather thap 'Is.the individual pr group
ethnic?' The first question suggests that ethnic group and ethnicity are
continuous rather than discrete concepts, the second that they are
"either /or," discrete variables

Ethni6Group: A Multidimensional Concept
Ethnic grbup membefskup 1$ a milltidimensional concept whose

separate variables can be identified, eveh though they are highly inter-
related I. have isolated eight major variables which can be used to
conceptualize measure, and determine the level of ethnic behavior of
individuals or groups and the levels of cross-cultural competency of
individuals (see Table.1) These variables are as follows

1 Languages and dialects

Z Nonverbal communications.

3 Cultural elements (such as foods, art forms, dances, and litera-
1

ture)

4 Perspectives and world views

5 Behavioral styles and nuances

6 Ethnic values
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TABU) 1
MATRIX FOR CONCEPTUALIZING AND ASSESsING CROMCUI IVRAL 13111AVIOR

!

VARIABLES UNDERSTANDINGS AND BEHAI ORS IFI El S OF
(OMIT TEN( `,

LANGUAGES - The ability to understand and interpret the

AND DIALECTS dialect andior languages within the ethnic ,
culture

The ability to speak the dialects and or 4

languages within the ethnic t ulture

ttIONVERBAL I The ability to understand and accurately

COMMUNICA-
i
interpret the nonverbal communications

T1ONS ; within the ethro gioup

The ability to accurately communicate

,nonverbally within the ethnic group
I

CULTURAL
J
; A knowledge and appreciation of cultural

ELEMENTS (elements within the ethnic group, such as

'food, art forms, music, dances, and literature

The ability to share cultural elements of

"t I ethnic iiroi/Pi such as foods, art forms,

Ltnusic., literature,, and dances

PERSPECTIVES ' The ability to understand and interpret the 1

AND WORLD 'perspectives and world views that are

'VIEWS I normative within the ethnic group

The alfility to vuew'events and situations

from the perspectives that are normative"--i

within the ethnic grouproup .

BEHAVIORAL

STYLES AND

NUANCES

The ability to understand and interpret

behavioral styles and nuances that are

normative within the ethnic group

The ability to express behavioral styles and

i
, nuances that are normative within the

,
ethnic group

1 2 z If 5 o 7
.4 3.

.,

*

* . ..* .

--' *
1

.4-

0
.

4 - 0.

t. 9.

I

ETHNIC VALUES The ability to understand and interpret the

values that.are normative within the ethnic

group
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TABLE 1C;rttotud
IOR Cottl.EntAt 1/1141, AND ASSPSSING CROSS-CULTURA1 BEHAVIOR

VARIABYES . UkERSTANDlNGS AND BEHAVIORS lEVELS OF

COMPETENCY

ME MODS OE

REASONINC.

AND
V ALMA TIM::

kNOWLEDti

E TIJMC

11,

the abilitytto behaviorally express values

411..1 Are normative within the ethnic group

The away to understand the methods of

reasoning aisld 1.nowledge that are

norntatwe within the ethnic group

.

pity to use methods of reasoning and
vai trig knowledge that are normative

i within the ethnic group

[dentin...mon with the ethnic grodp that is'

,triEN I Irk A I ION subtle and/or unconstious

1.4

s:

-k

Overt actions that show consuoub

Identification with the ethnic group

7 Methods of reasonineand validating knowledge

8 Ethnic identification

ga.ch of these variables can be,conceptualized as existing on,a con-
tinuum, Measurement techniques can be structured to determine the
level of ethnic behavior and traits possessed by individuals ,This mul-
tidimensional conceptualization of ethnic behavior can help students
understand that a person may be highly ethnic linguistically but very
assimilated ill terms of her/his values and perspectives In addition, it
can help students better understand the cortiplex nature of ethnicity in
American life and enable urricalzon specialists to design more academ-
ically sound multiethnic u is andlessons It can also help mitigate some
of the pernicious misconcep ions about ethnic groups thal are pervasive
within the schools and the larger society

Multiknic PersPectives)
1

T.he multiethnic curriailum should help students view American
societyand histthy from diverse ethnic perspectives rather than primar-
ily or exclusively from the points of view of Anglo-American historians
and writers,' as Tnost'schooLcourses are currently taught Courses and
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experiences of the latter type are Wised on whit I call the Anglo-Arne:van
.Centru. Model or Model A (see. Figure 1) Many school districts which
have attempted to iform their curriculum to reflect ethnic diversity

_ have moved frontla ItIodel A-type curriculum to Model 13,* the Ethnic
Aildifloe- Model In courses and expenences based on Model if, ethnic
content is an additive to the major curriculum thruscwhich remains
Angl&American-dominated Asian-American Studies courses, Puerto

,, Rican-American Studies courses, and special units on ethnic group's in
the elementary grades are examples of Model B-types of curricular
experiences .

In the multiethnic school, the curriculum reflects Model C, the
Mt:died:me Model. In'courses anclexperientes based on this model, stu-

,dents study events and situations from several ethnic points of view
Anklo=American perspectives areonly one group of several and are in
no way superior or inferior to others. However, I view Model D-types
of courses and programs4Eilmonaflonalf as the ultimate goal of curriculum
reform In this model, students study events and situations from mul-
tiethnic and multinational perspectives and points of view Since we live
in a global society, students' need to learn how to become effective
citizens of the world community. This is unlikely to happen if they
study historical and contemporary events and situations only or priniar-
ily from the perspectives of ethnic cultures within their own nation.

To illustrate, when stu4ing a historical period, such as the colonial
era in American history, in a course organized on the Multiethnic Model
(Model C), the inquiry would itot end when students viewed 'the thir-
teen English colonies in North America from the perspectives of Anglo-
American historians, as is usually.the case. Conceptualizing the colonial
period as only the study of the English colonies is limiting and Anglo-

.
centric.

Long before the English colonists were successful in settling James-
town, the Spaniards had established colonies in Florida and New Mex-
ico Also, during the colonial period the French established a colony in
Louisiana. When they study the Spanish and French colonies in addi-
tion to the'Englksh colonies, students are able to see that the region
which became the United States was highly multiethnic during This
period Not only were there many diOent European nationality groups
in worth America at the time, but there were many different groups of

' Indians as well as Blacks, To gain a full understanding of the peiiod,
students must view it frokithe perspectives of the English, Spanish, and
French colonists, as well as. from the points of view of the many differ-
ent groups of Indians and "Blacks The era of colonization had very
different meanings for the Pueblo Indians and the Spanish colonists It
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FIGURE t
ETHNIC STUDIES AS a PROCESS OF CURRICULUM REFORM

Jewish-
American

Afro-American

O

Native American
Asian-

American

MODEL A

Anglo- American Centric
Moder

Mexican-
American

MODEL B

Ethnic Additive Model

Puerto Rican-
American

Ethnic swap is conceptualized as a process of curriculum reform which can lead from a
total Angio--American perspective on our history and culture (MODEL A) to.multiethnic
perspectives as additives to the mapor curriculum thrust (MODEL B). to a completely
multiethnic curriculum in which every historical and social event is viewed from the
perspectives of different ethnic groups (MODEL C) In MODEL C the Anglo-American
perspective is only one of several and is in no way superior or inferior to other ethnic
perspectives MODEL D. which is ethnonationaL is the ultimate curriculum goal In this
curriculum model. students etudy historical and social events from ethnonational perspec-
tives and points of view Many schools that have attempted ethnic modification of the cur-.
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Asian-
American

Mexican-
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American
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American
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American
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MODEL C .

Multiethnic Model

Jewish-
American

Australia
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Nations

European
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reculum have implemented MODEL B-types of programs It is suggested here that cur-
riculum reform move directly from MODEL A to MODEL C and ultimately to MODEL D.
However, in those districts which have MODEL-B types of programs, it is suggested that
they move from MODEL B to MODEL C. and eventually to MODEL-D types of cur-
riculum organizations,

Copyright (0 1975 by James A, Banks Reproduction without the author's permission is
strictly prohibited.
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also had different meanings for the Black slaves, the free Blacks, and the
English settlers These diverse perspectives ind points of view should
be studied with a sound multiethnic curriculum .

I am not suggesting that we elimina te or denigrate Anglo-American
perspectives on American society I am merely suggesting that these
perspectives should be among many different etAnic viewpoints taught
in the schools Only by teaching in this way will students gain a global

" rather than an ethnocentric and limited view of our nation's history and
culture ,

..

An Interdisciplinary-Conceptual Curriculum
Content related to ethnic diversity should permeate the entice cur-

riculum; it should not be limited to the social studies, the humanities,
or the language arts Ethnic content is just as appropriate for such areas
as home economics, physical education, science, mathematics, and art
as it is for the, social studies Although it is of ten very challenging for
the science or math teacher to integrate the curriculum with ethnic
content, ethnic content can be incorporated into all subject areas. It is
important that it be integrated into all subject areas so that students will
be able to see how ethnic oups have infhlenced and contributed to
American society in all walk i of life and how each subject area can help
us better understand the experiences of ethnic groups and consequently
ourselves.

A conceptual approach will facilitate the implementation of a muli.
tiethnic curriculum which cuts across disciplinary boundaries. In this
approach, the curriculum is organized around key .concepts such as
culture, socialization, power, and scarcity. Whenever possible, these
concepts are viewed from the perspectives of such disciplines and areas
as the various social sciences, art, musk, literature, physical education,
communication, the physical sciences, and mathematics -

Let's look atan-example using the concept of culture. In reading and
literature, students can read such novels as Farewell to Mqnzanar, 'House
Made of Dawn, and Bless Me Ultima. They can determine what these noirels
reveal or do not reveal about the cultures of Japanese-Americans,
American Indians, and Mexican-Americans. In drama, students can cre-
ate a dramatization of the epic poem I. Am *pot and discuss how it
expresses *cam history, contemporary life and culture They can
examine the works of ethnic artists such as Jacob Lawrence, Charles
White, and Roberto Lebron in art. The language arts can focus on the .

various ways in which symbols and communication styles differ be-
tween and within ethnic groups and how American English is in-
fluenced by the ethnic cultures within the United States .
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In science, students can examine the physical characteristics of the
trious ethnic groups and try.to determine ways in which these traits
i4fluence the resperitses of other groups, group interactions, and their
total culture. In mathematics, students can study the cultural roots of
our base ten' number system and discuss ways in which the number
system within a society reflects its culture They can also research the
contributions which various ethnic groups have made to our number
system

Many excellent 'opportunities exist within the curriculum for
teaching concepts from an interdisciplinary perspective. These oppor-
tunities should be fully explored and used. Interdisciplinary teaching,
however,, requires the wholehearted cooperation of teachers in the vari-
ous content areas. Team teaching will ofteii be necessary, especially at
the high school level, to organize and implement interdiiciplinary units
and leans 4

MULTIETHNIC EDUCATION AND CURRICULUM REFORM

Changing the school to reflect.the ethnic diversity within American
society provides a tremendous opportunity to implement the kinds of
significant curriculum reforms which ate essentialincluding concep-

s tual teaching, interdisciplinary approaches to the study of social issues,
and value inquiry. Such change also provides opportunities for student
involvement in social action and ,Social participation activities. Thus,
multiethnic education can serve as vehicle for general and subs6ntial
educational reform. This is probabl its greatest promise. We can best.--
view multiethnic education as a pr ss as well as a reform movement

Itthat will result in a new type of schoo ng presenting novel views of the
American experience and helping st dents acquire the knowledge,
skills, and commitments needed to malkouF nation and our world more
responsive to the. human condition. '
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CHAPTER 11

Muliiithnic Education in Monocultural Schools'f
Gary R. Howard .

t
V

INTRODUCTION

Today, perhaps more than ever before, we as Americans are realiz-
ing how vast and ,volatile are our nAtiorial and global differences in
cultural, political, and religious commitmentsi Indeed, our survival as a
nation and as a world depends more on our ability to deal positively
with these human differences than on any other single factor. Given this
awareness, what are we doing in our-schools: to help students become .
effective.participants in a pluralistic.world culture? Are we nurturing in
them the knowledge and skills which will be necessary to bridge the

. 'chasms of ideology and emotion that separate the inhabitants of the
planet and threaten our existence?

;

Learning to understand and deal positively wittiluman differences' i,
is a theme which underlies multiethnic education programs across the
nation. Pew would argue that such a theme is an issential element of
any comprehensive edUtational program. Yet this central thrust of mul-
tiethnic education has not been made available to the vast majority of

The program discussed in this chapter has been developed as Proiect REACH (Rural
Education and CUltural Heritage) in the Arlington School District. Arlipgton, Washing-
ton. under ESEA Title W, Part C, funding. .

. *!
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students in our nation's schools, namely those who attend schools
serving predominantly White student populations.

The Ethnic Heritage Studies Ad and other legal mandates and
guidelines have had significant impact on large urban and racially mixed
schoOl distrtcts', bilt have been essentially ignored in the rural, suburban,
and other predominantly White school systems There has been very
little political pressure or economic incentive directing these schools to
deaf with ethnic diversity Consequently few programs have evolved
But where is the need greater? As Miel and Kiester have pointed out in
their insightful study of culturally encapsulated White schools.

In another period of history this sort of self-segregation might not
have mattered But today Americans cannot afford to shut them-
selves off from human differences, for these differences are 'pre-
cisely what;the chief problems of our time are about

EDUCATION FOR DIVERSITY

It was this perspective that led us to design and implement a dem-
onstratitin multiethnic education program in our relatively isolated and
monoethnic school system in rural Washington State With our student
population 97 percent White and our professional staff 99 percent
White, we felt we could make as good a case for cultural encapsulatio,
as any other school system in the country. Given a 20 percent national
and 80 percent global population that is non-White, we felt impelled to
offer our students an educational experience which would prepare them
for the realities of a pluralistic world We simply could no longer afford

#to perpetuate an Anglo-centric perspective on U S and world history,
and an Anglo-dominated notion of what it means to be a human being
in the twentiedven1V

Of course, this mmitment to provide our students with multieth-
nic education much easier to espouse than to implement. To realize
our goal w ld require fundamental and far-reaching curricular
changes Fu thermore, we woulif have to begin by laying the chief
cornerstone o any effective change in curriculuma .sound profes-
sional retraining program

THE REEDUCATION OF WHITE PROFESMONALS'

When we began to approach a multiethnic program in our mono-
ethnic community, we had to first realize that most of the people on our
,professional staff, as well as in the community had very liVe knowl-
edge or personal experience with the history or culture of non-White



1

1

ethnic groups Some teachers had never engaged in a sin le relationship
with a Black, Asian, Hispanic, or Native Amerman person We became
aware that the students and teachers in some of our \ most affluent
suburbs, as wejl as those in relatively isolated rural areas;\ are culturally
deprived in the truest meaning of the term They are unknowingly (or
sometimes perhaps intentionally) denied access to the ri1Fh matrix of
cultural and ethnic diversity which forms one of the greatest strengths
of our nation

The role of multiethnic education in Anglo-sentric schools is to
open up and broaden the world view of the participants in th' e schools,
to enable students and professionals to becomeaware of just ow unre-
presentative and atypical their social reality is, and to enco age them
to become actively engaged in learning about and learning from the
many different'cultural heritages that make up America. As A agora has
pointed out

t. Wecan't teach within a nation where cultural differences e extant
if we don't know what the cultural differences are Therein lies our
dilemma. We can't teach what we don't know.2 . i

...-...

Any attempt to reeducate White professionals for multiethnic edu-
cation must proceed in a sensitive and gradual manner, with the trainers
aware of the attitudinal and experiential backgrqund of the participants.
From the perspective of Banks's typology oFstages in the development
of ethnic identity, most White Americans are extremely ethnocentric
and encapsulated in a notion of the inherent superiority of the dominant
White perspective on reality Mt" the early phases of our training pro-
gram, for example, one workshop participant commented that she
wished we had more "minority" students in our school so we could use
our newly gained knowledge to help them. In the course-of-discussion
I reminded her that our entire program was designed to help us, not Arm.
We as White people have too long denied ourselves an accurate under-
standing and a truthful perception of nonWhite peoples..hon-White
ethnic groups may benefit from the increased awareness gained by
Whites, but the primary beneficiaries of multiethnic education in the
suburban and 'rural schools are the Whites themselves.

In the Arlington project we have found that teachers and adminis-
trators can move a long way in gaining a new multiethnic awareness if
they are approached in a reasonable manner. We have found that it is
not helpful to expend energy convincing teachers, administrators, par-
ents, and students that they are White racists. Rather, we have adopted
a noncoiffro ntive training process which provides valid, accurate infor-
mation on the stereotypes, omissions, and distortiong w hich are obvious
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in our Anglo-centric misdealings with the history and culture of all
non-White peoples Once exposed to this type of information, most
clear-thinking people cannot help but perceive in their own terms the
reality of racism We have conceeltualizedour training program as a
subtle, gradual attack on White ethnocentrism, a sensitive sabotage of
our cultural isolatioti ,.

The training program itself proceeds in a series of three two-day
worksl?ops. Extensive utilization of non-White trainer; allowivultural
grotifs to "tell their own story" themselves rather than to be interpreted
through White mouthpieces,. which has so often been the case in the

.past The process of White reeducAion follows a three-phase model
sug gested by Grant and Melnich Awareness, Appreciation, and Affir-
matiott 4 The Awareness phase irtvolves self-awareness, human rela-
tions skills, and awareness of the role of racism in American society The
Appreciation ph'ase emphasizes thte transmittal of. I vast amount of
information about diverse non-White ethnic groups from a multidisci-

, plinary perspective including historical, psychological, sociological, po-
litical, biological, linguistic, economic, and anthropological ilvights The
final phase of training, or Affirmation, engages eduCators in the actual
work bf developing a multiethnic curriculum for their particular school
setting 7--------\-. '
MULTIETHNIC CURRICULUM FOR MONOETHNIC SCHOOLS

. '
. The bottom line for any curriculum development program is its

actual application in terms' of activities and outcomes fOr students
Through our, own teals and experimentation we have evplved a mul-
tiethnic/multicultural curriculum process that meets the needs'of our
predominantly White school setting The process, which appears
schematically in Figure Offroceeds in fur chronological, phases

1 Human Relations Skills Any multiethnic program, whether in all-
White schools, or in racially mixed schools,, must begip with a I
strong emphasis on self-aWareness, self-affirmation, and training in
basic human relations skills. The goal of this phase is t create a
supportive and trusting clissroom'atmosphere in which i dividtia1
differences are acknowledged, shared, and valued s ..,;

2 Cultural/Eihnir Seif-Awareness. In predominantly While schgals it is .
normal for most students.to feel a lack of cultutal or ethnicidentity. .
Therefore, before White students begin to study the history: and
culture of non-White ethnii groups, they must gain a practical
understanding of the meaning of "culture" in their own lives. They . ''

0
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FIGURE 1. Foini sts IN MR MULT3CUL.1URAL CURRICULUM PROC SS

roject REACH
Multicultural Curriculum Process

rHuman Relations Skills

* Self-awareness
* interpersonal communication
* Group process
it Decision making and problem solving

( Cultural SelfAwareness

* Understanding the meaning of culture'
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must realize that culture is something everybody has For this rea-
son we spend two months at the beginning of the school year
guiding each eighth grade student in our American' history classes
in an exploration of his/her cultural background Students con-
struct a family tree interview parents and nearby relatives, write
letters to more distant relatives, and gradually piece together the
story of their own cultural evolution (r this way the study of
'history becomes real for them and the concept of culture is appro- .
priated in a personally meanirtfut way-Of course, we cannot force
students to delve into their own family background, so they have
the option of researching the culture and history of their hometown
region, which ultimately meets the same objectives

The culmination of this Cultural Self-Awareness phase is a
'Cultural Fair at which each student presents a visual display...de-
scribing some aspect of his or her cultural story. Examples of pro-
ject titles include German Foods and Recipes, Customs of Norwe-
gian Christmas, Three Generations of Fur Trappers, Dairy Farming
in Arlington, Irish Culture, Old Objects in My Family's Past, Log-

z.:,, -4P
ging Now and Then, and My Ancestor, Daniel Boone The process
of planning, creating, and displaying a cultural fair project fosters
an appreciation and awareness of each'student's cultural roots. It
also provides an experiential insight into the great diversity of
ethnic and cultural elements which exists, even in our "monoeth-

4 nic" community In addition, the fais,allows for a positive expres-
sion on the part of those few students who do represent more

t diverse ethnic backgrounds, exemplified by project titles such as
Spanish Fiesta, Japanese Culture in My Background, Judaism, The
TrAil of Tears, and Arts and Crafts of the Blackfoot Indians.-

The Cultural Fair has become the highlight of our fall program,
`and broad community support and involvement have been gener-
o ated over the past two years. It is celebration of the history and
culture of our community Many families cooperate with their sons
and daughters in the projects, and vast amounts of family folklore
which might otherwise have been lost are discovered, rene'wed, and
shared We find it much easier to talk with our students about
"culture" and "diversity" afterthe fair than before

3 Multirultural/Malitethme Awareness The cultural fair process'sets
the stage for the next phase of the curriculum, the study of history

... and culture from the point of view of America's non4White.ethnic
groups This phase requires a fundamental curricular shift away
from an Anglo-centric perspective and toward a multiethnic ap-
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proach to classroom contents Rather than viewing events and con-
cepts from a single point of view, that of Anglo-European ethnic
groups in America, the entire Curriculum is permeated with diverse
ethnic perspectives

For example, in our study of "Westward Expansion," we con-
trast the notion of the "Winning of the West," as viewed by the
White settlers, with tliat of the "Losing of the West," as viewed by
Native Americans. We balance our study of constitutional ideals
and philosophy with a look at the system of Jim Crow laws which
existed for years in direct contradiction to constitutional principles
Our study of World War II" includes an analysis of the forced
removal of Japanese-American citizens from their homes and lands,
and their subsequent placement in copcentration camps. A case
study of the Mexican-American farm workers and their perspective
on the lettuce and grape boycotts is an integral part of our class-
room approach to the growth of modern agriculture.

This multiethnic content is integrated into the classroom
through the use of the Propel REACH Ethnic Perspectives Series. a set of
student booklets presenting American history. from the point of
viiew of non-White groups. Written with extensive input from
non-White consultants, these booklets have proven to be stimulat-
ing reading material for secondary students. The goal of this phase
of the REACH curriculum is that each student will be able to
understand, to articulate, and it is hoped, to appreciate diverse
ethnic perspectives on current and historical ...Vents

- 4 Cross-Cultural tiperienee To realize the goals of multiethnic educa-
tion in predominantly, White schools, the students themselves must
be able to engage in significant person-to-person contact with peo-
ple of different ethnic communities. In our program we have been
able to provide this in a' number of ways.

Guest Speakers. Our students have enjoyed the presence of
Black, Asian, Native American, and Mexican-American
speakers in their classrooms The mere fact that the students
have an-opportunity to interact with a sensitive arid articulate
adult from anon -White ethnic group helps replace a myriad
of stereotypes with more accurate .perceptions

One-Day FiellTrips We have taken our 'students to Mexican-
American celebrations of Cinco de Mayo, on walking tours
of Chinese- and Japanese-American communities, to Indian
reservations to meet with;tribal leade ?s and Indian students,
and to Black the;ter productions at a nearby university
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Both careful and sensitive planning, involving the guidance
of key people in the ethnic communities, and adequate ad
vance preparation of swdents are imperative for these field
trips 1!

Exttnded Field Trips We have begun a tradition in our kiddie
school of taking 15 to 20 students each year on a three-day
field trip to a relatively isolated Indian village in the north-
west corner of our state In this way students gain the experi-
ence of being in the minority themselves, and of practicing
the skills they have learned in the program for coihmunicat-
ing effectively across possible ethnic barriers Once again,
meticulous planning and student preparation are crucial in
making this an extremely effective learning experience

Student Exchanges Our experience has taught us that no single
' activity is more effective in creating positive"attitudes Kan
having our White students spend time getting,to know young
people of their. own age, who represent diverse non-White
ethnic gtoups To provide this experience we developed an
exchange relationship with an urban middle school with a 60
percent Black and Asian-American student population Our
teachers selected 30 students whO they felt would contribute
significantly titan exchange experience, and we took them to
our "inter school" for afull day of attending classes and
being hosted by a Black or Asfan-Americap student sponsor.
Although the stude,itts approached the experience with 'fear
and trepidation, they rethrned enthusiastic about continuing
the cultural interchange. The other tuff of the exchange was
completed by having the urban students visit us. les hoped
that the relationship between our two 'Schools will be institu-
tionalized as a regular practice in theyears to come In this
way we will continue to chisel away at the shell of our cul-
tural encapsulation

The entire curriculum model diagrammed in Figure 1 is conceptual-
ized as continuous throughout- the K-12 program. Students at each
grade level can have significant learning experiences related to each of
thelour phases Program reform will ultimately entail a complete inte-
gration of multiethnic content into as many aspects of the curriculum
as. possible Because we want more-than the mere addition of a few
ethnic fringes to our dominant Angib - centric curriculum, we.are certain
the Process will take several years to implement fully Our current
developmental program has focused primarily at the middle school

a.
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level, but our overall professional training and curriculum development
effort is K-12 in scope

...
PROBLEMS, OBSTACLES, AND CAUTIONS

Although we are optimistic about the progrets of Project REACH
over the past two years, we do not want to be Pollyahnas in our assess-
ment of its overall impact. As anyone involved in multieth c education
knows, the problem of White racism is deeply rooted American
society, both institutionally and personally. Our best hope i4..(or steady,
gradual change,not instant panaceas. Some of the probtems we have
encountered include the following..., .

1. Shisient Resistance. A few students in our program have actively cf
passively resisted the information in the ethni4i perspectives book-
lets or the participation in cross-cultural activities. In some cases we
have been able to transform.this resistance into positive discussion
and iowth, but in other instances it has been a holding operation
at best. ' .

2. Parent Resishince. We have 'had very little0direct opposition, but
,

occasionally parents will refuse permission for their child to take
part in a field trip to a non-White cominunity. In one case a parent
was critical that multiethnic education was depriving his daughter
of time spent in. "basic education." For the most part, parents have
seen the need for our program and actively supported each phase
of the activities.

3. Pitcher Resishnice. Without exception, teachers who have par-. ,
ticipateck in our training workshops have been positive and often,
enthusiasticallV active in their support of multiethnic education. In
some cases, however, their support has been hampered.by a sense
of **adequacy or powerlessness to do anything meaningful in over-
coming our legacy of racism. They have to be encouraged to take
some small beginning steps toward changing their own turriculum
and teaching style. Other teachers, not involved in the training
program, have occasionally viewed our efforts with suspicion, lack

,of understanding, or perhaps as -t1 threat to their own values.

4. Angla-Dinninano- A caution we must always keep in mind is that
the multiethnic content in out curriculum is being delivered for the
most part, by Anglo teachers*. There is a constant possibility of our

. falling into distortions, misappropriations, or lack of sensitivity to
the actual experienCes of non-White peoples. Thiti reality netessi-. -,
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tates our inviting frequent review and critical comment from non-
White ethnic consultants

5 Ethnic Pro lodahon. There is a real danger of exploiting the few
non-White ethnic individuals who live in a predominantly Anglo
community TeacherSare sometimes tempted to use these students
as examples or to make assumptions about a child's ethnic identity
and self-awareness Sometimes these non-White students will ini-
tially want to deemphasize or even deny their differences for sur-
vival purposes in a predominantly White environment Thus far, all
our non-White student participants have taken significant steps
toward more pride and awareness of their cultural background, but
this has been achieved through allowing them to grow at their own
pace

6. Cautious Progress. Multiethnic education is inherently threatening
to any predominantly While school and community setting. It is a
process which calls into question many of the basic assumptions
and perceptisms of Anglo America. For such a program to be suc-
cessful, this element of threat must be acknowledged and dealt
with sensitively. The professionals directing the multiethnic reform
Rer mot be so confron live as to run roughshod over the community's
-feelings, nor so passive as to avoid dealing with the realities of our
history and racism. We have found that the best approach is to

,emphasize the positive outcomes for students through the cultural
self-awareness and cross-cultural experiences. Although at times
we feel we may be moving too cautiously and too slowly, our goal
is to bring the community members along with us, father than to
leave them (and the program as well) in the dust.

7.. Dissemination. One final concern is how to convince other
predominantly White school districts to take on the multiethnic
challenge What is the incentive for them? How can the need be
demonstrated? With all the multivaried demands made on educa-
tors today, how do we make a case for including multiethnic educa-
tion in the "basic skills" program? How do we get in touch with
and support those educators who .want to move their^predomi-
nantly White schools in a multiethnic direction?

CONCLUSION

The underlying goal of the Arlington experiment in multiethnic
education has been to demonstrate the feasibility of developing a mul-
tiethnic program iR a relatively monoethnic community. Although
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dedicated educators have been working for years to create effective
multiethnic programs in urban areas with large concentrations of non-
White ethnic students, the schools serving predominantly White stu- .

dent populations have for the most part failed to take their share of the
' responsibility. The students in these communities have an equal need

and right to be provided with the knowledge, the skills, and the atti-
tudes necessary for living effectively within a culturaRy'cluralistic soci-
ety. Our intention has been to achieve in our predominantly White
school what the ASCD has determined to be "the essential goals of
multiethnic education," namely:

1. Recognizing and prizing diversity,

2. Developing greater understanding of other cultural patterns,

3. Respecting individuals of all cultures, and

4 Developing itive and productive interaction among people
and among ex riences of diverse culttiral groups.6

*
,

We are aware that we still have much to learn abottfhow to imple-
ment such a program most effectively, but &re have come far enough
down the road to know that it can be done, and to invite other predomi-
nantly White schools to join is in the journey.
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CHAPTER 12

The Community and Multiethnic Education
Cad A. Grant

1 have yet to meet die teacher who does not want to be successful
in the classroom. By successful 1 mean helping students grow both
academically and ,socially. In fact, most teachers acknowledge that their
major rewards from teaching are directly tied to their dassroom activi-
ties, particularly to facilitating students' success. Although student suc-
cess directly corresponds toithe teacher's sense of professional accom-
plishment, many teachers, especially in imiltiettutic communities, Peed
to double their efforts to include a very valuable resource to help maxi-
mite student success in school. This valuable resource is the parents of
the students and the members of the community.

The purposes of this chapter are to provide reasons for parent/.
community participation in schooling; to discuss constraints which hin-
der parent/community participation and suggest how these problems
can be mitigated; to suggest ways of soliciting-the help of patents and
community members in schooling; and to describe the roles and contri-
butions parents and community membecs-can make to schooling.

REASONS FOR PARENT /COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

In many minority or multiethnic communities, the relationship
between the school gig the community needs major improvement. For
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example, besides the teaching of students, many school services to the
community graduation ceremonies, open houses, and sports events
are basically social. While these activities do bring in some community
members, they usually involve only the parents of children who attend
the school. Also , the parents are there merely as spectators because such
events are neither designed nor planned to provide an opportunity for
community input I Even teacher-parent conferences may leave parents
in a passive role if the teacherreports on classroom occurrences rather
than solicits parent inp'ut If parents and community members are frus-
trated by n inability to actively participate in school affairs, they may
become alienated from the school instead of working out procedures for
active collaboration. Let us examine some reasons for the need to ac-
tively involve the parents and the community in the schools-

Many social concerns, such as drug use among youth and a growing
push' to eliminate sexism, affect both the school and the home. Further-
more, the impetus for changes which affect the school has often come
directly from concerned parents and community groups, sometimes in
cooperation with teacher organizations The movement toward legisla-
tion for educating all handicapped children within the least restrictive
environment is an example. Given the number of social and educational
concerns shared by both the school and the community, it is becoming
increasingly important for teachers to abtively work with parents and
community groups. The extent to which this working relationship exists
is more and more having an impact on what does or does not take place
in the classroom. Even in the absence of an active workipg relationship,
however, the community can often have a strong impact on the schools.
For example,' both the "back to basics" movement and the family_ -
choice -of- schooling proposal (in California) were initiated by con-
cerned parents and citizens without the involvement of teachers in the
conceptualization and design of these plans. Because of mutual concerns
and because the schools and the community frequently have an impor-
tant impact on each other, teachers need to work more actively with
parents and community groups.

The fact that theducation of a person takes place both within and
outside the school is another reason for active parent/community par-
ticipation. Teachers need to work with and understand the students'
home life and community in order to appreciate and "influence" the
learning experiences of students outside the school. In fact, good teach-
ing has to include not just classroom work, but also community involve-
ment. A study that is presently under way is discovering that the major-
ity of the teachers sampled do not have a general understanding of how
and where students spend their time awiy from school, nor do they

.
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have a knowledge of resources available within the community.2
Whereas teachers do not need to know their students' every move, it
is important that they have a general understanding of student life
outside school in order to better meet students' academic and social
needs Also, the knowledge and use of resources withire the community
may facilitate the development of more relevant and successful class-
'room academic and social experiences. An understanding of students'
home life and community surroundings is critically important when

4' teachers and students are from a different ethnic or socioeconomic
group For example, Teachers A and B were transferred to a newly
integrated school Both teachers were professionally competent and had
a high regard for their students Teacher 13, however, schiduled out-of-
school activities in order to learn about the home and community life
of his students This knowledge, he reported, enabled him to develop
an excellent rapport with both students and parents. It also provided
some of the understanding necessary to modify the ethnocentric curric-
ulum in order to become more responsive to the needs and demands of
his racially Mixed classes Teacher A did not take the time to get to know
the community and the parents. Consequently, he felt out of place in
his "new" school, and frustrated and professionally thwarted because
he was unable to make the present teaching situation match the image
of his previous one. .

Parent/community involvement is also important because often,
when visiting the school, parents will question the legitimacy and rele-
vance of the educational program if learning is not taking place in a
manner in which they were taught or with which they are familiar.
Many worthwhile educational ideas have been impeded or stopped
because parents and community members did not understand the con-
cept, were not involved in the planning, and were not informed about
the design and procedures.' Teachers can facilitate understanding and
acceptance of new ideas by informing parents about the proposed
change and its rationale For example, 1 know a teacher who wanted to

. change from a traditional to an open classroom. She consulted the
parents and asked for their help in making the change in her classroom,
explaining that she wonted to try a neteviit;hod to "turn kids on." Not
only did the parents recognize what the teacher was attempting to do,
but they showed their appreciation by working with her

School-community alliances are necessary because they can serve
as the basis for helping students and community members critically,.
analyze the circumstances of their lives For example, teachers and pa-
rents/community members can discuss the conditions of poverty that
pervade and control the lives of those of lower SES and many mindlities.
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They can share thei7understandings of the role of the school in relation
to the student from a poverty-stricken background Many minority and
low-income people see the school as the key to better economic condi-
tions for their children. Rather than viewing the financial environmerot
of lower SES people as a debilitating factor almost impossible for
schooling to redress, teachers can encourage this optimistic parental
outlook For example, during conversations with junior high teachers,
I asked what they thought their students would be doing when they
finished high school Most teachers were skeptical about some students
completing high school and described the greater number of their stu-
dents as aspiring to and attaining only semiskilled .or blue-collar jobs.
Such expectations blocked these teachers from realizing that they may
be dooming these students to the very prospects they described because
of the lack of active encouragement to persuade them that they could
rise above their impoverished circumstances

The school cannot cure poverty, and it is not my intention to leave
the reader with that conclusion. Teachers can however, improve the
school experience by motivating students to seek more schooling and/or
to appreciate and strive within the schooling context. Teachers and
parents/community people need to grapple with the way society is
teaching students to think about their lives. Teachers and parents must
teach students to challenge and fight the conditions which bind them
to a cycle of poverty, and encourage them not to accept a fate they do
not desire. Norms in school and society which enforce passive obedi-
ence must be addressed. While both teachers and parents /community
people may agree that strict discipline is needed to promote learning,
neither may realize that teaching strategies which place students in a
passive, custodial role can have the effect of teaching them to passively
accept the dictates of others and, thus, the economic conditions which
dictate their lives. Through dialogue, these groups can come up with the
kinds of experiences that can help students gain respect for the knowl-
edge and analytical skills needed to address the powerlessness that
iiervades their lives.

Pointing out and emphasizing the power of the mastery of knoWl-,
edge and skills for future opportunities is another "must." The wise #

teacher knows, however, that students will not grasp the significance of
the power of knowledge unless that knowledge is interlaced with infor-
mation relevant to their situation and taught by a teacher who they
believe really cares about their future. Teacher expectations are impor-
tant for this kind of teaching. Only when teachers perceive future
opportunities for their students can they understand in what ways they''
may be able to influence them. In addition, teachers can help students
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develop a critical attitude by teaching them to question as well as to'
listen to challenge as well .0 to accept s

Discipline is usually listed as the number one problem confronting
teachers Effective parent-teacher commune? Lion and cooperation can
help eliminate minor discipline problems afore they become serious
Also an acquaintance with community leaders and a knowledge of
community resources can provide teachers several avenues to travel in
seeking solutions to the more serious discipline problems :

Finally parent/community participation in the school can lead to
better decisionmaking regarding the selection and allocation of school
materials, goods, and services For exarople-prents/community can
influence personnel and policy decisions (such 'as the hiring of a bilin-
gual teacher), the purchasing of materials tatndre appropriately respond
to the backgrounds of students in the particular community, and the
implementation of in-service programs to better enable the .teacher to
meet the academic and social needs of students By involving the pa-
rents/community in such decisionmaking, teachers.can benefit from

...their input

BARRIERS TO 'PARENT/COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

One constraint on parent/community participation is teacher anxi-
ety,. Many teachers are unsure of themselves when it comes to meeting
and working with parents and community members, feeling as if they
are on trial This feeling is often compounded when teacher and parent
are of different ethnic backgrounds. Teachers should realize that it is
okay to feel anxious Since the pre-service preparation of most teachers
does not include experiences in parent/community-teacher participa-
tion, working with parents and community members is something that
many teachers leain while doing

The low pay of teachers relative to other professionals, with the1same amount a schooling (e.g ,, engineers), and society's n ative atti-
tude toward teachers can also operate as coristraints oh p rent/Com-
munity-teacher involvement Some teachers believe that negative social
attitudes toward them and the fact that many people assume that any-
body can teach result in t r receiving a.low1 salary than many other
professionals This b ef may lead tofess inaination to cultivate pa-
rent/community- acher involvement

A relate onstraint on parent/community participation is that
many teachers do not realize that parents may be fearful of becoming
involved in school activities because of their own unpleasant educa-
tional experiences Many minority and low-income parents have few
fond memories of the schooling process. For them school was a place
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of self-effacemetand put-downs, where they e pushed out or
dropped out. They may also think any blame for their children's unsuc-
cessful school experiences will be placed upon their shoulders. For ex-
ample, many minority and low=income parents think that teachers tend
to believe that students' low academic achievement is directly related
to family background; therefore, they avoid "facing" the teacher for fear
that they may do something to iupport that bOlief

Many minority parentsboth of lower SES and middle-classare
reluctant to visit the school, especially to lodge legitimate complaints,
such as the use of racially biased materials, because they believe that the
teacher will take out his/her grievances on their children. Whereas we
would hope that no teacher takes out his/her annoyance with a parent
on the child, it is important that teachers realize that many minority
parents do haye these feelings and they may have to assure parents that
such reactions will not oecur.
. Community members, especially those who do not have children
attending school, may hold a negative view about education because a
great portion of their property-tax dollars goes toward its support.
Elderly people, in particular, need to be involved in school activities.
They often feel that they are not getting "any return" on the money
they have invested in the schools.

Another constraint on parent/community participation is the act-
ing of community and school more from a posture of competition than
of cooperation. With such a posture, both school and community are
losers. Alex Molnar provides an illuminating comment:.

The argument over professional control versus community partici-
pation in curriculum decisions serves the interests of the dominant
culture because it establishes a false and unproductive conflict. The
conflict appears to be between professional expertise (which is
claimed to be "objective" and value-free) and non-objective, val-
ue-laden interests of community merribers. Fundamentally, how-
ever, the conflict is between the interests of those who want social relationships
to remain as they are and those who would see time altered. The curriculum is
the battleground but not the issue.3 (Emphasis added.)

He further notes, "In such battles, the interests of the status quo will
always Win if the problem or issue is not posed correctly and if the
schdol and community stand apart,. from one anotjter."4

SOLICITING PARENT/COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION

Obtaining parent/community participation is often a problem,
even for teachers who actively promote the concept. Whereas it should
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be reipembered that some approaches and techniques for cu4iYating
parent/community participation are situational, the following sugges-
tions have worked for a number of teachers.

1 At the beginning of the school year systematically contact all
parents or guardians of your new students by phone or in person,
introduce yourself, and talk* with them positively about thi
planned instructional proAam for the year and about your desire
to have them participate in its implementation But don't just
tell them what is going to happentalk with them 'and listen
to them, solicit their views about what they would like to see
happen.

2 Discover if home visits are welcome in Kour school community.
If they are, make them to initiate parent/community assistance in
the classroom, keeping in mind the following suggestions. make an
appointment ahead of time; wear school clothe on't overdress
or underdress; keep your visit short-20 minutes o a half hour;
avoid asking prying questions; and say somethin positive about
the student.

3. Plan with parents to hold a parents' meeting during the first
month of school at a time convenient for most parents. Discuss
curriculum plans and governance procedures Ask for assistance in
several concrete ways to provide parehts with the oppoitunity to
become involved right away. Ask parents for topics they would like
to see included in the curriculum,

4 Encourage parents to share with you the ways they have ob-
served that their own children learn best. Ask them to encourage
their children to bring to school projects that they are working on
at home in order to share them with their classmates and to receive,
praise for their work

5 Maintain a comfortable working classroom climate which de-
monstrates good rinanagemdnt Such a climate may directly influ-
ence the amount of classroom assistance and support you 14eive -
from parents and community members

6 Introduce parents working in your classroom to the,office staff,
security guards, custodians, and any othe'r persons they may en-
counter as they move about the building working with you. hrot
only will this introduction prevent the occurrence of embarrassing
situations, it also says to the parents that you are pro,nd of the'
relationship.

\-1
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7. Improve teacher-parent rapport through school-home communi-
cation about positive things asp well as about problems. For exam-
ple, the Bailey Elementary School in East Lansing, Michigan,,uses
"Glad Notes" (postcards which pass along good news about stu-
dents).5 Some elementary and secondary teachers try to phone two
parents every evening in order to con(act each student's family
regularly, If the number of students prohibits calling every parent,
make an effort to contact the parents of students who would most
benefit from the call. In addition, some school administrators place
posters in local supermarkets and neighborhood stores announcing
school events and methods for parent and community member
participation.

8 If you are not bilingual and are planning to visit a student's home
where English is not spoken by the parents, send a note home in
the parents' language telling them of your lack of ability with their
language but that you are still planning to make the visit. If the
studerlt can serve as interpreter, this will be a good opportunity for
him/her lo see the advantage of knowing two languages and to feel
'important" by assisting two people who are very important in
his/hir life If the student is unable to serve,as interpreter, invite
a trustworthy person to serve. Finally, make certain the parents do
not feel 'put down" because Qf their inability to speak your lyi-
guage.

9. Publicize school activities through organizations which play an
active bole in the community. For example, some high schools work
with religious establishments to encourage community participa-
tion. Students who have demonstrated excellence in school per-

. formance (e.g., perfect attendance, good grades) receive public rec-
ognition during church services. School announcements related to
the community are read at services or placed in church bulletins.
This kind of cooperation between school and church has been very
successful in low socioeconomic areas where the influence of the
local clergy is very significant.

10. Become acquainted with the community itself, especially if
you are not a residept. Read local newspapers and newsletters.
Learn who the community leaders are and how they view the
school. Discover what the major social-and economic issues of the
community are. Find out what the children do when they are not
in -school,

A
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PARENT/COMMUNITY ROLES AND CONTRIBUTIONS

Parents/community members can contribute' to schooling in two
areas. at the specific level of a classroom and at the more general level
of the school The roles they may act out within the contextof both the
specific and the general levels vary widely, ranging from resource person
in the classroom to member of the community council The following
discussion considers both areas

Classroom Level
Parent/community participation in, the classroom has a twofold

reward bringing parents to the classroom and involving them in actual
educational experiences while creating a comfortable working relation-
ship with the teachers and the school administration In the past, many
classrooms were places of isolation, where students interacted basically
with only one adultthe teacher Many, teachers are diversifying their
teaching practices, however, and certain educational innovations, such
as the open classroom and learning centers, require assistance in the
clatsroom to successfully .meet their educational goals Parents and
other community residents can make a significant contribution in this
area Equally important, parents.cari serveas resource personsguiding
field trips and directing independent prbliects, for example

In some high schools, parents or community_ members serve as
homeroom 'advisers Their responsibility is to be present during at least
two meetings of the homeroom each month to help teacher and stuants
with problems relating to attendance, job opportunities, personal ca-
reersiland school_credits. Among other benefits, their participation ena-
bles the teach4 to have individualized conferences with students in
need of..thm

Gran parents and/or senior citizens also can serve as resources to
the classroom, provitlini information, skills, and experiences which
broaden learning opportunities They can recount personal memories,
affording students a perspective on the past which expands and darts
traditional historical reports. Invitations to parents and community peo-
ple to share skills or information relating to current classroom activities
allow students to see that knowledge comes from many sources and
-allow the teachee:to make instruction more relevant to the students'
backgrounds Once an "open-door" relationship has been established
between the home and the school, a variety of experiences can become
available to enrich students' classroom learning with the additional
resources of pareoy ommunity
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School Level
Parent/community participation at the school level may take sev-

eral forms. For example, some schools (or school districts) have a parent/
community advisory committee. This committee can serve as a forum
where the concerns, wishes, and philosophies of parents/community,
teachers, and school administration can be heard, and where these diff-
erent grgups can work together to give direction to the school program.
Only recently (Opportunity Act, 1964, Title ill) have parents/com-
munity members been actively encouraged to participate in school plan-
ning and decisionmaking. Title III, for example, states that federal grants
may be made to local agencies," only if there is satisfactory assurance
that, in the planning of that program or Project there has been, and in
the establishment and carrying out thereof there will be, participation
of persons broadly representative of the cultural and educatiortalre-
sources.of the area to be served "6 _ ,

From the Teacher Corps, a fidefal program to improve the quality
of education for low-income students, the role of Community Coordi-
nator has been an important factor in improving home - school relations.
Reliance upon the coordinator and community collaboration helps the
project remain "true" to both the university-school and the community;:
it also helps the Teacher Corps interns learn and appreciate the dynam- '
ics of community participation in education. Schools,Itoo, may beneht
by learning from this Teacher Corps experience.

Some schools haVe established special-interest parent groups.
These groups enable parents and community members to work in school
activities in whith they feel comfortable and have expertise. For exam-
ple, parents/community members can head fund-raising projitts for
band'equipment or serve as chairpersons on band trips. Parents. are
often pleased to be able to work with the school on short-term projects
which provide the satisfaction of aiding student development and help-
ing children successfdlly reach a goal. Participation also allows the
parents to observe the direct berteht to their own children of school
activities.

Serving as active members of the PTA or PTO is another w.ay
parents/community members 1:1?ticipate in the activities of the school::
For example, on a recent visit to a school in the East, I was informed by
the principal that she needed more classroom spate. Ironically, class-
room space was available on an upper floor in the building, but the
school administration was dragging its feet about releasing it. The PTO
became aware of the problem and scheduled a meeting with the ad-
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:---,ministrators, insisting that the administration give the space to the
school or give a valid reason for not doing so Within two days after the
meeting, the space was released Although it was said that this action
was about to take place and that the meeting did not prompt the deci-
sion, parentkacting together were very likely the deciding factor in
accomplishing a great deal for the school. .

The point here is that parents/community members can greatly
influence the policies and procedures of the school By working togethfi"
to develop a spirit of camaraderie and cooperation, both home/com-
munity and school will benefit ,r --

..,

CONCLUSION

Finally, parent/community participation has changed since the
militant sixties, when it was not unusual to have minority and low-

, income parents storming board of education meetings and actively de-
manding control of their schools. Currently,, parent/community partici-
pation is carried out in a more peaceful atmosphere, as in community

it*councils The "peace" that presently exists will endure, however, only
as long as schools continue to'upgrade the quality of their performance
involving the parents/community in their activities. "Although it is a
delicate blend and requires tact and diplomacy; involving the people of
a community tin the schools]" has the potential of improving the lots of
the peOple without destroying their links to their background and their
conceptions of who they are."' This statement is especially true in
minority and low-income communities where the history of schools has
also been a history of racism, prejudices and low expectations for the
students
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CHAPTER 13
J.

What Is "An Equal Chance"
for Minority Children?*

Charles W. Chew, Emily Brizendine, and Jeannie Oakes

#0#

INTRODUCTION,

Any exploration of what cempilses an equal chance for minority
children must be made within the political, sociat and economic context
of society. An equal chance is, essentially, a culture-bound concept,

" defined relative to the dominant belief system and political and eco-
fiomic structures. lmthe examination of what comprises an equal chance

"for minority childien in the United States, fundamental characteristics
of American life must be carefully considered because of their impact
on the definitions of equality and on educational reform efforts in that
direction. Two underlying characteristicsthe unequal distribution of
econwIrewart and the dominance of Anglo-American cultural pat-
ternsa arly linked in the educational arena.

-

, First, this Ichapterl will discuss the notions of an equal chance for
American minority children by considering these two basic features and
the changini conceptualizations of what comprises an equal chance.
Second; commonly held schooling assumptions about the functions of
educatign in the struggle toward equality will be examined. Third, an

Reprinted with permission from lamed of Negro &h arms 48. no 3 (Summer 1979):
26747 oc-

.
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alternative paradigm for viewing th" role of schooling in American
society in relationship to the attainment of equality will be discussed.
Finally, an argument for the full implementation of multicultural educa-
tion will be made.

I. UNDERLYING CHARACTERISTICS

While equality has been the subject of endless public and scholarly
debate in this country since the time of the American Revolution, im-
plicit in American thinking has been the conviction that equality is' a
political entity; consisting of equal rights under the law. Tangential to
this notion of political equality is the concept of individual competition
for economic rewards. But, our economic and political structures are
seemingly in conflict with the goal of equality of opportunity. Bowles
and Gintislt for instance, indicate thcontradiction between our political
system and economic system. They observe:

For the political system, the central problems of democracy are:
insuring the maximal .participation of the majority in d %ion-
making; protecting minorities against the prejudices of th major-
ity; and protecting the majority from any undue influence n the
part of an unrepresentative minority. ....For the economic system,
these central problems are nearly exactlyreversed, Making U.S.
capitalism work involves: insuring the mininall participation in
decision-making by the majority (the workers); protecting a single
minority (capitalist and managers) against the wills of a majority;
and subjecting the majority to themaximal influence of this single
unrepresentative minority.'

This basic inequality and authoritarian character of tie economic
structure coexists with Americas democratic ideology which empha-
sizes equal opportunity for all cititens. Even though this contradiction
is a fundamental societal characteristic, the unequal distribution di eco-
nomic power has not been viewed as inconsistent with the concept of
equality. Econom,c"distributi is seen as being based on meritorious
achievement, rather than on ascribed characteristics, and competition is
seen as fair. Thus, if. schools can provide equal and fair competition,
equality of economic opportunity is baranteed. Accordingly, equal
educational opportunity has emerged as the central ideology of Ameri-
can schooling. Since schooling has been considered the primary mecha-
nism by which economic,attainment is reached, public education has
been a major focus for social reformers interested-in providing an equal
chance for minorities to participate in the "competition."

' A second characteristic is the dominarOmpact of Anglo- American
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cultural patterns For instance, historically, Anglo-American hegemony
resulted in the assimilation expected of immigrant and minority groups.
Although the United States has been a pluralistic society since its incep-
tion, the prevailing ideology has remained that of the Anglo-American
majority

William Greenbaum/ suggests two overriding reasons why in-mi-
grant assimilation occurred so swiftly in this country.

Most important is the fact that the main fuel for the American
melting pot was shame The immigrants were best instructed in how
to repulse themselves; millOns of people were taught to be
ashamed of their own faces, their family names, their parents and
grandparents, and their class patterns, histories and life outlooks.
This shame had the incredible power to make us learn, especially
when coupled with hope the other main energy source for the
Melting pot hope about becoming modern, and about being se-
cure, about aping the wars and depressions of the old country,
and about ing equal with the old Americans /

As most immigrants quickly learned, adoption of Anglo norms,
values, and behaviors was the unquestioned mode of participation in
AmericA social, political, and economic institutions, Similarly,, minor-
ity groups have been largely influenced by this same socialization pio-
cess Both the dominant majority and most minorities, as Greenbaum
noted, have been schooled to believe that conformity to Anglo-Ameri-
can cultural patterns is an essential part of being Ameripn. "Americani-
zaflose.: has been considered benefit001 to the nation as a whole, in that
it has provided e needed Unifying element in society.'' Likewise,
-A ericpization" benefits minority individuals because theoretically
it pr ides them access to the Anglo-American "superior way of.life."
The pdpular rhetoric of the "melting

Anglo-A merican
has only thinly disguised thy'

fact that minorities, northe majority group, have been te ones ex--,
Pected to do the melting ..

As would be expected, this assimilation pattern hal-tad a tresnetir_
doils impact on the struggle for an equal chance Equality has been
viewed/only in the context of the Anglo-American culture. Schools have

pperatechtmost exclusively from the Anglo-American conformity per-
spectivespective and 'reforms have, until very rteFently, left this aspect of Me
school culture4nquestioned. A dominatidbelief is that the acquisition
of the majority culture is a necessary means of gaininj access to eco-
nomic and political power Significantly,, the schools have been viewed
as the place where minorities could acquire the essential knowleslge,
values, attitudes, and behaviors which woOd provide. this access.
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School reform efforts should be seen, in part, as a reflection of these
domindit cultural beliefs

). .

An Equal Chance: A Changing Perspective

With the enactment of the Fourteenth Amendment to the U S.
Constitution, the notion of equality, or an "equal chance" for racial and
ethnic minorities, was for the first time given legal sanction in American
society Historically it was hoped by the radical reconstructionists that
an equal chance would mean full participation in American social, polit-
ical, and economic life. The intent of the Fourteenth Amendment was
undermined in large par by the Compromise of 1877; thus the hopes
for equality by former slaves were dashed 5 Not until the Brown (1954)
decision would the Fourteenth Amendment be dramatically invoked to
secure equal educational opportunity.

In the more than 100 years following the passage of the Fourteenth
Amendment, the struggle to guarantee an equal chance for minorities
has been primarily spearheaded by Black people and their organiza-
tions Black political struggle has always been waged in the face of
opposition from the executive, legislative) and judicial institutions at
both.the Federal and state levels. Even though large -scale political bat-
tles were being fought, education, as it was to the immigrants, was seen
as the central vehicle for achieving an equal chance. For instance, the
writings of such distinguished scholars as W. E B. Du Bois and Carter
G. Woodson emphasized the critical importance of educational attain-
ment and advancement for Black people.°

As we alLknow, one of the first expressions of an equal educational
chance took the form of separate but equal educational resources and,
facilities for Blacks comparable to those provided Whites. Faii competi-
tion being the premise of equality, it was believed that the provision of
equivalent educational resources would equalize the competition be-

)tween groups for future economic rewards Messy v of course,
functioned to accelerate the segregation of minority

.Ferguson,

ducation, although
as the overwhelming historical evidence suggests, equivalent facilities
and resources, were never a reality.

Although it was clar,'early, that separate educational resources,'
did not result in political, economic, and social equality, it was not until
the Brown decision that the legal view of an equal chance took a new
form, that of equal access to the same educational resources and facili-
ties. By 1954, it was widely believed that the separation of students by
race, itself, had led to inequities in both available to students

,
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and the resulting achievement differences between racial groups In-
deed, the-Brown decision underscored the importance of education as a
cornerstone of democracy'l

With the Brown decision it was hoped that the speedy desegregation
of schooling, by providing access to tI2 same educational resources,
would correct inequality But the process of school desegregation alone
did not result in equal educational achievement for members of differ-
ent ethnic and racial groups Here it seems pertinent to emphasize that
throughout Black educaitienal history various strategiessbme recur-
ringhave been invoked in attempting to achieve equal educational
opportAity Since Brown, integration and "community control" have
been the most notable strategies. Yet, as Robert Newby and David
Tyack point out,, there has always been a common thread in these
seemingly contradictory strategies"mostsof the debates really concern
the best strategiet to achieve a commzn goal power to Black people
through schools that command equarcisources and provide a quality of
education that will enable the race to advance."

About 10 years after the Brown decision, the now familiar research
began to emerge demonstrating that desegregation of schooling, where
it had been implemented, had done little to contribute to academic gains
for minorities ° Desegregation had, at least in its first 20 years, failed to
provide an equal chance at education and seemingly had little impact
on problems related to economic inequality.

A new perspective of an equal chance developed in response to the
disillusionment with the continuing inequality in educational outcomes
in desegregated settings While concerned with equal access to educa-
tional resources, this new perspective also considered equal perform-
ance as a critical variable But equal educational performance was not
possible if different groups of children did not begin schooling with
equal conditions to do well Thus, the cultural deficit hypothesis
emerged to explain the continuing gap in minority and white achieve-
ment Minority children were described as coming from disorganized
and deteriorating homes and family structures. Such homes were seen
as non-competitive and anti-intellectual environments which provided
the minority child with=little motivation kir learning,10 and little Or no
preparatory base for success in sch6ol. Central to this belief was the
premise that school should eliminate .so far as possibte any of these
barriers to the full development of individual intelligee. As a result,
compensatory education to many meant "disadvantaged" individuals
would be provided an equal chance to evelop their particular level of
intelligence

In response, massive remedial,, compensatory - programs were
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launched with the aim of changing the personal characteristics of these
"culturally deprived" or "disadvantaged'. students. Based on the as-
sumptions that if these children could begin schooling equally, and
those enrolled given a chance to "catch up," equal outcomes between
groups would certainly follow. But, compensatory programs were basi-
cally designed to make the attitudes and behavior of minority and
lower-class children more like those of the middle-class whites. The
failure of these programs to achieve the desired equality has been
widely documented."

Compensatory education, of course, is founded on the Lhesis that
the essential problem rests with the learner. Major political or ethical
problems with the schools themselves or the people who administer and
teach in them, are not seriously considered by the deficit model ap-
proach. But many have questioned this underlying assumption. Ryan's
succinctly stated criticism of compensatory education is typical of those
who challenge the essence of the cultural deficit theory:

We are dealing, it would seem, not Et much with culturally de-
prived children as with culturally depriving schobls. And the task
to be accomplished is not to revise, and amend, and repair deficient
children but to alter and transform the atmosphere and operations
of the schools to which we commit these children. Only by chang-
ing the nature of the educational experience can we change the
product:12

Failure of compensatory edUcation programs to improve achieve-
ment in their target populations had, by the early 1970s, caused some
thinkers to look in other directions for a means of equalizing the com-
petition for educational attainment. Differences among students were
no longer seen by some as the absence of necessary developmental
experiences as a result of impoverished backgrounds. Reflective of an-
thropological theories of cultural relativity and linguistic theories of
language and dialect competence, this perspective challenged the idea
that providing children an equal chance meant eliminating cultural
and ethnic differences. It must be noted, however, that this new em-
phasis did not supplant the generally held assumption of Anglo-
conformity. .

With this shift in thinking, the hypothesis of cultural difference
replaced that of cultural deficit and changed, once again, the notion of
what was ngcessary to insure an equal chance for minorities. This
change directed the focus of some reformers away from the characteris-
tics of the learners and toward the characteristks of the school experi-
ence as the objects of reform. The monocultural curriculum content,
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testing and grouping practices, and the expectations of educators for
minority children came to be seen as the major barriers to educational
equality The structure and culture of the school, deeply rooted in the
nation's Anglo-American conformity 'tradition, became the target for
reformers with the move toward multicultural education as the means
by which ap,equal chance could be guaranteed

In the filial seelion of this essay we will take up the underlying
premises of education as multicultural and consider whether or not this
approach can contribute to providing an equal chance Here, we believe
it appropriate to turn to a discussion of a few of the overriding schooling
assumptions regarding equal educational opportunity for the minority
child

II. TRADITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS RE-EXAMINED,

Three widely held beliefs assert that schooling and its expansion
can provide equality of opportunity even in a society with large-scale
inherent inequalities It is the power of these beliefs which has pre-
vented, until recently, a close examination of schooling and its relation-
ship to the societal structure of inequality Following our discussion of
these three beliefs, we will consider an alternative perspective on
schooling

Meritocracrand Education
The first belief about the educational system is that the process is

meritocratic in nature Reflecting a dominant value orientation, this
belief holds that status and success should be determined by effort,
merit, and ability Accordingly, achievement is deimed to be a more
rational way of allocating status than inherited privilege. Past social
reforms, including school reforms, have not infrequently been aimed at
preserving fair competition needed for the emergence of an "aristocracy,
of individual talent ""

Equal educational opportunity,, based on meritocracy, means insur-
ing fair educational competition by removing social obstacles. In Vrac-
lice, governmental funding for compensatory educational programs re-
flects such an approach From this perspective, educational opportunity
focuses on individual responsibility. In effect, upon receiving extra com-
pensation, the individual is expected to utilize available resources to
compete fairly Individuals not achieving success have only themselves
to blamelack bf motivation or abilitysince they did not avail them-
selves of the additional advantages made available by government in-
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tervention.,Since the system is based on merit, the argument goes that
those who rise to the top are the most talented and skilled. Those that
succeed do/so because they have the most drive, motivation, and aca-
demic talent. Essentially, this attitude reflects a belief in the fairness and
neutrality of the educational process

Recent critiques of schooling, however, have raised serious doubts
regarding the relationship of educational achievement to economic re-
ward Even though school achievement appears to be determined by
objective measures, test scores, and grades, Bowles and Gintis, for ex-
ample, found a pattern of relationships between grades and certain
personality traits, such as punctuality, dependability, and submissive-
ness to authority 14 In this way, academic achievement is 'actually a
measure of middle-class value conformity. Simply stated, schools are
organized to reward certain values, and not others. Thus, the ideological
neutrality of the school is questionable.

Studies indicating the effects of social origins on educational out-
comes tend to further undermine the neutrality argument. Logically, the
meritocratic thesis would seem to suggest that educational expansion
will diminish the relationship between educational attainment (per-
formance or persistence in school) and parents' social status. Nonethe-
less, Bowles and Gintis' review of available data indicates the number
of years of school attained by children is as dependent upon family
background today as it was fifty. years ago. In addition, 0 ey found that
neither the level of cognitive skills nor IQ can account for occupational
attainment Instead, a person's income was found to be dependent on
his educational level and family status.13 If meritocracy truly operates
in the educational system, occupational status would have been shown
to be a function of talent and motivation.

William Sewell summarized the cumulative disadvantages of low
status students by stating, "We estimate that a higher SES student has
about 2.5 times as much chance as a low SES student of continuing in
some kind of post-high school education. He has an almost 4 to 1
advantage in_access to college, a 6 to 1 advantage in college graduation,
and a 9 to 1 advantage in graduate or professional edkation."14 Thus,
we believe there is persuasive.evidence available at least to question the
meritocratic thesis regarding public schooling. -

Education and Upward Mobility -

A second widespread belief which follows from the meritocratic
thesis is that education provides an important avenue for upward mo-
bility; therefore, expZnsion or equal educational opportunity enhances
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the prospects for the talented and exceptional among the dispossessed
-poor and minoritiesto have a fair shot at high status jobs Equaliz-
ing educational opportunities then is deemed as a positive means for
affecting the distribution of material rewards-in the larger society. As
we pointed out above, belief in education is central to the American

." democratic ethos Certainly, this belief has been bolstered by numerous
studies which have documented that education is a key variable for
occupational success or status attainment 17 Nevertheless, two aspects
related to the notion of the educational system as a vehicle for upward
mobility require examination. The first is the expectation that educa-
tional expansion and increased access to educational credentials will
lead to status mobility for minority groups. The second addresses the
effects of this increased access' the actual translation of educational
credentials into greater economic success and higher status for minori-
ties Both issues raise questions about the underlying assumptions con-,
cerning the role of schools in increasing economic and social equality.

As Greenbaum noted, hope can be seen as a pivotal element in
examining the assimilation process experienced by immigrant groups in
our earlier history This is no less true today. Many of.low socioeco-
nomic status frequently cling to hope. Even though there is great despair
in our ghettos, gilded ghettos, barrios, and reservations, the element .of
hope is not nonexistent among the dispossessed Hop allows survival
as people seek to tope with the unsettling life of th poor Reformers,
school officials, and concerned social scientists o hope that equ
educational opportunity will lead to increased ward mobility foi low
status groups by providing the necessary educational credentials $0 -

succeed in the economic mainstream. . .

Educational expansion, it is believed, will equalize the distribution
of the needed credentials Yet, a consistent finding of research on occu-
pational attainment is that when levels of educational credentials are
equal, the socioeconomic status of parents is a strong predictor of the
future status of the children le In a 1967 study, for example, Blau and
Duncan found that changes in rates of mobility over a period, of time
indicated that the relationship between the father's status and the son's
status showed no consistent change between 1920 and 1960." In other
words, the ability to predict the occupational status of children from the
knowledge of the parents' social status was just as great in 1960 as it
was in 1920 Using data from the 1970 census, Blau and Duncan also
confirmed the conclusion reached in their 1967 study, namely that the.
rates of mobility between nonmanual and manual occupations have not
changed significantly in recent times 20

AISignificantly, these studies underscored the strong, consistentiela-
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tionship of the parents' socioeconomic status and the children's occupa-
tional status or earnings. Thus, it cannot be necessarily assumed that the
expans,ion of educational opportunity automatically leads to equalizing
the distribution of credentials required for high status jobs. On the
contrary, it would appear as though educational expansion has not
reduced ability of high status parents to pass on their status to their
children. Students from high status origins have consistently obtained
more educational credentials than less privileged students. The gap
between social classes in the acquisition of credentials needed for high
status jobs has not narrowed. In sum, a number of studies examining
educational achievement, social class, and social mobility provide no
dear evidence that access tc, higher status jobs has been equalized. Yet,
the persistent belief remains. low status groups will gain access to high
status positifins via schooling. ,
The 'Model Minority" Myth. Although access to educational credentials
has increased for low status groups, as the previous discussion indfcates,
translating this achievement into economie success remains debatable.
In this section we believe it important to deal with one commonly held
notion reRrding the upward mobility of one particular minority group.
Asian-Americans are frequently cited as being unusually successful in
using education as a vehicle for upward mobility. In fact, Asian-Ameri-
cans are often referred to as the "model minority."21 This "model. mi-
nority" image emerged because Asian-Americans have been able to
achieve a higher level of education and greater upwa'rd mobility in
comparison with other visible minority groups. However, in his exami-
nation of the "success" of Asian-Americans, Robert Suzuki found that
while the group is one of the most highly educated ethnic groups-in the
country, education has not prOduced as much earning power for Asian
males as it has for white males with the some educational background.22
For example, his analysis of 1%9 data fro the U.S. Department of
Labor, comparing the relative earnings of hites, blacks, and Chinese
at different levels of education (high sch graduate, college graduate,
and postgraduate), disclosed that the percentage of Chinese males earn-
ing $10,000 or more was consistently below that of white males at the
same educational levels, and below that of black males at the postgradts-
ate level. Suzuki also examined data from the 1970 U.S. Census on
median annual incomes of individuals, median years of schooling comp-
leted, and the median ages of whites, blacks, and three major Asian
subgroups by sex Again, he discovered that the median incomes of
Chinese and Filipino males were only about 75 per cent of the median
income of white males. While the median income of Japanese males was
approximately 10 per tent above that of white males, Japanese males'
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median years of schooling and age were substantially greater than those
of white males Suzuki's findings led hirifto conclude that Asian-Ameri-
can males are generally "underemployed, underpaid or both the
celebration of their phenomenal 'success' as the model minority, is at
best premature, and at worst, a devious deception

Suzuki's analysis pointing out lower earning power for Asian-
Americans even when they have attained an educational level compara-
ble to whites Would appear to contradict studies indicating that individ-
ual income is pr marily dependent on educational level and family
socioeconomic-Sackground He suggests this earnings discrepancy for
Asian-Americans is greatly influenced by stereotyping and racism 24
Importantly, he also contends that the economic position of Asian-
Americans may be affected by the differential socialization they receive
in school. It should be noted that while Asian-Americans have attained'
higlilettels of education, most of them have been channeled into white-
collar jobs with little or no decision-making authprity and low public

,. contact Suzuki believes that the limited upward mobility of Asian-
- Americans can be traced to the combined factors of a demand for work-

ers to filT lower-echelon white-collar jobs due to an expanded economy
after World War II, and the kind of socialization acquired by Asians at
home and in schools.

. "
In this instance, it seems appropriate to ask what role does school-

ing play fOr Asian-Americans For us, Suzuki's observations, and those
of others cited in this [chapter], indicate that in the case of Asian-
Americans schooling is designed to maintain the unequal structure of
American society by reinforcing and inculcating noncognitive traits in
students which are characteristic of their family's sociosonomic back-
ground. Suzuki's preliminary anAgis points out a need-to examine in
greater detail the treatment of cultural and ethnic factors in the process
of schooling While Suzuki's work is not definitive, this initial analysis
does raise doubt about the belief in the educational system as a vehicle
for upward mobility,, particularly for minority groups. Clearly,, before
any substantive conclusions can be reached, more thorough research in
this area is required

Functionalism and Schooling
Failure d equalizing efforts through the educational system may be

due to a third widely held view of the function and role of schooling.
According to the traditional functional view, skill requirements in an
industrial society steadily increase because of techhological change In
such a society, education in complex industrial states serves to provide
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the specific skills and knowledge necessary for employment Formal
educational credentials signify that an individual possesses the skills
and knowledge necessary for economic production As technological*
changes Create greater demand for highly skilled workers, educational
itqpirements for jobs increase accordingly. An elite develops based on
technological knowledge, and occupational stratification emerges Oc-
cupational stratification is not dysfunctional to the system but it a
necessary outcome because of the differing and complex technological
needs of the society Education, then, serves as a reasonable selection
process Since All in society have equal access to schooling, the comple-
tion of high levels of schooling and the resultant access to high status
occupations are generally considered'a matter a individual achieve-
ment Understandably, the Achievement model of mobility is followed
where factors of ability and academic performance are held to be key'
deterrhinants of career success."

Recently, there has been much empirical evidence to dispute this
functional notion of schools. Functionalists have been challenged by the
credentialist school of thought In part, credentialists share Max
Weber's.idea that society is composed of differing status groups com-
peting' for power. Credentialists maintain that members of all groups
would like high status occupations and are capable of being trained for
them The school's function, say the credentialists, is not to train, but
rather to teach people the cultures of different status groups." Cogni-
tive achieyegnent and knowledge are hot really important, becaus'e the
level of educational attainment-required for job entry in most occupa-
tions is far greater than 'necessary for efficient functioning on the job.
Achieving higher levels of educational attainment Or "certification"
becomes in and of itself the means of access to high status occupations.
Furthermore, schooling discriminates on the basis of ascribed character-
istics High educational attainment and access to high status occupa-
tions and social position, therefore, is usually 'a result of belonging to
a particular status group in society

Not surprisingly, credentialistdispute the functional theorists' ex-
planation of the relationship between educational attainment and occu-
pational attainment Ivar Berg has shown that there is little or no rela-
tionship betuieen academic achievement and job praductivity.27 In
addition, other evidence has suggested that educational credentials,
ratfiethan cognitive skills, are the best prektors of future status and
earnings 24; Collins, operating within the ctflict model, has disputed
the notion that the increase of educational requirements for jobs is
purely the result. of the demands of a highly technological society. For
instance, Collins has indicated that employers have increasingly re-

,
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quired higher educational attainment for even bottom-level jobs There
has not been a decisive shift, however, in the job skill requirements
during the same time period as this increase in educational require-
ments Within some jobs. educational retjuirements have outstripped
needed skills Thus, even though jobs have not changed, employers are
demanding more education for those jobs. Collins concluded that edu-
cation serves a credentialing function,. with educational credentials
being used to ration access to high status occupations 1°

,

I.II. AN ALTERNATIVE PERSPECTIVE'

Educational reform movements aimed at providing an equal chance
for minority children have been largely based on the three predominat-
ing beliefs about the way schooling functions in American society dis-
cussed above By not looking behind these assumptions, critical aspects.
of schooling which may have great impact on the role schools play in
the attainment of equality have gone unquestioned School reform
movements have for the most part, ignored the basic social, political,
and economic context in which schooling takes Mace Reforms and
reformers frequently have ignored the powerful influence the form and
content of the school experience itself have on those who attend
schools To be more precise the following kinds of questions have been
neglected How has certain knowledge come to be more appropriate for
school curriculum content than other knowledge? By what mechanisms
have certain realms of knowledge been given higher status than others
(science and math as ellOosed to vocational subjects, for example)? How
ljave various types of school knowledge been distributed among
groups? In short, we simply ask whose class and social interests have
been served by the form and content of schools."

Bowles and Gintis have suggested thateschool plays an important
part *in maintaining economic inequality among classes in American
society By socializing children differentially with the values and per-
sonality characteristics of the class of their origins; students are prepared
to meet the demands of the occupations they will be expected to assume

. - within the existing class structure -In addition, the educational process
itself socializes students to accept as legitimate and inevitable the pre-

,, sent social o der and their future roles within it In this way, schools as
institutions Onction to reinforce the social relations of economic life
This is accomplished through "the close correspondence between the
social relationships which govern personal interaction in the workplace
aAd the social relationships of the educational system ."31 Bowles'and
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Gintis do not conte that the' educationa"1, system operates in this
manner as a result f the conscious intentions of teachers and school
administrators, bu rather as the-effect of the close structural similarities
in the social organizations of schobls and the workplace. As the work.
of Bowles and Gintis suggests, through differential treatment of differ-
ent' groups of students the school actrvely-seprolluces the inequality of
the larger society

On the other hand, as Apple suggests, the school is not simply "a
passive mirror but an active f6rce, one that also serves to give. legitimacy
to the economic and social forms and ideologies so intimately connected
to it."32 Here the work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu is particu-
larly instructive. Bourdieu, for instance, has analyzed the link betwien
the dominant cultural values and the reproductir of economic inequal-
ity in a way that sheds light on American schooling reforms. Bourdieu
contended that cultural capital, consisting of middle-class values,
behaviors, and language Patterns, is the commodity necessary for the

jquisition of social and economic power in society 33 Such an analysis
. seems consistent with the prevailing American belief, that Anglo- .

'American conformity is t e ceptral route to upward mobility. The
schools, in Bourdieu's a ysis,lowever, do not function to impart this
cultural capital to th,e children who do not acquire it in their families.
Instead, schools use cultural capital as a sorting mechanism for the
distribution of children into their future societal roles. Schools function
as thofigh all children have equal access to cultural capital. However, we
contend that .c tural capital is unequally distributed as a result bf the
division la tend power in society. By treating this cultural mode
of the hool neutral (not serving the interests of any one group over
othe perating as though all children have equal access to it, the
sc is implicitly favor those who comelto school having already ac-
quired the linguistic and social competencies to function effectively in
the middle-class culture. Compensatory ediication programs, assuming
theeutrafity of the systlm, attempted to change minority children by
giving them more of the same. For example, more ,white middle-class
culture and knowledge was emphasized, without eves questioning why
it was considered the appropriate content of school knowledge, or the
undetlying functiostof a mbnocultural education system_We find Dour-
dieu's analysis instructive in helping to explain, as well, why multicul-
tural educational programs are not universally implemented in our cul-
turally pluralistic society.'

In summary, we believe a critical analysis of the accepted beliefs
abeut the nature of schoolingthe belielin the neutrality and fairness ,

of the educational system, the belief in education as a vehicle for up-
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ward 4bility. and the belief in the functional purpose of education as
one of imparting objectiviskills and knowledge necessary for a techno-
logically complex societycontributes to an understanding of why
school reform efforts have generally failed to increase equality in the
society Furthermore the work of Apple, Bowies and Gintis, and Bout.
dieu suggest an alternative perspective on why an equal educational
chance for minorities has not been achieved Essential ly this alternative
argument sets forth three main propositions. first, that American society
is tfOirinientally fanequal and this inequality is perpetuated by limiting
the access of subordinate groups to political, econOmic, and social
power second, that the content and structure of schooling Are not
neutral, but actively reproduce this sodetal inequality through the
knowledge and cultural mode which have been deOgriated as high
status and through mechanisms by which groups are sortedand treated
differentially, and third, that schools are but a part of the larger societal
dynamic which functions to perpetuate structural and cultural inequal-
ity Seen from this perspective, it is. cleir.thit equality of educational
opportunity emphasizing equal access cannot begin to provide an\equal

Chance, in the fullest sense t9 minority children.

IV, MULTICULTURAL EDUCATION- CONTRIBUTING TO
EQUAL CHANCE?

Before considering whether multicultural education can enhance
the equal chance of minority children in the contextbf the abov discus-
sion, a brief committarton what we perceive multicultu education
to be is appropriate

The underlying premises of multicultural schoo g are especially
significant ip that they conflict with the notion of t e Anglo-Americart
conf'ormity Proponents of melticalturaltil tion emphasize =the
effects that traditional ethnocent4rsc ryLhaVe had on minority
children Emphasizing Anglo-Amer. an conformity and middle-class
culture, schools have, expected mindri en to understand and
internalize thCvalees, behavior,, and cu ture of the majority, Such em-
phasis has ,reiulted in minority children learning to ect their own
cultures, history, and values In contrast, the goals of multicultural
education are to fostei positive interactions among chit n of different
cultural groups and provide educational experiefices !hate e meaningful
for all groups Multicultural reforms recognize in positi ways the
existing ethnic and cultural aversity of American moiety, emphasize an
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under.andink of different cultural patterns, and nurture respect for the
behaviors and values of different groups, and affirm the languages of
cultural groups as being different, not deficient 34 We also believe a,
multiculturat school plogram should include a sociopolitical aimto
lead all indii;iduals, regardless of their race or status, tb acknowledge the
right, of 111 groups to exist culturally and to share status and power in
Americiri society

With increasing einphasii on education that is multicultural, the
perception of what.constitutes an equal chance for minority children
has shifted dramatically Instead of merely stressing access to educa-
lova) resources, the total educational program actively reflects a convic-
tion that Minority groups and minority cultural pattels are in hgently
equal It follows, then. that efforts to impose a single cultural standard
as'a means of gai ing access to social, economic, and politiciAl power are

)

a violation of democratic ideals.
i

Due to the inequality which exists in society and our acceptance of
the view that tho seemingly neutral educational process is a "cause as
well as'an effect of the existing structure of social inequality,"3s we are
less than optimistic regarding the possible effects Multicultural educa-
tion will have on promoting an equal chance fet minority children in
American society We share the viewpoint expressed by La Belle; , .,

. Until a greater balance of socio-economic power is a'hieved among
groups in this society, I do not believe that education for cultural
pluralism is feasible. Olt is apparent to me that such.a power

..- balance will not be attained through the schools except as an ad-
junct to the distribution of resources like jobs, housing, political
decision- making and the like in the wider society,36 1

Yet, we belieVe that the present monocultural mode of the educational
system cannot serve as a democratic institution fostering anything akin
to eqital chance for diverse raciA cultural, and economic groups Mul-
ticdltural programs cannot, at this point, be assessed, as to their success
or failure in providing an equal chance. Viewed in the context of basic
American assumptions about the acceptability of economic inequality'
and the superiority of Anglo cultural patterns, it is no surprise that
multicultural reforms have remained, for the most part, rhetbric

/ We have suggested that multicultural programs have not been
e lvely integral into instructional programming, A significant
structural and politica obstacle to the implementation of multicultural
education.is the fact that Chers are "encapsulated" within a social and

.--economic.coritext in which,theivand the schools are only a part. Apple .
,
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has argued that "this very 'external" context provides substantial legiti-
mation for the allocation of teachers' time and energies and for the kinds
of ru. !tura! capital embodied in the school itself "37

When it comes to instructional practice, many multicultural pro-
grams have been little more than a recognition of ethnic heroes and
holidays, or some mclusion of the contributions of ethnic groups in
literature and social studies curriculum content Such presentations of
isolated information have little value outside the educational system
because this knowledge is not considered part of the existing cultural
capita! Even with the legitimacy of differences in the educational set-
ting being affirmed by the Lau v. Nrchols (414 U S 563,1974) and Wiscon-
,:a v Yoder (4061.3 S 206,1972) court decisions, some consider multicul-
tural programs and bilingual education as compensating for a cultural#
deficit (a first language or culture other than the dominant one and only
rarely as an integral part of the curriculum tor all children.

Still, if multicultural programs could be implemented to the extent
that their underlying goals were realized, multicultural education could
possibly contribute in a significant way to furthering an equal chance
for minorities in thejarger society. As we indicated,one sociopolitical
aim of multicultural education is the recognition by all inclivicluali,
regardief of race or status, of the right of different groups to exist and
to have access to status and power irf American society To fully imple-
ment a pro ram which attempts to achieve this goal, the movement
must go b nd classrooms and toward effecting changes in the power
relationship in the larger social, political, and economic A ysterns.
Should this occur, multicultural education could result in increased

,

equality Its major contribution would be its departure from the basic
` features of American society which shaped previous equalizing efforts.

As indicated at the outset of this discussion, these two basic characteris-
tics shaping reform efforts were the dominance of Anglo-American.
culture patterns and an acce ci of the inequalities of the Ardencan
economic system ,

N.
,,,

Even though the obstacles to implementing multicultural programs
'are. formidable,' vigorous support for pluralistic schooling and the
achievement of its goals should be contiqued. Even limited multicul-
tural programs can be considered as valuable vehicles for bringing new
knoiyledge to the existing school, curriculum Recognition o #the intrin-
sic value of a diverse curriculum may improve the environment of the
classroom and the quality of the day-to-day interactions of students
and teachers .

Support of multicultural education, we believe, is essential in view
of the promise it holefor expanding what is defined as the "valuable

' 1
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knowledge" imparted by schools Multicultural education in school
instruction may serve to erode the belief in the melting pot and the
perpetuation of that myth Clearly, the goals of multicultural education
implicitly challenge the primacy of a dominant cultural value and per-
spective. Expanding the educational system to legitimately teach about
other cultures and perspectives could be a modest attempt to challenge
the dominant "common cultural currency "3$ An acceptance of the co-
existence:of seieral cultural perspectives may begin to erode a belief
system which has been chiefly responsible for the inequalities in the
political, economic,, and social life of the country

Despite our observation that we are not optimistic about school
reform, we are fully cognizant of the contradictory nature of the Alined-
can educational system. In spite of the role it plays ap reproducing and
justifying inequality, the educational system has not been a mechanistic
reproduction institution, consciously manipulated by a dominant elite.
As a result, schooling, as Bowles and Gintis note, has prodUced both
"docile workers .. and misfits and rebels."" With external con tradic-
tory and complex forces impinging on the educational system, multicul-
tural education may serve in a small way to counteract the effects of the
cultural and economic reproduction fundion of the Schools Contradic-
tory characteristics of American education thus provide more than a ray
of hope for us.

But we offer a final caveat. Unless there are some significant ideo-
logical shifts, we fear multicultural education could easily fit into pre-
vailing pedagogical practices Presently, the dominant schooling/peda-
gogical ideology promOtes individualism, competitiveness, selfishness,
and self-interest. Certainly, it is understaindable why schooling in capi-
talist America would strers these particular values. Nonetheless, We
would argue for another approach. We believe coopeiation, altruism,
caring and concern, and social responsibility ought to be the underpin-
ning ideology for effective pedagogy in multicultural education pr8-
grams. We agree with Elizabeth Cagan when she says: "There is an
urgent 'need to structure groups purposefully so that cooperation and
caring emerge because American youngsters are so heavily influenced
by forces leading to individualism, competitiveness, and lack of social -

. concern."4°
Although one would expect that multicultural education would

necessarily challefige these pervasive capitalistic /Anglo- American cul-
' tural values, it must be remembered that what we would characterize

as individualist ideology is deeply imbedded in the fibre of the American
national conscience, including American public school classrooms. Yet,
hopes for a better society, we believe, rest on the possibility of Crea-,
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tively and responsibly working toward collectivism Collectivism em-
braces social cooperation, social concern, and social responsibility.
Schooling is but one place to begin Cagan states the case exceptionally
well t

Adults have a responsibility for providing experiences that will
encourage moral reasoning as well as moral concern, but this can
,be done only with an understanding or what is effective and why
it is necessary The basis for collectivist education is that we can use
both the structure and the content of the educational experience to
move children to an appreciation of the human bonds of sympathy
and caring and that we can build a vision of a society in which these
bonds can be realized 41

While we wish to moue toward the realization of collectivist education,
it needs to be underscored that those who see multicultural programs
as a substantive strategy and collectivism as a guiding ideology must
ultimately. be concerned with prottidine an education that produces
functional literates and critical thinkers. A's Joseph Featherstone re-
cently said, we need educators who are interested in children's minds.42

r s,

' V, CONCLUSION' 1

Finally, giyen the alternatives before us in dealing with the complex
problems arising from the pluralistic reality of our society, the demand
and support for education that is multicultural can be construed as
basically a moral and an ethical issue Despite the political, social, cul-
tural, and institutional constraints on implementing multicultural edu-

. cation, a commitment to democracy provides no other alternative but
.lone which promotes the respect for calltural differences, the increased

partieipation of all groups in society, and, importantly, The eradication
of glaring social and economic inequalities.

Our review here suggests that school reforms alone cannot do much
to eliminate political and economic inequality. Nonetheless, intense
efforts should still be waged to provide improved educational offerings.
Our point is that we simply must be cognizant of the %imitations school
reform can have on correcting social injustices.43 Efforts, 'however, to
significantly improve the quality of schooling should be linked with a
broader social movement concerned with struggling for and creating a
more just society. Over 30 years ago, W. E B. Du Bois, one of the most
prolific and titanic scholars of this century, put it very concisely. "The'-'
demand ofthe twentieth century in America, just as the demand of the

---....\seighteenth and nineteenth centuries in Europe, is that'the distribution
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of wealth be more logical and ethical."" When this occurs, we will have
taken another step toward mums an equal chance for those children
now least served by public schooling in this country
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CHAPTER ii

Teacher Preparation for a Pluralistic Society*
Waller Corn':/

a

, At Trent University, I taught "Education and Native Peoples," a
course that looked at the historical and contemporary relationships of
the iltro while examining education in its broader context. During one
phase of the course, we,compared the cultures of Native and White

' children using various readings as the basis for our discussions. One
reading, "The Environmental Factors in Socialization," gives the follow-
ing comparison;

' Native Child ite Child
Attitude ToWard Chil

,..

At age of mobility, child is consid-
ered a person and left relatively
free to create and explore his own
environment. He develops a sense

of independence and autonomy.
Child is watched and controlled
by parents and remains dependent
on them throughout chila hood.

.

Reprinted with permission from the author and the National Dissemination an* As.
sessinent Center. California State University, Los Angeles, from Callum, louts in Einalion.
A Book 01 &aims (Los Angelo National Dissigrationind Assessment Center. Calffor-
ma State University., 1971), pp 38-48 .. -.
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He has limited stimulation and
feedback from. adults.
He is not autonomous and has lit-
tle opportunity to become inde-

pendent He has constant interac-
tion and feedback from adults
around him

Sanctions for Learning

Child is permitted to do things
which interest him when he is
ready Seldom is he rewarded or
punished for specific learning at-
tempts although he receives ap-
proval when he does the task cor-
rectly after trial-and-error
learning. Time is not a factor; he
can take all morning to get dressed
if he needs it If child attempts a
task and can't complete it, he is
not urged to stay with it.

Child is urged to try things which
are considered appropriate for him
to know, whether he has ex-
pressed interest or not. He'is re-
warded for trying, whether he
learns the task or npt. Time is a
factor: "See, how fast you can
dress youi4elf." Emphasis is
placed on trying and on complet-
ing tasks undertaken.
7-------{14awthorn, 1967)

Eventually,, during the seminar discussion, questions such as these
were raised:

"How does a teacher cope with children in the same room when
they are of opposite cultural backgrounds?"

"What does a teacher do if he/she is of a background similar to the
White child but teaches only Native children?"

"boesn't the methodologrand standards of teaching, as presented
at Teacher's College, relate mostly to the right-hand column child and
not to the child in the left4hand column?"

This [chapter) attempts to answer these questions by eicamining the
concept of 'pluralism, the determinants of school policy, the role of
teachers, the child in a pluralistic society, teacher preparation, and some
guidelines for teacher preparation to meet the needs of children in a
pluralistic society.

PLURALISM

What name shoUld be given to this "slaw acceptance" of the, any
cultures of peoples in North America? ,Should it be "biculturilism,"

1
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"multiculturalism" "pluralism" "cultural pluralism" 'cultural mo-
saic," or some other term' Banks (1976) discusses the differences among
these terms and why they need to be clearly understood in order to
ensure sound research to develop effective educational' policies and
programs Concentration on :'culture:' he contends, could submerge the
existence of "racism" as an issue relevant to the educational needs
of children from various ethnic groups, instead of bringing both race
and culture to the fore He recommends that "ethnic and racial diver-
sity is a much better concept than cultural pluralism or multicultural
education (p 36)

One principal, when asked how many Indian children were regis-
tered, replied that he didn't know, such identification was unimpertant
since they "treated all children alike " And yet, the school register
itEat*whith children were Indian asthe basis for collecting school,
fees from the federal government Dare "educational equality" be col-
our blind,

Before we resolve this is'sue,, let us challenge the "melting pot"
concept

The peoples of this continent are of many colours, races, creeds,
and national origins, living all about us, esincially in urban ghettos,
)arrios, and on the reserves

We live in numerous, differing geographical environments

We live in various political structures nations, states/provinces,
counties, reserves, cities

' The motto, E Pluribus Unum (Out of Many, One), has included
only those of the White race while excluding those whose skins are
not white .

In 1971 Canada officially adopted a policy of "multiculturalism",as
"a most suitable means of assuring.the cultural freedom of Canadians"
and "to break down discriminatory attitudes and cultural jealousies."
Prime Minister Pierre Elliot Trudeau said further, "For althpugh there
are two official languages, there is no official culture, nor does any ethnic
group take precedence over any other " Implicit in this statement is
emphasis on the developing Canadian and on his developing culture
an e style This policy bridges the different cultural communities and
the stoncally important English and French groups (Munro, 1975)

any are concerned that this policy may result in a mere dress-up,
song-and-dance time with some ethnic foods tossed in The Canadian
Consultative Council on Multiculturalism responded to this concern in
its first report (1975) by warning against "truncated multiculturalism
confined to such aspects as folk dancing, embroidery on women's cloth-
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ing, decorative arts such as Easter egg painting, instrumental music, or
even folk songs." In other words, multiculturalism is to constitute an
integral park of everyday Canadian life, this implies including intorporahon

of tore elements :nib the eduathonal process
In the same report, the Council raised the issue of ethnicity for its

own sake, "Multiculturalism, (is] the developMent of a conscious-
ness of one's ancestral roots or ethnic ity for creative purposes in the
hope that a distinctive Canadijmidentity will emerge" (Munro, 1975)
With regatd to the latter, this writer, as a past memberf that Council,
recognizes the need for the Native peoples of Nora) America to reaffirm
and re-establish our ethnicity for our own sake, strength, and pride and,
in turn, for "a (more] distinctive Canadian identity" and a more distinc-
tive North American identity

For one person's view of pluralism, let us turn to the Annual Report
of the Ontario Advisory Council on Multiculturalism, where an Ojibwa
mother is quoted. "As a Child, my mother told me that when picking
flowers in the woods to make a bouquet, don't just pick the most
beautiful, have some of each kind of flower to make up die bouquet.
This is the way I feel about the Canadian cultural mosaic." She speaks

bouquet that 4 more beautiful because of the diversity of the
ers, all of which add to the total beauty, and yet, each is beautiful

in its own right It is within the diversity of this bouquet of peoples of
North America that wemust learn to live because in many significant
ways we are alike, yet in many significant ways we are different. Il is
the differences which must be recognized and accepted instead of being ignored or meal.

A diversity of colours, languages, values, attitudes, foods, clothing, to
name a few, characterize the people around us. From that diversity come
the teachers of our children; of that sliversity are our children.

THE DETERMINANTS OF SCHOOL POLICY

'Society., with as Cliv'erse peoples, determines ". . that the schciol
reflects the values of the society it 'serves, values expressed not only bi
parental or community attituaestoward learning behaviour but also by
governmental policy on taxation, on housing, on urban development,
and (on] racial relations." The attitudes of minorities toward educAtion
cannot be disregarded by those who would teach or would suggekt
changes in education: \

The Spanish waking often see themselves as the powerless victims of an
ducahonal sysiarun by a professional and political establishment which
systematically excludes them from the process by-which schools 47 governed, and
from the booms made about the edurahon of their children. (Valverde, 1976,
p.346)

I
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$ Anterrean Indians hooe little, it any, intluente or control nn the edutahon of their
ihildren in the public schools if! The white power structure often thwarts
Indian attempts to sain.representation on school hoards 01.4trons feeling
of powerlessness pervade. Indian communities in regard to their attempts to improve
the duration provided in public srhools ("Indian Education A National
TragedyLA National Challenge," 1969, pp 52-53)

Although there is diversity in the peoples who make up our society,
there has not been diversity tn.the power structure which controls the
education that all children are compelled to take

According to Keppel (1969), " we will have to accept the reality
that changes in pedagogical tactics within The school's control have
relatively little effect on social change os the creation of a new society.
We, as educators, do not seem to Wave control over the important
variables " If this true, whal4course do schools and teachers have?
Shall we bow to the inevit4 le continue to develop "Pollyanna
attitudes" in children who wi a 'same grim realities of depen-
dency and poWerlessness? In t e preambItto the Code of Ethics of the
National Education Associatidn (1969), "lRe regard as essential ... the
protection of freedom to learn and to teach and the guarantee of equal
educational opportuniy for all " Are these mere words or do they have
substance' If teacher! as Keppel's statement implies, serve as "change
agents" only as direct , e eachers are only extensions and servants
of the system, not co-determin s as befits a professionally responsible
and respected group Have we been misguided in believing that educ:1--
tion is more powerful than it is) That, through education, society can
be reordered? That social ills such as poverty, prejudice, unemployment,
delinquency, and political corruption can'be cured and prevented? That,
through education, we will learn to behave in ways that respect every- ,

one's present and future interest's?
Can society change its expectations and demands of education to

those which the system is capable of meeting? Or must we become
revolutionaries, overthrow the system, and institute a new education?
Illich (1971), ifir example, advocates "[creating] institutions which serve
personalo creative and autonomous interaction and the emergence of
values which cannot be substantially controlled by technocrats "

THE ROLE OF TEACHERS

Is there "little social change or the creation of a new society"
because potential teachers from that diverse society are actually expo-
nents of the life style of the middle class? Future teachers are upwardly
mobile,, fearful for their jobs if they don't conform to traditional meth-
ods of preparing children for the "good life" Shepard (1968) asks,
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" how many teachers, usually the very personific ion of middle-
class values, virtues, and vices, are inadvertently con ascending in their
attitudes and interpersonal relations with the children, they teach and
with the parentwf these children?" '(p. 81)

Regardless of the quality of the curriculumthe textbooks, the
-courses of study, the school plant, the equipment, the administration
the effectiveness of an educational system is determiqed by its teachers
because it is they who teach the courses of studyand serve as idintifica-

on medels They are obligated to meet the standards of reading and
in emItics established by the policy makers: One could cite.ihnumer-
able references to the failure of teachers and the system to deal success-
fully with children of a different colour, race, creed, culture, ethnicity,

. or socioeconomic status. Accordiiig to a Senate report, "Teachers and
administrators are often insensitive to Indian values and ignorant of

',Indian culture" ("Indian Education. A National Tragedy --A National
' Challenge," 1969, p 53). In analyzing the factors contributing to low
achievement levels of Indian students, the report cites ". . the inade-
quacy of the instruction offered them for overcoming theitit'vere envi-
ronmental handicaps . the teachers . . Jack the training Iressary to
teach pupils with the linguistic and economic disadvantages of the
Indian child successfully" ("Indian Education: A National,Tragedy A
National Challenge," 1969, p. 62).

On the other hand,

In schools . highly 4pproveit by students, the 'routers are well aliive average
in their enthusiasm for teaching' Indians, know more about the Indian community.
have more contact with Indian students outside of school. rate higher on wider-
standing and sympathy and show more favourable attiludq toward Indians than

- the average teachers . . (Fuchs, 1970)

How much of teacher ineffectiveness relates to the lack of success! 41
ful models offered the culturally, or racially different child? Grant uses
the following statistics (from a 1975 report by the DepartmelLof
Health, Education, and Welfare) ttrillustrate how, scho4Js have lasilectio'
recruit adequate numbers of minority-group teachers.

Perce oiSchool Population
MinorityStu is Minority Teachers

Arizona 29.1 7.6
California 29.2 10.84;.

New Jersey y 21.3 8.4
New York 26.6 5.6

In Native communities, 1 al people are used in the schools primarily
as caretakers, bus d ers, and teacher-aides.
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THE CHILD IN A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY

We emphasize the importance ofmeeting the child's needs, becom1
mg are of individual differences., and unierstanding that no two
children are alike We-emphasize the need f6r starting with the child
where he/she is and moving from the known to the unknown These
are all familiar and accepted phrases But, do we realize their implica-
tipns Instruction' ttipns for

From birth to age frve, each child has learned much fr6m his/her
own explorations and his/her family The child then undergoes a wider
range of experiences among peers, relatives, and neighbours. Not only
has the child learned to crawl, walk, and run, but toifeed and dress
himself /herself,, speak a language, and begin to live by values. and
attitudes acquired by observing others The child copies to school with
a very complex store of previous [earnings But will the child find
adequate opportunities to continuethis learning'

For the child who finds scTiool to be an extenqoo of the lifestyle
and culture of his hOrne, learning will usually contiiiue with few prob-
lims and every chance of success But, if the Native child arrives at a
school programmed fix children from the White society, the-Native
child' learning will be directed to another cultural track beginning at
0 5 : oted on the folloiking graph).

The child will receive a "Culture Shock," the full effects o'r which may
not be identifiable for years Students are required to learn another
languageand not use their own, to learn to be on time, recognize that
tasks are measured by the dockland to learn that almost everything-is
done differently in school tha it home. The Nftive child has not
continued to progres's from his/her point of develoktent, but has been`s
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retarded by being moved to a suddenly new setting where all the rules
are changed

The culturally different child faits behind because he/she is "hand-
icapped" by speaking a language other than Eng* The childts home
and neighbourhosid experiences have little Telationship to those ex-
pected by the system because the leacher is culturally unprepared Isn't it
strange that the child at age six.has to be ready to attend school, but
the schqol does not have to be ready for the child?

TEACHER PRfPARATION

Now let us.look at the process of teacher preparation, a process that
has been guilty, more by omission than cogimission, of perpetuating the
myth of the "tfpictAmerican" in curriculum The depiction in chil-
dren's textbooks annims of the dress, manners, customs, and family

Aretypical of She middle class has helped destroy those cultures which
Are different (Dickeman, 1973) This is the process to which tfie Amen-
can Association of Colleges for Teacher Education addressed itself,
when in May, 197b, a sub-committee recommended the establishment
of a Commission on Multicultural Education to "Encourage-yember
insitutions t include in their teacher education programs components
aimed at the understanding of the multicultural nature of American life
and the strengths of this diversity." In February, 1931, the newly
created Commission submitted this resolution, "... That AACTE ands,
its member institutions... establish as one of its toptkprities provi-
sions for multicultural education."

This resolution was followed in November, 1972, by the,Com-
mission's "statement on Multicultural EduCation," which reads,

, schools and colleges must assure that their total eckicational process
and educational content reflect a commitment to cultural pluralism

rjeachers and personnel must be prepared in an environment
where the commitment to multicultural education is evident." The
'Commission also siiggested that there be ", . . facujty and staff of
multi- ethnic and multiracial character;.a student body representa-
tive of the culturally diverse nature of the community, and a
culturally pluralistic curriculum that accurately 'represents the di rs.p

.r multicultural,nature of American society" (Hunter, 1974) If the* -

lightenments had come decades ago, there would not have been tip
statenients as those of the 'Commissioner of Indian Affairs in 1887,
"This language which is godd enough fora white an or a black man
ought to be god enough for the red man . rieaching an Indian

,
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youth in s o rbaVous dialect is a positive detriment to him. The
impractabi y, if not impossibility, of civiliiing the Indians of this
country in any other tongue than our own would seem obvious" (Mo-
quin and Van Doren, 1973, p 110).

GUIDELINES FOR TEACHER' PREPARATION IN A
PLURALISTIC SOCIETY

First, as indicated previously, theri ire several, needs that should be
acted upon

I. "Educational equality" means to accept each child as an individ-
.

2 Multiculturalism is a fact; the melting pot Allan illusion.

3 Differences and similarities in children must be recognized and
accepted.

4 ;'Schools" must do what they are capable of doing: helping
young learners to think, not trying to cure society's ills.

5 Pluralism in society must be mirrozid in the ranks Of teachers.

6. The readiness of the schbol and of the teacher to receive the child
as he/she is, is essential to the sircess of the child and of the '
educational programs.

Next, if the needs of children'of "digient cultures" and of "differ-,
ent races'! are to tie met, if the schools and colleges are committed to
cultural pluralism, and if teachers are to be prepared to cope with their
own "culture shock "'for the benefit of all children, then what is to be
done at the teacher preparation level?

I Let those in teacher education practice'what they,preach, or at
least -make every effort to do so.

a if children are'to be treated As individuals, wiry not the
student-teacher? Professors should' be expected to develop,
greaterknowledge of, and contact with, individual teacher,-
edlucation students. Since teachers are to tare for their pupils,
,would knot be logical for the student-teacher to have ex-
peneAced this "caring" to some degree in the teacher prepara-
lion courses. at the universities? *

b If org elementary'school teacher is to work with a group
of children over severs) hours and/or in various subject areas,
why is this approach not Illustrated in teacher education
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progrms? Why couldn't professors work together in reams?
For example, there might be three professors and one practic-
ing teacher from the field working with a group'of students
iiiteacher-preparation areas, covering a wide range of theory
and practice. t
c. Student-teachers are tirged to use a variety of aides to help
children learn; yet, professors lecture endlessly. The studekV
teacher is to stand before a class of children and
communicate ideas verbally when that same student-teacher
has been a passive learner with little opportunity to sha ;e in
the planning of editicatiorrcourses or even to see the professor
"practice what he preaches." In the book, Schools and Ear* lity,,4
the auttors report that:

inostitgnifwaiit difference betwebs personnel is that teiolitils in lbw SES

schools have lower scores on a measure of verbal facility , .,.(al standard
deviai4't Mahout 1.5 raw wore points. (Guthrie et at, 197.1, p. 47)
Are n6t most culturally different childrenthe Chicanos, the
Blacks, the Indians, the Appalachian poorin thelow soajo-
econoin Do they not need good teachers?

c1/41-laubrich (4966) wrote, "One of these basic skills [lacking
in teachers) is a fundamental knowledge of and an ability to
begin a reading prograern within each classroom no matter wh4t
the subject (p. 366) Instead of blaming the.clissroom
teacher, he press and the public should ask those at the
teacher:preparation level why they aren't preparistg-teachers
to help children learn to read.

e. In'the Commission's statement concerning ". an environ-
ment where the commitment to multicultural education is
evident," it is assumed that faculty involved in teacher
preparation are also involved in the schoolsconiulting, su,-
pervising student-teachers, and conducting re,ciarcls. Theii
commitment to multiculturalism must be total if the student-
teacher is to believe in the need for culturally. and racially
differenethildren to have a chance.

2 Some guidelines for the teacher are: "a tlicher tries to bridge the
"division between the races and to jettison the excess of time"
(p. 29); "A Maori child should begin his reading from books of his
own colour and culture" (p 31);, " . . in judging Maori life . . .

there is a Maori standard as well as a European one" (Milton-
Warner', 1963, p 66).
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In the following poem, Frances Brazil of the Santa -Fe Cultural
School. captures the' feelings of insecurity that often characterize the
young Indian child

5

Uncertain Admission

The 'sky lookedllown oft me in aimless blues
The sun glares at me with a questioning light
The mountains tower over me with uncertain shadows
The trees sway in the bewildered breeze
The deer dance in perplexed rhythms
The ants crawl around me in untrusting circles
The birds soar above me with doubtful dips and dives
They all, in their own way, ask the question
Who are you, who are you?
I have,to admit to them,. to myself, tI am an Indian .

As Charnofsky (1971, p 10) says, "There is growing evidence that
the ability of children to be successful in our present American school
system is predicated upon rhealthy personal outlook and, a ?elatively
positive self- concept" .

To be able to do those things Ashton-Warner suggests, to help
children acquire a healthy personal outlook and a positive self-concept,
and to counter the feelings of shame of being an Indian demands an
atmosphere that says to the Native child, "It is good to be an Indian."
To be able to create such an atmosphere for any child requires teachers
to become self-cri,ticai of 'their own cultures and values. Through the
behavioural sciences (anthropology sociology, cultural psychology),
through experiences with other races and other cultures, and through
tke devefoptnent of communication skills, this awareness can be ac-
quired In turn, tie teacher can better accept and appreciate the differ-

*ences among human beings
i. -.A girl of the Adawa tribe asked me a question which is the gist of

this [chapter] "Mr Currie, can I get an education and still be an
Adawa7" Doesany sincett teacher dare answer anthing but "Yes"?

, ' . ,
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Afterword

I

Multiethnic Education in the 80's:
An Action Agenda..J An

Annenberg

Early in 1975, against a background of revitalized ethnicity, a group
of scholars gathered to discuss and debate pluralism in a democratic
society, and its implications for the schools. The discussions were
thoughtful, yet spirited; and the conflicting viewpoints covered a broad
range of ideological, philosophical, political, and educational issues.
Some conferees advocated a significant increase in multiethnic educa-
tion.,on the grounds that it would enhance the reputation of minority
groupi in their own eyes and in the eyes of Others, and generally enrich
our national cultur.al fabric. Others expressed concern about adding new
stereotypes to old, promoting social divisiveness, introducing artificial
ethnic identities of doubtful value, and even decreasing the life'chances
of certain ethnic groups by interfering with the prociss of assimilation.;
Terms like "ethniehstudies," "multicultural or multiethnic curriculum,".
and "pluralistic eduCation" were used interchangeably to convey differ-

. ing but perhaps equally simplistic and loaded meanings.
The 1975 convocation mirrored similar confusion and controve sy

across the country. Agreeing only that melting pot notions were Ito

longer valid and that education based on an Anglo-conformity model
had failed large groups of American children, educational policymakers,
often in response to outside pressures,- instituted a wide variety of
prOgrams and policies. These included numerous federal, state, and local
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regulations.. guidelines developed by professional organizations, sepa-
rate ethnic studies courses, carefully isolated from the mainstream of
instruction,, textbook evaluations to determine their treatment of diver-
sity minority literature courses bilingual education programs, the addi-
tion of ethnic heroes and holidays, feasts and festivals, and only on rare
occasions, a systematic renewal of a total curriculum and tbacher prepa-
ration Multiethnic education, th the .1970's, was a mile wide,, but in
most places, at best an inch deep

This present volume suggests that 'multiethnic education has come
of age Even the most casual reading of the preceding chapters reveals
an evolving agreeMent on not only the imperatives of multiethnic'edu

all. cation, but on its - goals, methods, content, and conceptualization While
each author cogently addresses a special segment of the complex educa;

$ Ilona, establishment, there is an 'underlykrig nonnegotiable assumption
that multiethnic education is everybOdy's business and that the bits and
pieces need to be systematically institutionalized into a coherent whole:
As Geneva Gay puts it in her essay on classroom dynamics (see p 52);

A.Inless educators attend to the cultural factorslearning styles,
value systems, relational patterns, and, communication habits

, which determine the environmental sets or climate% of culturally
pluralistic classrooms, other attempts to implement multiethnic
education.are likely td be minimized

Simla y, focus on classroom alorrewithout heeding what Carlos
Cortes galls 'the societal curriculum," or rules, regulations, reward sys-
tems, and la elling and sorting procedures, equally builds desighs fpr
failure dor c n a vital program be developed without addressing the
artificial dichotomy and unproductive argument between profession
and community; that Carl Grant has identified. Both segments are
neededfrom the highest policy levels to the smallest teaching, units.
In other words, if the promise and potential of multiethnic education
are to be maimed in the coming decade, an action agenda must involve

iegments of the educational enterprise
-ft

IMPLICATIONS FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS

A recent roundup of school desegregation activity reveals that' in
at least,the 3,090 school districts under court order or ,making applica-
bon for federal funds to lessen racial isolation, some form of multiethnic
or multicultural programming is taking place lln addition, a great num-
ber of exemplary programs and materials are showcased at profeisional

9 meetings or in journals Mucli of this is laudatory, but it' is safe to say
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that no single school district is programming systematically and con-
tinuously in all the areas that result in the incongruence between school
and society so ably delineated earlier in this volume by Tombs A.
Arciniega (see chapter 5). What then must be done?

. ., .
Effecting meaningful changes in the schools' response to ethnic
minorities requires the communication of a positive and overt affir-
mation of the "rightness and worth" of ethnic and cultural differ-
ences in children (see p 54) 1

The following action agenda is indicated;

1. Clearcut articulation of policy that cuts across all levels, divi-
sions, and individual responsibilities, and mandates infusion of
pluralism throughout the system

2. Abandonment of additive and compensatory programs based on
a deficit model

3. Study of staffing and school assignment patterns to determine
how they might better reinforce appreciation of diversity

4, Confrontation with the allocation and delivery systems of the
district (including testing and counseling programs) to see how
these impact on multiethnic education

5 Development of new patterns of access and participation in
terms of both student and community involvement

6. Provision of staff development, instructional materials, and indi-
vidua support systems that facilitate the actual,iielivery of mul-
ticul ral education to students.

,-- ,To do all this, schOol systems can learn mush from one another
through exchanges of policy statements, curriculum guides, and instruc-
tional materials. Numbers of these are available from communities of
diverse size, including Los Angeles, Buffalo, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,

jClevelapd, Denver, Seattle, and San Mateo. State guides have been
developed in Pennsylvania, California, Minnesota, and Florida. Elemen-
tary curriculum materials include the Individual liifferentes,guide prepared
for the Madison (Wisconsin) Public Schools, and San Diego City
Schools' US; A Cultsoul.Mosair (both currently being distributed by. the.
Anti-Defamation League). . .

Also useful are the various checklists and needs assessment instru-
ments, currently available. which evaluate both iostitufflAnal and indi:
vidual iieeds. Excellent ones can be found in some of the publications
listed it the bibliography of tl2is volume, including the National Coun-
cil for the, Social Studies' Curriculum Guidelines r Multiethnic Education,
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James A Banks's Teathing Strait:Des for Eihnit Studies (2d edition), Carlos E.
Cortes's Under,tandsns You and Them Tips for Troths, II about &utterly, and the
California State Department of Education's Guide for Multsculturat Educa-
tion, Content. and Context

TEACHERS AND TEACHER TRAINING

Astivendolyri C Baker and others have pointed out the teacher
is a pivotal figure in'mulllethnic education, yet often htor she is woe-
fully unprepared Traditional teacher preparation progams have just
begun to confront ethnicity, whether it be in terms of teaching modes
or learning styles or language differences (See, for documentatign, the
chapters by Cox and Ramirez, and Saville-Troike in this hook ) Furl her-
more,'many of the first responses to ethnicity in both pre-service and
staff development programs were based on aensatory model, with
differences coming across clearly as deficits o e removed or covered
over

An encouraging omen for the future is a new standard for accredi-
tation adopted by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education, effective January 1, 1979. Developed by a stikly tom mitfee
of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, the
standard mandates that provision be made for instruction in imphicul-
tural education inhoth general and professional studies components,
and should be addressed in courses, seminars, directed readings, labora-

-
tory and clinical experiences, 'as well as M practica and other typei of
field experiences. Commendably, the standard suggests

Multicultural education should include but not be limited to ex-
periences which, 1) promote analytic and evaluative abilities to
confront issues such as participatory democracy, racism, sexism,
and the parity of-power, (2) develop skills for values clarification
including the manifest and latent transmission of values; (3) exam-
me the diverse cultures and the implications for developing teach-
ing strategies; and (4) examine linguiitic variations and diverse
learning styles as a basis for the development of appropriate teach-

,'ing strategies.4

s%
atie implications of this stands d for accreditation for teacher train-

ins institution are great Invested with all it4 power and potential, it is
, a mandate for renewal and revitalization, a movement toward a new
breed of teacher and administrator, sensitized to pluralism in the broad-
est sense d wedded to the creative uses,,Of diversity as a teaching-

.. ,learninikt&l To effectuate it, all education depart mend must look at
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the messages they send out,, and a college of educatik must roach out
into other academic* departments and into the community for added
sources of 'curriculum Sociology, the humanitie hnic stuckes, the
social sciences, psychology, and the ethnic enclaves o e surrounding
community all can provide multigultural education bur g blocks It
is truly a challenge for the 1980'SL

M least one,school of education has begun its quest in systematic
fashion Working with consultants from the Anti-Defamation LeAgue,
a soup of core faculty+from the University of Nebraska at Omaha has
undertaken the development of modules to infuse understanding of the
dynamics of prejudice into ongoing instruction in such areas as voca-
tional education, adminialTon, and legal aspects 0,Ver universities
are building on insights gainecrin a series of conferences convened
under the auspices of the American Associati9.41 Colleges for Teacher
Education and its Ethnic Heritage Studies Protect F'or them, multiethnic
teacher education is an idea whose time has come

' Educators currently in the field, however, still need understanding
an skills development To that end in-service- ?taff development pro-
grams, task-oriented, should be a priority agenda item Here, too, the
NCATE standard can serve as a working rationale and springboard for
action for school systems, community groups, and professional associa-
tions 4

PROFESSIONAL AND COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
. ,

Over the past ten or fifteen years, a growing number of professional
educational associationset nd other organizations concerned about racial,
religious, and ethnic pkiglism have issued policy, statements and vari-
ous publications, as well as undertaken conferences and other activities,
aimed at helping win over Arnenca's schools to multiethnic education.
Among the most active have been the National Education Association,
the Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies, the United Federation of Teachers,
the Association for Childhood Education, and the Council on Interracial
Books-for Children.

Effective ethnic, human relations, and civil rights organizations
include the 'American Jewish Ctrmittee and its Institute for Pluralism
and Group Identity, the AntiDefamation League of B'nai B'rith, the
Japanese-American Citizens'' League, the National Association for the
Advancementof Colored People, the Polish-American Congress, the
Southwest Council of La Raza, and the Urban League, to name but a few
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of the vital groups whose insights and resources continue to be helpful
educators And indeed surveys of ethnic heritage curriculum projects

reveal a sizable amount of school/community/ethnic orgarnzation to-.
operation 5

But there is still a tremendous amount of unfinished business on
this front Most professional edutatio al groups have not infused plu-
ralism into their day-to-day work' s They have not intergfzed the
many notel,vorthy policy statements, gisidtlines, and publications they
have sponsored on multiethnic themes 'It is still a cause for surprise
when outreach goes beyond the usual networks to involve others in
conferences such as th NCSS 1980 annual meeting, with the them
Education for Participate n, or the NEA Eighteenth Annual Conferee
on Human and Civil Rights in Education, focusing on .Desegregatio /
Integration There is still a marked need for leadership of professional
associations to move ethnicity frqm advisory or parallel structures into
the mainstream of their ongoing agendas

q\,..
FEDERAL, AND STATE ACTIVITY'

.,
Moving beyond earlier legislation which focused on euuality of

1

oppoetunity and social justice, in the 1970's Congress enacted measures' .
which challenged the very functions of the schools and 'their valiiis of
Anglo conformity Legislation included the Ethnic Heritage Act, which
to the time of this writing. has funded several hundred curriculum
projects, Title VII Of the Elementary and Secondary School Assistance',

' Act providing for bilingual/bicultural education, and various training'
and curriculum modification progiams attendant to school desegreg.a-
tion and the lessening bf racial isolation ,Networks of federal general
assistance centers have been Set up, for bilingual, race an national
origin, dese on, and sexis concerns.. . i

In 1 Otages. lation in Connecticut a innesota,
thsrtee slat da ill ual instruction In addition, at lean
28 stat s hav end ted pr. isions cove g some a cts of multiethnic
ed ion, it ludi g to book criteria, teacher ter cation require-
ments, and s aff deve patent programs. In three slat (Florida, Mini-
nesota, and ennsy aria) resource centers have been set upt.tp provide,

Ca , materials reflecti e of the state's diversity o illations. Four states
(Iowa, Mi a, Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin have made hurrian

"""relation raining a requirement for r ration. Sonve35 state depart-
ments of eduatienamong them California, M sachussetts, and West

',. Virginia -offer in- service courses in Milticult I or ethnic studies.°
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But, here again, implications for future activity are great. Con-

cerned educators, working as individuals or in concert with professional
and community organizations, must do several things First, they must
become farriiliar with the enabling and the prohibiting rules and regula-
tions where they work, identify like - minded colleagues and community
supporters, and then move forward In some areas, there is need still for
further polity statements In others, the task is the translation of these
policies into meaningful programs ..

A prime target for the 80's should be the area' in, which visible
ethnicity is minimal, and where there are "no problems." Currently
most of t e legislatipr, funding, and actict is beamed at urban, minori-
ty-domin ted school systems A task for the future is finding "carrots
and. sti for isolated, insulated school systems whose disadvantage

less apparent, yet can be equally devastating to the short -'
ged students therein.

CAUTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The quest for effective multiethnic education yields no ready, easy
an,swers
program,

a magic formulas, partly because it is as much a process as a
progra, as ugh a means to the educatipnal goals Jades A Banks has
identified, as it is an end In fact, a model too_ hastily applied can set in'
motion as Many ills as it proposes to cure, just as a "miracle drug': can ,'

.trIgger disturbing side effects ' . *N
.

As Cherry A Banks comments in her helpful chapteion becoming"' ..

an effective cross-cultural counselor; when overly focused on group
norms and characteristics, one runs the risk of losing sight of the indi-
victual, thereby perceiving and presentipg him/her in'stereotypic fash-
ion! Ethnic diversity within American society isiin fact no greater than
the diversity within each individual ethnic group An authentic mid-
liethnic curriculum confirms that fact, rather than contradicts it.

Such a cumculum must 'also avoid the errors of past either/or
programs which stressed either our very real similarities pr our equally
real Iferences. Each approach had limited success at best; and they
shay common failing They tended to back away from the critical-

encounter between groups, espetially when minority con- .

fronted _majority Studying slavery, the Nazi Holocaust, the Japanese
relocation, or the Trail of Tears only as they are ethnically specific giii4,..,
the false impression that ethnic history unfolds ifs a vacuurg..Asimilar
challenge is dealing with social ills and problems of prejudice without
conveying the illusion that there are no poVtive aspetts to ethnicity
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Statistics gathered by the U S Commission on Civil Rights reveal
that most of our notion's schools, urban or rural, are raciallyand ethni-
cally isolated Obviously, cross-Cultural schooling cannot be counted on
to break down racial barriers and produce what James A. Banks calls
"cross-cultural competence Thisumber og children going to one-race
schools has been increasing sir.f968 and levels of segregation are
higher than those experienced by immigrantSto the United States dur-
ing the period of greatest influx at the turn of the century.? Conse-
quently, the need is greater for educative experiences that can break
down the stereotypei and feelings of supenority/inferionty that can
flourish in isolated settings -.

In a society increasingly fragmented and belgtaguereclt in d world
that becomes more interdependent each dayt.it may well be that the
promotion of human understanding is the most pressing (and basic) of
priorities,for qucators By shattering once and for all the myth that
there:is one model Amerian,.multiethnic education can increase social
cohesion,and national unity, while increasing the access to cbiportunity
and produatiVity of previously shortchanged children. The editor of tNs
volume his suggested that it can seAie as la vehicle forgOeral educa-
tional reform More important, it can serve to make our schoolsoiote

-responsive to the human conditiontruly, an action agenda worthy of
the decade ahead
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Multiethnic Education: Basic References ,
lames A. Banks
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le s r,--
' Banks, James A . Cortes. Carlos E . Gay. Geneva. Garaa, Ricardo I . and OFhoa, Anna 6
Cum slam Conklin& for Multiethnic Ediwahon Washington, DC National Q1ouncil for the
Social Studies, 106 sO , .

'aThis NCSS position statement includes a rationale for ethnic pluralism, 23 guidelines (or I
establishing echve multiethnic educational programs, and an evaluation checklist "establishing{

lam A Mutt:dhow Lintahon Theory and Pretence Boston All and Bacon, 1981

L This book discusses histoncil, conceptual, and philosophical issues i the fields of rnul-
tiethls and multicultural education among the other topics disc are teaching
stratlfpes for muhsethnic, education, linking multiethnic and global cation*. and eth...,
nicity and citizenship education i

Banks, James ipt45tratesnes for Ethnic Shites, Zd ed *Boston Allyn and Bacon. 1979/at
Teaching str nits. with grade level; designated. and hubliograph4s (41. teachers and
students Ire among the key features of this book Also in'eluded are a historical 'overview
and a chronology of key events for all major American ethnic groups The book is
designed as a selarrelVok for classroom teachers as well as a text for courses in ethnic
studifeand in multicultural education.

Baptiste,. H Pktice., Jr Adidtionitural Eiltiothon it Syrioinis Washington, D C University*
Press bf America 1976 .,

This monograph includes a discussion of definitions, models, and Lssues related to m
ticultural education' , .

Cortes. Carlos E, with Fay Metcaland Sharryl Hawke Vnestandint You 'and Them Tips
fog Torching Allow Ethnicity Boulder Social SZience Education Consortium., 1976
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Cortes's essay., "Ethnicity qs the C-urnculum," is provocative and useful The book also
includes a Pet of teaching Activtoes and helpful information a t -evaluating the mul-
tiethnic curriculum

4
Cross, Dolores E Bilker Gwendolyn, and Stiles, Lindley J , eds king in a Miditeolhtral.
Sire?), Pesspeeitiw ani Proetsslorl Stroterts New yark4acrnallan, 1977

The contributors to this book, who include Meyer Weinberg, James Deslonde, and Asa
Hilliard, focus on ways'of changing the school curriculum to reflect the ethnic and cultural

el diversity in American society

Garcia, Ricardo I Learning 11! Tin) binperr, Bloomington, Ind Phi Delta Kappa Educa-.
tional Foundation, 1976

This booklet exfolores $1e importance and implications of bilingual education and'is'
t available Is Engitsh and Spanislfeditions .. 1

s , Gold, Milton I Grant Carl A , and Rivlin, Harry N eds In Prose of Dmerstly S1 Resource

Book for MIN-a & Eineanon Washington. 0 C Association of Teacher Educators, 1977

This tiolume.contasis several interesting and informative histoacal overviews of vanotts
eth'ntc groupTefFeva Gay,, Richard Gambino. and NalhaA Glazer are among the con,
tributors . ,

Gram, Carl A , ed ManessImral &batmen Commitments Ission And Applteeknons Washington,
D C A'ssociation for ,Supervision and Curriculum Development 1977 ..

.., I. t
Broadly defining multicultural education, this book includes articles on ethnic groups)

-, student rights, sexism, and the educational dimensions Of cultural diversity

Grove, Cornelius Lee Conii4itarrom ArsolCvlisises A Repos, on Cr. os Cu. lisoil Rowels Wash-
11 ington, DC National Education Association, 1976 -

1,
The problems involved, in communicating across cultuIv res and the findings of am,
cultural research are some of the important topics discussIcl in this monograph '
Gude oo, Ailteltren;nes? Limeahon Content and Contest Saicramento, Calif California St De-,i partment of Education, 1977

. .
S ,

This book contains an,excHlent instrument which can be used for esaluatus and se4ecttng
materials that reflect etlfkuc and cultural diversity r.

is - Hansen-Kiening. Nancy Competeno andCsrairtniv in laminas. Ar1 ts A ArtadIttethrog Forms lte.id:
ing, Mass Addison-Wesley. 1979

Written r both pre-Arvrand 'in-service teachers, this book combines theory a
praince 31 integrating :Iva tiethnic awareness and education into the 'teach,
communication skills It is designed to teach basic language arts skills while expanding
ethnic literacy / ' r.
Herman. Judith, ed Pit 5. hoe!, and Gvonp Identth, New "AA American letvish Committee,'t ,

4 i 9000 ..
.." Thishighly acclaimed memoiraptt on the "new pluralism ' yeas stimulated by/the ethnic

.
,revitalization movement s'of the 1960's and 1,970's s

a i
King. Edith W Teo, loins fihnte Aynrene, Melkeds nand Matelot. 4- the flemt,nrary .5M,N,: .tsts
Monica. Calif Goodyear 1980 t

4 1

This (*source book 4tor elementary school teachers is ctivided into three major parts
Rai kgroclnd for the Tea'clier in Multiethnic -Eddcation:f Activities For the Multiethnic
Elementary School. 'and Resources for the Multiethnic Teacher - .

.-:

Klassen. Frank H and t.';ollnidi, DonnS M . eds rhortill.m and Eli. Amerman Tewher ls.le. an /,
t'4.4 tndies ,Washington 0 t. American Association of Colleges lot 'Teacher Education.
197? d .
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James A. Banks, Geneva Gay: Harry N Rivlin, Carl A Grant, and other specialists in
inultiet him( and mutt it ultural education discuss ways in which teacher education can and
should becoine more sensitive to the ethnic diversity in American life and culture -

taboo, .William The Aide, of Nonsteledard fie,yhsh Urbana, Ill National Council of Teachers
of English. 1969

' This monograph is a well-researched and Thoughtful discussion of ncostandatd English
Black English is one of the important topics treated .

Wel, Alice:with Edwin Kiester, Jr nu Skorichowd Children 4 Sobterfno New York Ameri-
can Jewish Committee, 1967

IA
seminal but often neglected study, this work.documents the extent to which children

eh suburban 'areas are often isolated from racial, religious,, and social class, differences

Noar, Gertrude The Troths 4441 hotyrorion Rev ed Washington. D C National Education
Association. 1974

, .
The author. draws. uponsher many years of nch experiences to poi' e and respond, to

IquestionS thatieschers in integrated *schools are likely to ask and want answered

Nolak, Michael leather Relterhorts on BA Itt(tiy Middletown. Penn kdnota Press, 1977

This brilliant, and thoughtful book. discusses the "new pluralism "' Although Novak.
focuses on White ethnic groups, many of his observations Carthelp the teacher to under- .:

stand all ethnic groups in the United States

Pedersen, Pau), Lonner, Walter J , and Draguns, karts G eds Cox/sr/iv Across Cidiarts
Honolulu. Hawaii University Press of Hawaii, 1976

This excellent and well.ritarc hod etSfirciibn of original essays discusses issues related to
cross-cultural counseling ..

Ramirez, Manuel Ill and Castafteda, Alfredo Cul/ural Driserrory, Buotorthat:Developreemi ad
Memnon. New York Academic Press, 1974

This seminal book presents theory and research findings related to the cognitive styles of
Mexican-American and:Anglo youths, with important implications for the schooling of .
minonty students '
Sav*ille-Troike, Mune!' foundations lo, Tiorhiess Enghsh as 4 Seronii lanpute Theory aitdidelelhal
for, Altelheidikret Esh,s4h04 Englewood Cliffs, N J Prentice.Hall 1976

This book discusses the psychological, linguistic, and cultural foundations of teaching
English as a second language, as well as strategies for instruction and preparing for
teaching in the multicultural classroom .

SaYillt.Troike, Muriel and Trotke, Rudolph C Handbook of Ilthyool EdottoontRev, ed
Washington, D C Teachers of English to a of Other Languages, 1971

. . ,
This introductory book "on bilingual education discusses vanous aspects of bilingual
education. including rationale, design. languages of instruction pedagogical considera-
nons, and evaluation -. .

Stewart, Edward C Anstrion Cahoot Potteries A Crose-G; Mfrs, PeresPrhoe LaGrange Pak, HI
Intercultutal Network, Inc 1972 : s. '
The author discusses some of the basic valves arid characteristics shared by all Ame ans
regardless of ethnic group .. .

a

Trueba. Henry T and Barnett-Mrirshi, Carol, eds Bilugualtfeepthorkeiral [dilation are
Proffsomil Arm thtry loiNchte Rowley, Mass Newbury House Publishers, 1979
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This collection in des many essays reprinted from othksources Among the contribu..
tors are Joshua A Fishman and Muriel $aville-Trpike t. .

Weinberg, Meyer. A Chance to Gaul A History o/ 12.16, and idguattert to the Unti Stara New
.York Cambridge University Press. 017 ..

. Written by a veteran in the multiethnic education Geld, this book chronicles the educe,
tional bostory of Afro- Aniericans, MexicanAmencans American Indians. and Pugh)
Rican Americans
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Thi Contributors
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TOMAS A.. ARCINIEGA As Dean of the College of Education at San
Diego State Univer4ty. A former intermediate grade and secondary'
school teacher, Dr Arciniega has written extensively on the educational
problems of minOrh.groups. His publications include American Education
and Mg Hispanic. A holey of Current issues- and Concerns: Preparing Teachers of
Mefican-Anuricans: A Socioailti;ral and Political issue, ,and Chicanos and Maim:

Mg Territorial Minorities. .
GWENDOLYN C. BAKER is Chief, Minorities and Women's Program%
Nptional,Institute of Education. Dr. Baker 'is, a former elementafF
teacher in the Knn Arbor (Michigan) public,Schools; arid has been a
professor at the University of Michigan. Shp is'the co-editor of Teaching
in a Mialfrnit Safely and Multicultural Education: Teaching About Minority
flown,
CHERRY A, SANKS is a counselpr and a consultant in Seattle, Wash-
ington. She 4sthauthor bf "i Content Analysis pf the Treatment of
Black Americas ortelevision," Social Edikaiiim (April 1977),.and-co4
author of March Totoari I freedom.: A History of Black Americans. In. her grade-
ate degree prograni at Serif* UniVersity, she specialiied in community
college counseling. Her fitment research arid training interest is cross-
cultural counseling. Ms, Banks has served-as a consultant to a number
of 9lucatidnal and proftssional organizAtions,.including the University.,
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of Washington, Seattle University and the American Library Associa-
tion
JAMES A BANKS is [professor of Education at the University of Wash-
ington and Vice-President of rite National Council for the Social Stud-
ies He will serve as President-Elect of the Council in 1981 and as
President in 1982 Professor Banks is a specialist in social studies educa-

\tion and multiethnic educition His books include Teachint7Strategies for
the Social Studte,, Teaching Strategies ,`or Nair Studies, Teaching Ethnic Studies.

,Cernepts and Strategie,, Black Sell-Concept lmphiations for Educdtton and Social

Science and Multiethnic Education Theory" and Procne:, In 1973 Professor
Banks was awarde a Spencer Fellows,hip by th4 National Academytof
Education, and in 1980 he was awarded fellowships from the Kellogg
and Rockefeller Foundalions,
ELEANOR BLUMENBERGIs National Edtication Director, Anti-Defa-

". mataon League of B'nai Wrath, New York. Dr. Blumenberg frequently
serves As .cotsultant to School systems, professional `organizations]
government agencies, and private industry on problems in intefgroup
relations and conflict resolution She.has'contributed to riumerouslour-

I nalo and to the book, Rattsm end &ion; Responding to the Challenge Dr
Blurrieriberi has taught at the 'University,of Southern California and at
other universities i .

EMILY BRIZENDINE is a-Multicultural :cluratiori. Program Specialist
with the Long Beach (California) Unified Sc+Cool Disthct She received
her bachelor's and master's degrees from the U iversity of California,'

.(14 Los Arigeles,`Nnd is currently a doctoral cand ate in Administrati#e
Policy StUdies 19 Education at UCLA A former gh school social stud-
ies teactior, Ms Brizendine has been an Instructor of Asian-American /
Studies ft C-alifotruaStatie University: Long Beach, and a Congresstrinal

'1 ern with the United Statesiouse of Repilsent.itives
ARLES received tiffs doctoral degree from the Graduate

chool of Ediacattop. Ilarvani University. Ark/Assistant Professor of
Education at, the Uniivirsity of Californta.Ips 4ngeles, wher9 his un-

k tamely dNtKuccurreei in 1.979, Professor 'Chet* tensive work on
pal'ent4nd .coinmuniticpar tpation in educatior and *Is working on
leadership thoty and multieth duc...ititm He is iheau hor.or Altering

- Collerlrie &warning Crtrzen Nrnapation Eduea;ional Decision:Making S
CAR111;15t. CORTES' is Prqiessor of History at the University of Cali-

Riverside, and vast egiair of Chicano Studies Among his publica-
tions are ThreoPervedireson Ethnicity Blacks Chicanos, and Nanw Americans,
11-Indoorirdnig. and -Them Trpi for reash g about Ethnicity, and Gaucho

-/Pelitic in Brasil He has e'dited two major bo k series, The Mexican American
lursiesf sad The Chicano Heritage (55 v lumes) Dr Cortes has lec-,
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tined widely throughout the United States on such topics as Latin
Ament)en and Chicano history, Chicano culture, social studies educa-
tion, multicultural ea ion, and film-and-history
BARBARA G. CO o-Director of the Bilingual Preschool Project
and Associate Director the Follow Through Project at the university
of California, Santa Cr Ms Cox has developed curriculum materials
for a bilingual curriculum in mathematics, reading, science,, and cultural
studies Her papers include "Assessing Bicutturalism in Mexican-
American College Students" and "Parent-Child Verbal InteLactions A
Mexican-American Case Study "
WALTER CURRIE'is Assistant Director of the newly created Gabriel
Dumont Institute of Native Studies.and Applied Research in Regm'a,
Saskatchewan A. former elementary school teacher' and principal, he
spe t the 1975-76 academicjear at the Center for Indian Education at
A zona.State University whTre he did work on the education of Anttri-
c Indian.students Dr. Currie 'participated in the Ninth Annual Na-

onal Indian.Educa Convention in St Pp!. Minnesota, in 1977,
where he presented a pa entitld "American Indian Post-Secondary
Education Needs of Ind Students and Hos They Should Be Met u
He also Presented a pa r at the First Annual American Indian Studies

minar, California State University, North Ridge, in 19784
GENEVA GAY is Associate Professor of Education at Purdue Univer-
sity. She has contlibuted chapters to 'a number of books, including
Teaching Ethnic Studies. Concepts and Strategies. anguage and Cultuml Droei'sity in

American Educahon. Teaching American History The Quest for Releveicy, Mulliciel,
tural Educahon. Commitments, Issues and Applications, and Plufahsm and the .
AmerwanITeadier: issues and Case Studies

CAW. GAANTis Associate Professor of Curriculum and Instruction
at 411110niversity of Wisconsin, Madison. Heis the editor of In Praise of
Diversity A Resource Book for -Mulhcrilheral Education. Multicultural Educahon:
Debution, issues. and Applkahops. and Contahintly Parhapahon in Edurativi
Profess& Grant is the co-author.of Realities. Roles, and Ritislif Passage: 4n
httrodUchon to Teaching.

GARY R. HOWARD is Director-of the Multicultural Education Project'
iti the Arlington (WashingtonrSchool District. A graduate' of Yale (lin-
vertity, where he.co.authiiired a research study published in the.fournal
of Applied Sonal.Pspilolotal he wrote his master'sthesa at Westirn Wash.
ingtc3n University oninulticukural educition, Mr. Howard trains

multicultural
of Califor-

nia,

teach-
ers in ulticultural education in the Ar.: ton School District.
JANE R. MERCER is 'Professor oTSociolo t the U

Riliersidt She has contributed chapters to many books. including
The Mentally Reta ed Chili and His Famtlyi Rile, Changek-and Urban Skiely,,
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Pahent,, Physicians, and 11611).ses, The Fallacy o/ la Uses of the Sociology o/ Educe',

lion,, and The Testing o/ Black Students. -She is the author of Labeling' the

Mentally Retarded
JEANNIE OAKES is Research AssociatAesearch Division, Institute
for DeVelopment of Educational Activities, nt ,, Los Angeles. Dr Oakes
received her M A in American Studies from California State University
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